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I PREFACE 
The Transportation Equity Act of the 21 at Century (TEA-21) (23 CFR) mandated environmental streamlining in order to 
improve transportation project delivery without compromising environmental protection. In accordance with TEA-21, 
the environmental review process for this project has been documented as a Streamlined Environmental Assessment 
(EA). This document addresses only those resources or features that apply to the project. This allowed study and 
discussion of resources present in the study area, rather than expend effort on resources that were either not present 
or not impacted. Although not all resources are discussed in the EA, they were considered during the planning 
process and are documented in the Streamlined Resource Summary, shown in Appendix A. 
The following table shows the resources considered during the environmental review for this project. The first column 
with a check means the resource is present in the project area. The second column with a check means the impact to 
the resource warrants more discussion in this document. The other listed resources have been reviewed and are 
included in the Streamlined Resource Summary. 
Table 1: Resources Considered 
SOCIOECONOMIC NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 
P' P' Land Use r r Wetlands 
P' r Community Cohesion P' P' Surface Waters and Wat.er Quality 
r r Churches and Schools r r Wild and Scenic Rivers 
P' r Environmental Justice P' P' Floodplains 
P' P' Economic r r Wildlife and Habitat 
r r Joint Development P' r Threatened and Endangered Species 
P' P' Parklands and Recreational Areas r r Woodlands 
P' P' Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities r r Farmlands 
P' P' Right-of-Way 
r r Relocation Potential 
P' P' Construction and Emergency Routes 
P' r Transportation 
CULTURAL PHYSICAL 
P' P' Historical Sites or Districts w r Noise 
P' P' Archaeological Sites r r Air Quality 
r r Cemet.eries w r Mobile Source Air Toxics (MSATs) 
r r Energy 
w P' Contaminated and Regulated Materials Sites 
w P' Visual 
P' P' Utilities 
r CONTROVERSY POTENTIAL Click here to ent.er text. 
P' Section 4(f): Historic Sites Puritan Ice Hou1e Recreational Trail - Running River Trail - Henbey Avenue Access Trail 
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This Environmental Assessment (EA) has been prepared in compliance with the requirements of the National 
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA). This EA informs the public and interested agencies of the proposed 
action and alternatives to the proposed action in order to gather feedback on the improvements under 
consideration. 
1.1 Proposed Action 
The proposed action consists of upgrading Mississippi Drive (Iowa Highway 92) through downtown Muscatine, 
Iowa. The Mississippi Drive Corridor Project begins south of the Main Street/Grandview Avenue intersection, 
continuing to the East 2°• Street/Norbert F. Beckey Bridge intersection, which marks the end of the project. It 
passes through a mix of commercial, residential, Central Business District and industrial land uses. The total 
length of the project is approximately 1.6 miles, including 19 intersections (6 with traffic signals). Refer to the 
vicinity map on Figure 1. 
The current roadway is a 3- to 4-lane, urban facility with both divided and undivided medians. The roadway, 
ranging from 40 to 64 feet wide, is considered difficult to cross for pedestrians, especially for small children or 
elderly. The width of this roadway is being considered to be narrowed to improve the accessibility to the 
downtown from the Mississippi River riverfront area by pedestrians. This project also includes accommodations 
for bicycles and pedestrians and measures to reduce flooding on the roadway. 
1.2 Study Area 
The primary area of investigation for the Project is generally bounded by the Mississippi River on the east and 
the downtown business district on the west. The Study Area boundaries were established to allow the 
development of a wide range of alternatives that could address the purpose of and need for the project. The 
Study Area is larger than the area proposed for construction activities for the Project. However, some impacts 
may extend beyond the Study Area; where this occurs will be noted and addressed in the Environmental 
Analysis Section (Section 5). See Figure 2 for the study area of the proposed action. 
2. PROJECT HISTORY 
The city of Muscatine has been working toward revitalizing the downtown riverfront for several years to 
transform the city's riverfront into a recreational attraction for local residents and regional visitors. As part of this 
effort, the Mississippi Drive Corridor, which is adjacent to the Mississippi River, has been targeted for 
improvements. 
In 2007, the city prepared a planning study that examined several issues associated with Mississippi Drive, 
including pedestrian safety, flooding issues, traffic calming and aesthetics. Several stakeholder and public 
meetings were held to gain input about the corridor. The results of this study are contained in the report entitled 
"Mississippi Drive Corridor Study." 
3. PURPOSE AND NEED FOR ACTION 
This section describes the purpose of and need for the proposed action based on the transportation system 
problems that currently exist in the Study Area. This section details the substandard nature of the existing 
highway, and explains the importance of the highway as a principal arterial in Muscatine, Iowa. 
3.1 Purpose 
The purpose of the proposed Mississippi Drive improvements is to safely accommodate future vehicular and 
pedestrian traffic, including bicyclists along the corridor as well as between the riverfront and downtown, to 
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correct roadway deficiencies, to limit future flooding of Mississippi Drive, and to provide the transportation 
infrastructure needed to support planned and future economic development. 
3.2 Need 
This project is needed to provide better access to vehicles traveling through the downtown, to provide safe 
access to pedestrians crossing Mississippi Drive, to reduce instances of closure of Mississippi Drive due to 
flooding, and to foster economic development. 
3.2.1 Traffic 
Traffic on Mississippi Drive has been declining on average since 1998 according to Iowa DOT traffic counts (see 
historic traffic trends below in Table 2). The major factor in this decline was the opening of the U.S. 61 bypass 
which eliminated the need for much of the traffic to travel through the Central Business District of Muscatine. In 
February and March 2011, traffic data was collected at 11 intersections along the corridor. Based on these 
traffic counts, Average Daily Traffic (ADT) ranges from 8,500 to 10,000 vehicles per day (vpd). The existing 
traffic counts, along with the width of the corridor which is mostly 4 lanes wide (approximately 40 to 64 feet), 
creates excess capacity, a tendency for traffic to exceed the speed limit, and a challenge for pedestrians 
crossing the roadway safely. 
Location (Mississippi Drive Intersects) 
Main Street 
Hersha Avenue and Grean Street 
Iowa Avenue 
Cedar Street 
Mulberry Avenue 
Oak Street 
Source: Iowa DOT 
TABLE2 
HISTORIC TRAFFIC COUNTS 
1998 
10100 
12000 
11000 
9700 
12300 
12600 
2002 
9900 
11800 
10100 
9800 
12800 
12300 
Year 
2006 
9700 
12000 
9900 
9000 
9100 
12600 
2010 
7272 
8767 
7662 
7296 
9494 
9903 
Traffic projections were conducted for the design year of 2040 based on a 0.5% growth per year. The 
population of Muscatine has been steady over the last four decades and is projected to increase by 1.64% by 
2020 according to Muscatine's Comprehensive Plan. As a result, forecasted traffic volumes through the design 
year 2040 show minimal growth. Table 3 below shows current and future Average Daily Traffic (ADT) for the 
corridor. 
TABLE3 
EXISTING AND PROJECTED AVERAGE DAILY TRAFFIC 
Location 
2na Streat (Mui~ Avenue to Norbert F. Beckey Bridge),_ __ 
Mississippi Drive {Elm to Mulberry Avenue) 
Hershey Avenue (Green StrMt to Mississippi Drive) 
Source: Iowa DOT and Stanley Consultants 
3.2.2 Safety and Pedestrian Access 
Existing 
(2011) 
10,000 
8,500 
9,000 
Projected Traffic 
(2040) 
11,600 
10,000 
10,500 
Pedestrian safety is a frequent issue of concern among the public and stakeholders in Muscatine. The concern 
is due to the wide roadway (as much as 64 feet) that must be crossed which can be challenging for elderly and 
persons with young children, the lack of pedestrian refuges and protected crosswalks, as well as the lack of 
convenient access for bicyclists reaching the recreational trail along the river from downtown. Extensive free 
parking exists along the riverfront, as well as many outdoor recreational opportunities, which creates a need to 
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access the riverfront. An active railroad parallels Mississippi Drive through the Central Business District 
separating the roadway and the riverfront. The track is fenced from the corridor for safety purposes but has 
openings at Cedar Street and Iowa Avenue for both vehicles and pedestrians, and additional openings at 
Sycamore and Chestnut Streets for pedestrians only. On weekdays, the riverfront is used extensively for 
parking by persons who work or shop in the downtown. Special events on the riverfront attract many visitors to 
downtown several times each year. During these times, parking lots are used for event setup and are not 
available for parking. This creates large numbers of people crossing Mississippi Drive to reach the venue and 
the potential for pedestrian crashes. 
A crash analysis was conducted for the Mississippi Drive Corridor as part of this project. Data was examined 
from the Iowa DOT Office of Traffic and Safety for the 5-year period from 2008-2012. A total of 56 crashes were 
reported in that timeframe, with 42 crashes occurring at intersections and 20 crashes occurring on road 
segments between intersections. Table 4 below shows the most common types of accidents and the number of 
each along the Mississippi Drive Corridor comparing 2005-2009 and 2008-2012. 
TABLE4 
MOST COMMON TYPES OF ACCIDENTS ON MISSISSIPPI DRIVE CORRIDOR 
2005-2009 
Type of Accident Number 
Fallure to Yleld at lntersectlons/Drlvewa~ 15 
Losing Control/Running Off Road 12 
Rear End Crashes 10 
Speeding/Driving Too Fast for Conditions 7 
Source: Iowa DOT Offlce of Traffic and Safety for Years 2005-2009 and Years 2008-2012. 
3.2.3 Flooding 
2008-2012 
Number 
Unknown 
7 
Unknown 
7 
Mississippi Drive runs parallel to the Mississippi River, with less than 300 feet between them. Frequent flooding 
between Mulberry Avenue and Iowa Avenue causes Mississippi Drive to be closed, detouring traffic onto local 
streets in the downtown area and limiting access to businesses located on Mississippi Drive. The most recent 
occurrence was spring 201 O; Mississippi Drive was closed for approximately two weeks in April. 
The first intersection to flood is at Walnut. Floodwaters begin flooding this intersection through a storm inlet 
located at a low point in the south curb. This inlet has a direct discharge pipe to the river, and water begins 
flooding the street when the river elevation reaches 549.7, or during a 7-year flood event. The second 
intersection to flood is at Sycamore Street. The south gutter line at this intersection is at Elevation 552.3, an 
18-year flood event. The intersections at Mulberry Avenue, Cedar Street and Iowa Avenue begin flooding when 
they experience a flood greater than 25-year frequency (552.47). Intersections west of Iowa Avenue are 
considerably higher and flood much less frequently. 
Note: All elevations discussed above are NAVO 1988 datum. 
3.2.4 Planned Development and Land-Use Plans 
The city of Muscatine Comprehensive Plan (September 2013) lists several goals under economic development. 
Some of these goals include: retention and expansion of existing businesses, recruitment and establishment of 
new businesses, strong retail sector, and development and revitalization of specifically targeted areas. One of 
the targeted areas is the downtown area which includes Mississippi Drive. Actions under this goal include 
infrastructure improvements, aesthetic enhancements, and promoting economic development. Future land-use 
goals were presented in the Comprehensive Plan that relate to critical corridors, which include Mississippi Drive 
and the downtown area. Mississippi Drive should serve as a welcoming corridor and have a mix of residential 
and non-residential land uses that enhance the Muscatine community. Likewise, the downtown area is 
envisioned to have enhanced livability, strong retail and a historic flavor to help improve the quality of life in 
Muscatine. 
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In keeping with goals of the Comprehensive Plan and future land use, the city has already purchased and has 
been actively beautifying the land along the riverfront between the river and road/active railroad track corridor. 
Beautification projects already completed include a paved recreational trail, visual and recreational focus points, 
green areas, statuary reflecting the history of the city and resting areas for pedestrians. 
The Bi-State Regional Commission determined that the proposed project is consistent with long-range 
transportation goals for the area (see letter dated 12/9/2010 in Appendix B). In addition, the project is 
anticipated to further the Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy for the Bi-State Regional General 
Economic Development Goal G - Continue to Make the Best Use of Existing Infrastructure. The Mississippi 
Drive Corridor Project to reconstruct the business route in Muscatine is consistent with long-term plans and is an 
important element of revitalization within the Bi-State region. 
4. ALTERNATIVES 
This section discusses the alternatives investigated to address the purpose and need for the proposed action. A 
range of alternatives were developed, and then a screening process was used to narrow the range of 
alternatives. The No Build Alternative, the alternatives considered but dismissed, the alternative variations at 
Carver Corner, and the Proposed Alternative for the mainline portion of the project are discussed below. Carver 
Corner is located at the south end of the project area and is where Hershey Avenue, Green Street and 
Mississippi Drive intersect (Figure 1 ). 
4.1 No Build Alternative 
Under the No Build Alternative, no improvements would be made to the existing roadway. Only maintenance 
and repairs would be done. The roadway's geometric features and access control would remain unchanged. 
The No Build Alternative would not have any direct or indirect impacts to adjacent properties. No additional 
right-of-way would be acquired and no modifications would be done to the Carver Corner intersection area. 
Therefore, there would not be any impact to Section 4(f) resources and no disruption to local businesses. 
However, the No Build Alternative would not meet the purpose and need for the project. It would not improve 
the safety for pedestrians and bicyclists, nor would it address the flooding issues currently experienced on 
Mississippi Drive. It would not enhance the downtown character or provide any gateway opportunities. With 
future traffic volumes showing slight increases, the roadway is oversized for the current and projected need. For 
these reasons, the No Build Alternative was eliminated from further consideration. 
4.2 Alternatives Considered But Dismissed 
In addition to the No Build Alternative, two mainline alternatives and five Carver Corner alternatives were 
considered. One mainline alternative and one Carver Corner Sub-Alternative remain. Each dismissed 
alternative is described below and shown on Figures 3 and 4A-C. 
4.2.1 5-Lane Alternative 
This alternative follows the existing alignment along the entire route, except at Carver Corner (discussed in 
sections below and shown on Figure 3). In the downtown area between Linn Street and Walnut Street, the 
corridor would be a 4-lane boulevard, including two through driving lanes in each direction with a curbed 
median. Left-turn lanes in the boulevard section would be accommodated with channelized left-turn lanes. 
The 5-Lane Alternative was dismissed because it would have severe impacts to adjacent properties in the bluff 
area, Carver Corner area and on 2•• Street. This alternative also provides more capacity than is necessary, 
based on the traffic analysis. Constructing a 5-lane roadway would limit the potential for streetscape and other 
visual improvements to the corridor. Finally, it would not meet the project's purpose and need in improving 
safety for pedestrians and bicyclists since the roadway would be as wide or wider than it is currently. A 
narrower width is more pedestrian friendly. 
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Related to the 5-Lane Alternative, some recreational trails were considered but dismissed. These options are 
described below. 
4.2.1. 1 Recreational Trail and Parlcing Alternatives. An option was also considered to provide a recreational 
path on the river side of the corridor between the road and the railroad right-of-way. However, the city staff and 
members of the public were very resistant to the idea of a recreational path at this location. The reasons given 
were limited available space and the fact that this path would be redundant to the existing recreational facilities 
along the riverfront. So, this option was dismissed from further consideration as well. 
One element in considering pedestrian and bike facilities was to consider what to do in regard to on-street 
parking. Therefore, an option that included on-street parking along the downtown portion of the corridor was 
considered. However, during discussion with the city, it was noted that there is sufficient, even excess, existing 
parking along the riverfront. There were also other priorities that were considered more important, such as 
providing sufficient space for pedestrians and storm water management facilities, and limiting the crossing 
distance for pedestrians at intersections. Therefore, on-street parking was dismissed from further consideration 
along the corridor. 
In addition to the recreational path discussed above, on-street bicycle lanes were also considered to 
accommodate bicycle traffic. However, again due to the lack of space, as well as insufficient connectivity with 
other facilities and a desire by the city to encourage other routes for bicyclists, striped bicycle lanes were 
eliminated from further consideration. An accommodation for bicyclists is provided though by use of 12-foot 
wide outside driving lanes and 2-foot gutter pans, which provide space for bicyclists to share the roadway with 
motorized vehicles. 
4.2.2 Carver Comer Sub-Alternatives 
The Carver Corner intersection currently operates as a signalized crossing intersection. The east-west roadway 
is Hershey Avenue, and the north-south roadway is Green Street. The two approaches for Green Street are 
offset by approximately 50 feet at the intersection, creating an intersection with deficiencies in both geometry 
and safety. In addition, there are Section 4(f) resources in this intersection area which necessitate developing 
multiple alternatives that avoid or minimize impacts to these resources. These alternatives are also discussed 
in the Section 4(f) Statement attached to this document. To address these deficiencies, several alternative 
intersection options were evaluated and are shown on Figures 4A-C. 
4.2.2.1 Four-Leg Roundabout Sub-Alternative (Figure 4A). The east and west approaches of Hershey 
Avenue and the north and south approaches of Green Street are realigned to form the four approaches of the 
roundabout. The center of the roundabout would be located to the south and east of the existing intersection. 
This alternative would be difficult to construct due to the steep slope of the north leg of Green Street. A building 
at the northwest corner of this intersection would be impacted in order to make the slope flatter in the transition 
to the south. This alternative also impacts the Section 4(f) resource to the south; so for these associated 
property impacts, this alternative was dismissed from further consideration. 
4.2.2.2 Three-Leg Roundabout Sub-Alternative (Figure 4A). The east and west approaches on Hershey 
Avenue and the south approach on Green Street form the three legs of the roundabout, whose center is located 
south of the existing intersection. The north leg of Green Street is realigned to intersect Hershey Avenue east of 
the roundabout. The north approach on Green Street would have turning movements limited to westbound right 
turns from Hershey Avenue and southbound right turns from Green Street. Since Green Street is offset from the 
roundabout, this creates two closely spaced intersections which are not desirable from a geometric and safety 
standpoint. 
This alternative was dismissed from further consideration because of engineering issues including geometric 
and safety concerns mentioned above. Also, turning movements to and from Green Street are limited. This 
alternative, while meeting the purpose and need for the project, was not favored by the public when it was 
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shown at a Public Information Meeting on October 12, 2011, because they felt there are better options for this 
intersection. 
4.2.2.3 Sweeping Curve Roadway Sub-Alternative (Figure 48). This alternative creates a sweeping curve 
between the south approach on Green Street and the east approach on Hershey Avenue. The west approach 
on Hershey Avenue then tees into the new roadway, creating an intersection that is farther south and east from 
the existing configuration. The north leg of Green Street intersects Hershey Avenue west of the main 
intersection with sufficient spacing, allowing full movement capability for both intersections. The heaviest traffic 
movements through the intersection (previously westbound to southbound lefts and northbound to eastbound 
rights) are now through movements. Therefore, traffic signal operations become simpler and more efficient. 
4.2.2.4 Sweeping Curve Roundabout Roadway Sub-Alternative (Figure 48). This alternative is the same 
as the Sweeping Curve Roadway Sub-Alternative described above, except instead of a signalized intersection, 
a three-leg roundabout would be constructed. This configuration would work as well as the signalized 
intersection. 
This alternative was dismissed from further consideration on the basis that it does not provide the best 
opportunities for future economic development. This alignment would create three smaller parcels that could 
limit the type and size of development that can utilize the space. 
4.2.2.5 Realigned Conventional Intersection Sub-Alternative (Figure 4C). The south approach on Green 
Street would be realigned to line up with the north approach to create a traditional four-leg crossing intersection. 
The south leg of this intersection would begin north of the Section 4(f) resource (the Puritan Ice Company 
property), thus avoiding impacts to it. 
A tight S-curve configuration is used to align the north and south legs of Green Street at Hershey Avenue and 
avoid the Section 4(f) property. The first curve radius north of the Puritan Ice Company property is 200 feet, 
which does not meet the minimum horizontal curve radius of 250 feet as stated in the Iowa DOT Design Manual 
(Chapter 1C-1). The second curve radius, just south of the Hershey Avenue/Green Street intersection, is 181 
feet. This curve also does not meet minimum Iowa DOT design criteria for this type of facility. Further, the 
second curve is located too close to the Hershey Avenue/Green Street intersection than is recommended by 
AASHTO. These curves would be tight enough that trucks would not be able to stay within their lanes, which 
would create safety and operational deficiencies since this roadway is a designated truck route. The trucks 
used for the design of this project are 67-foot tractor-trailer vehicles, the maximum legal trucks in the state of 
Iowa. 
Although this alternative was developed to avoid a 4(f) resource, it is undesirable from an engineering 
standpoint. Further, it does not meet purpose and need for safety. 
4.2.3 Flood Control Alternatives 
As part of the project, there are three options for addressing the flooding issues on Mississippi Drive. A 
demountable wall would only be placed at the Cedar Street and Iowa Avenue crossings and at the Sycamore 
Street pedestrian crossing under Alternatives 1 and 2. Two of the options would provide flood protection to a 
554.0 flood elevation, which represents a 34-year flood event. The third option would provide flood protection to 
a 552.3 flood elevation, which represents an 18-year flood event. 
Alternative 1: This alternative includes 2,332 feet of a mix of four types of flood barriers that would be placed 
along an existing fence line on the river side of the railroad. These four types of barriers include concrete curb, 
demountable wall, permanent cast-in-place, decorative concrete wall and earthen berm. Erecting a 
demountable wall is labor-intensive and requires space for storage of posts and barrier panels. The cost of this 
alterative is approximately $1,200,000. 
Alternative 2: This alternative would be very similar to Alternative 1 but with a different mix of barrier types; 
more permanent decorative wall would be used in place of the demountable wall. This would not require as 
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much labor to erect when a flood is imminent, and less storage space would be needed for posts and barrier 
panels. The cost of this alterative is approximately $1,200,000. 
With Alternatives 1 and 2, it would also be necessary to construct a closure structure on the riverfront to prevent 
river water from "backing" into the storm sewer. The outfall storm sewers at Walnut and Mulberry would both be 
diverted to the proposed new closure structure. It would be necessary to provide temporary pumping at this 
structure to remove water collected by the inlets during rainfall events. Temporary plugs would have to be 
installed in the six inlets along Harbor Drive. A temporary plug would also have to be installed in one inlet in the 
Iowa Avenue intersection. Four manhole castings would have to be replaced with bolted and sealed covers. 
4.3 Proposed Alternative 
4.3.1 Mainline Alternative 
The Proposed Alternative for the mainline portion of Mississippi Drive is the Three-Lane Alternative (Figure 5). 
The alignment follows the existing alignment for the entire route, except at Carver Corner (those alternatives are 
discussed below). The cross section includes one driving lane in each direction, with several left-turn variations 
throughout the corridor. They are described as follows: 
• Two-Way Left-Turn Lane (16 Feet Wide)- Between Main Street and Hershey Avenue and Between Walnut 
Street and Norbert F. Beckey Bridge 
• Mountable Center Median !0-14 Feet Wide) - Between Green Street and Linn Street. The O foot wide 
mountable medians are proposed as painted centerline at the westbound left-tum lane of the Hershey 
Avenue/Green Street intersection and through the segment between Broadway Street and Spruce Street. 
The mountable median widens/tapers from O to 14 feet where a wider separation and channelizing of the 
through traffic is proposed. 
• Channelized Left-Turn Lanes With Non-Mountable Median Islands 116 Feet Wide) - Between Linn Street 
and Walnut Street. Non-mountable medians taper to 4 feet wide where left-turn lanes are proposed. 
Right-turn lanes were also added at the Iowa Avenue and Cedar Street intersections in the downtown area to 
allow right-turn queues to get out of the through traffic stream when trains traveling through Muscatine are 
present in the crossing. 
There is an area along the corridor between Broadway Street and Linn Street referred to as the Bluff area. A 
natural bluff occurs on the north side, and the railroad line is located on the south side of Mississippi Drive, 
which limits the corridor width on both sides. Therefore, through this area the mainline is proposed to be two 
lanes with no median. A 7-foot wide walkway will be provided on the bluff side of the roadway. 
Designated loading zones are planned to be provided at key locations for trucks providing goods and services to 
businesses along Mississippi Drive. This will provide a safe area for loading and unloading trucks while not 
disrupting traffic. Also, this project would eliminate uncontrolled access areas along the roadway; however, all 
intersections would remain open. 
4.3.2 Carver Comer Sub-Alternative (Conventional Intersection) 
Several alternatives were under consideration at this location, including roundabout options. However, the 
Proposed Alternative for Carver Comer is the Conventional Intersection, shown in Figure 6. 
4.3.2.1 Conventional Intersection Sub-Alternative. Under the Conventional Intersection, the south approach 
on Green Street would be aligned with the north leg, making intersection operations simpler and traffic signal 
operation more efficient. The alignment of the north and the south leg of the intersection across from each other 
provides for standard driver expectations and logical turning movements which will improve traffic flow and 
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safety at the intersection. When comparing to the other alternatives considered, this alternative would generally 
be similar to the existing condition, both in appearance and operation. 
Although this sub-alternative has significant impacts to the Puritan Ice Company (TeStrake property), it 
incorporates the best engineering geometry for this intersection. Using standard engineering design can have a 
positive impact of safety, which is what is anticipated to occur in the Carver Comer area with the sub-alternative. 
Also, it is favored by the City Council, public and local residents, as expressed at a public information meeting. 
It moves the travel lanes farther away from homes along Green Street, provides one large parcel for future 
development and gateway enhancements, while also meeting the purpose and need for the project. 
4.3.3 Flood Control Alternatives 
This alternative would not require any constructed barriers but would only provide protection for an 18-year flood 
event. This could be accomplished by employing the following modifications: 
• Raise the intersection at Walnut Street to eliminate this "low spot" and divert drainage west and east to 
Cedar Street and Mulberry Avenue. Plug and abandon the storm sewer outfall from this intersection to the 
Mississippi River. 
• Modify inlet piping on Harbor Drive to divert storm water to the east to the existing Mulberry outfall which 
enters the river. 
• Install a closure structure and provide temporary pumping on the Mulberry Avenue outfall, as needed and 
similar to Alternatives 1 and 2, and install one temporary plug in one inlet at Iowa Avenue. 
This alternative would provide flood protection for nearly all flooding experienced in Muscatine. Only four 
historical flood events have exceeded this level of protection. This is the least expensive option at 
approximately $450,000, and the recommended option. 
4.4 Alternative Selection 
Final selection of an alternative will not occur until Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and Iowa DOT 
evaluate all comments received as a result of public and agency review of this EA and the public hearing on this 
document. Following public and agency review of this EA, FHWA and Iowa DOT will determine if an 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is required. If an EIS is required, then a Preferred Alternative will be 
selected through that process. 
If an EIS is not required, the selected alternative will be identified with a Finding of No Significant Impact 
(FONSI) document for this EA. 
5. ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 
This section describes the socioeconomic, cultural, natural and physical environments in the project corridor that 
will be affected by the proposed alternative. The resources with a check in the second column in Table 1, 
located at the beginning of this document, are discussed below. Figure 7 shows the general environmental 
constraints within the project area. 
Each resource section includes an analysis of the impacts of the No Build Alternative and the Proposed 
Alternative. Because it is early in the design process, a preliminary NEPA impact area was used for estimating 
direct and indirect impacts on the evaluated environmental resources. The preliminary NEPA impact area 
includes roadway right-of-way needs and the area where construction could occur. The area actually impacted 
by the Project will likely be less than what is portrayed within the preliminary NEPA impact area, and some 
impacts to resources are expected to be minimized or avoided as the Project design is refined. Consequently, 
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the potential impacts discussed in this section of the EA are conservative, as efforts to minimize direct and 
indirect impacts will be made during final design. 
5.1 Socioeconomic Impacts 
Evaluating the direct and indirect impacts that a transportation project has on socioeconomic resources requires 
consideration of impacts on land use as well as the project's consistency with development and planning by a 
city or other public entity. 
5.1.1 Land Use 
Evaluation of land use as it relates to transportation projects refers to the determination of direct and indirect 
effects on existing land uses, such as agricultural, residential and commercial/industrial, as well as consistency 
with regional development and land-use planning. Direct effects on existing and future land uses were 
determined by comparing the preliminary impact area to the existing land uses. Indirect effects were 
determined by evaluating potential access restrictions, out-of-distance travel and induced development. 
Existing conditions were confirmed during field visits to the project area in spring 2011. In addition, various 
long-range plans for the area were collected and reviewed to determine future planned land uses in the area. 
The Mississippi Drive project is consistent with long-range planning and transportation plans for the area, 
including the city of Muscatine's Comprehensive Plan, adopted in September 2013, 
(http://www.muscatineiowa.gov/DocumentCenterNiew/9900) and Bi-State Regional Commission's 
Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (http:l/bistatesonline.orq/2012-11-14-00-17-31 /ceds ). 
The Mississippi Drive project is within the corporate limits of Muscatine, Iowa, which is a city defined by the 
Mississippi River. Existing land use in the corridor is a mix of residential, commercial, industrial and 
recreational. Starting at Main Street, land use is residential with single-family homes; it transitions to 
commercial and industrial land use near Carver Comer. Traveling north, land use on the west side of 
Mississippi Drive is again single-family residential until the downtown Central Business District (CBD) begins. 
The CBD extends from Linn Street to Mulberry Avenue. On the east side of Mississippi Drive, from Ash Street 
to Mulberry Avenue, land use is recreational, with the Mississippi River and Riverview Park paralleling the 
roadway. Land use transitions to industrial, then a mix of commercial and residential as the project moves north 
to 2nc1 Street and the end of the project. 
5.1.1.1 No Build Alternative. Under the No Build Alternative, land use would remain as it is currently. No 
changes to Mississippi Drive would occur and thus any associated changes to land use would not occur. The 
No Build Alternative is not consistent with city and regional planning, as improvements to Mississippi Drive are 
included in plans, as mentioned above. 
5.1.1.2 Proposed Alternative. The 3-Lane Alternative is consistent with current and future land-use plans as it 
will be constructed primarily within existing right-of-way. Flood control measures are planned as part of this 
project which are also consistent with land use plans. 
5.1.1.3 Carver Corner Sub-Alternative (Conventional Intersection). The Conventional Intersection is also 
consistent with current and future land-use plans. This alternative provides opportunity for redevelopment in 
that area. It would provide the most space and appeal for redevelopment of all the alternatives considered 
(ROG, 2012). 
5.1.2 Economic 
This section addresses the economic character of the Study Area. The sources for information are a site visit 
and the County Assessor's database. The Mississippi Drive project corridor is dominated by the Central 
Business District through the downtown area, businesses at Carver Corner and businesses at the north end of 
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the project. There is a wide range, including commercial, retail, restaurants and industrial businesses. None of 
the active businesses will be acquired as part of the project. 
5.1.2.1 No Build Alternative. The No Build Alternative will not affect current economic activity within the 
Mississippi Drive project corridor. 
5.1.2.2 Proposed Alternative and Carver Comer Sub-Alternative (Conventional Intersection). The 
businesses within the project area are concerned with access as several have direct access onto Mississippi 
Drive. Ensuring that their establishments can be reached by customers, both walk-up and vehicular, as well as 
the ability to ship and receive delivery vehicles is very important. During construction, continuous access will be 
available to businesses, but the access may be from an alternate route at times, depending on construction 
staging. Signage to direct drivers will be provided. 
Two businesses (one total and one partial acquisition) in the Carver Corner area are anticipated to be acquired. 
One property (the partial acquisition) is being used primarily for storage. The total acquisition property has 1 to 
4 employees and an annual tax bill of $5,430. The loss of this business would have some impact to the tax 
base of the city of Muscatine. However, this should be offset in time because the city is planning to redevelop 
the southeast portion of the Carver Corner area following construction of the roadway. 
Following construction, traffic will be slowed and pedestrian access will be improved. Therefore, it is anticipated 
that businesses along the Mississippi Drive Corridor and CBD will have improved visibility compared to current 
conditions. 
5.1.3 Parks and Recreational Areas 
To assess the potential impacts associated with the Build Alternative, sources were reviewed and a site visit 
was performed to identify parkland and recreational areas within and near the Study Area. Parks and recreation 
areas were evaluated to determine the eligibility of properties or sites for protection under Section 4(f) of the 
U.S. Department of Transportation Act and to evaluate them relative to the alternatives being considered. 
There is one park in the Mississippi Drive project area named Riverside Park. This city-owned park is located 
along the Mississippi River riverfront, from Ash Street north to Oak Street between the river and the railroad 
tracks. It is approximately 14 acres in size and contains a picnic shelter, playground equipment, basketball 
courUskating rink, interactive fountain/splash pad, open space, a play field and restrooms; the Running River 
Trail (a 10-foot recreational trail) passes through Riverside Park. 
5.1.3.1 No Build Alternative. No impact to Riverside Park would occur under the No Build Alternative. 
5.1.3.2 Proposed Alternative. No right-of-way impacts to Riverside Park would occur under the 3-Lane 
Alternative. During construction, there could be some temporary closure of one or more accesses to the park, 
depending on how the construction is staged. 
5.1.3.3 Carver Comer Sub-Alternative (Conventional Intersection). No parks or recreational facilities are 
located in the Carver Corner area so none will be affected. 
5.1.4 Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities 
Currently there are several bicycle trails along the project corridor. A 10-foot wide recreational trail travels 
through the project, running parallel to the Mississippi River within Riverside Park. Near the bluff area of the 
project, but still in Riverside Park, the trail splits with one leg paralleling the railroad tracks. The trails rejoin near 
the north end of the park, then the trail continues north passing under the Norbert F. Beckey Bridge and 
extending out of the project corridor. Near the McKee Button Factory (Elm Street), the trail splits off and crosses 
the railroad to travel adjacent to Mississippi Drive, while the main trail continues along the river. This connector 
trail is the Hershey Avenue Access Trail (250 feet). 
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A sidewalk is provided on the west side of Mississippi Drive, from the beginning of the project at Main Street to 
Broadway Street. No sidewalks are provided in the bluff area, but sidewalks begin again within the CBD and 
extend to the north end of the project at the Norbert F. Beckey Bridge. 
Pedestrian signalized crossings are available at three intersections with Mississippi Drive: Mulberry Avenue, 
Cedar Street and Iowa Avenue. Fencing along the railroad in Riverside Park is provided for safety, but there are 
access points in the fence for pedestrian-only crossings at Chestnut and Sycamore Streets and the Hershey 
Avenue Access Trail. Vehicle-pedestrian access is provided at Iowa Avenue and Cedar Street. 
5.1.4.1 No Build Alternative. No impacts to any trails would occur and no changes would be expected under 
the No Build Alternative. It would not improve safety conditions for pedestrians, as crossings would still be wide 
and challenging for families with small children, bicyclists and others. 
5.1.4.2 Proposed Alternative. The 3-Lane Alternative wou Id be a narrower cross section with a center refuge 
for pedestrians to use while crossing, if needed, thereby improving the safety of the corridor. Protected 
crosswalks would be at the following signalized intersections: Beckey Bridge, Oak Street and Mulberry Avenue. 
Three additional signalized intersections would provide pedestrians with a center refuge (non-mountable 
median), including: Cedar Street, Iowa Avenue and Hershey Avenue. A 7-foot sidewalk would be added on the 
west side of Mississippi Drive through the bluff area to provide a safe and accessible access for pedestrians. 
During construction, there would be no disruption in use of most of the recreational trails along the Mississippi 
River; however, near McKee Button Factory, some disruption would occur as the project is tied into the existing 
trail. In addition, there would be some disruption of use of sidewalks throughout the project construction. These 
impacts would be temporary, only for the duration of construction. Overall, safety and access to 
pedestrians/bicyclists would be improved. 
5.1.4.3 carver Comer Sub-Alternative (Conventional Intersection). The Conventional Intersection would 
provide sidewalks on both sides of the roadway and crossings at the intersection. The proposed sidewalks 
would tie into existing sidewalks/trails so there would be continuity in access. To construct this alternative, there 
would be disruption of the existing sidewalks. As the sidewalk/trail is completed near the McKee Button Factory, 
some temporary disruption to the Running River Trail connection would occur. This is discussed further in the 
attached Draft Section 4(f) Statement. 
5.1.5 Right-of-Way 
To assess the potential impacts associated with the alternatives, right-of-way acquisition and property 
relocations were evaluated based on existing right-of-way, private and public property boundaries, and future 
ROW needs. 
Existing right-of-way widths in the project corridor vary, depending on the street. The approximate existing right-
of-way widths are show below on Table 5. Potential right-of-way impacts are discussed below. 
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Approximate Range of Width 
60-61 Feet 
61 Feet 
88-101 Feet 
82-88 Feet 
49-82 Feet 
60-62 Feet 
59-60 Feet 
5.1.5.1 No Build Alternative. The No Build Alternative would not require acquisition of any right-of-way. 
5.1.5.2 Proposed Alternative. The 3-Lane Alternative would not require the acquisition of any right-of-way as 
it is wide enough to allow for the proposed improvements. It currently accommodates a 4-lane roadway, with 
parking along the side in many locations; and the proposed new roadway would have one less lane and no 
available parking. Therefore, no additional right-of-way is needed. 
5.1.5.3 Catver Comer Sub-Alternative (Conventional Intersection). The Conventional Intersection would 
require approximately 1.4 acres of new right-of-way from 13 parcels. Three of the parcels are owned by the city 
of Muscatine and account for 0. 7 acre, which is half of the land needed to construct this alternative. Also, two 
businesses would be acquired (one total and one partial acquisition) in order to construct this alternative. 
All properties to be acquired would fall under the State of Iowa's Acquisition and Relocation Program. This 
program will be conducted in accordance with the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition 
Policies Act of 1970 (Public Law 91-646), as amended, by the Surface Transportation and Uniform Relocation 
Assistance Act of 1987. The program provides relocation resources to all residential and business relocatees 
without discrimination. This includes just compensation for such acquired properties (42 USC 4601 et seq., as 
amended, 1989). 
In addition, it is FHWA's policy that persons displaced from their property receive uniform and equitable 
treatment and do not disproportionately bear the impacts of a project that is intended to provide benefits to a 
larger group of people (U.S. Department of Transportation - Federal Highway Administration and Iowa 
Department of Transportation, 1999). FHWA has programs and policies that enforce the Uniform Relocation 
Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, as amended, such as an early acquisition 
program to assist individuals who meet certain hardship criteria and policies to ensure comparable (that is, 
equal or better) property for business relocations. 
It is the policy of the state of Iowa that displaced individuals and businesses receive fair and equitable treatment 
and do not suffer disproportionately from highway projects planned for the public as a whole. Persons required 
to relocate their business as a result of this or any highway project are eligible for relocation assistance and may 
be eligible for moving assistance and expenses incurred in searching for a replacement location. A relocation 
assistance agent will work with each relocatee to smooth the transition. 
5.1.6 Construction and Emergency Routes 
This section addresses potential impacts from construction routes and impacts on emergency routes. 
Emergency vehicles (ambulances, fire trucks and police cruisers) respond to events using routes that are 
designated to reduce response times and account for access limitations. 
Maintaining traffic during construction is critical to ensure access to businesses and residences along the route 
while also allowing for emergency vehicles, if needed. Construction and emergency routes are discussed in the 
following paragraphs. 
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5.1.6.1 No Build Alternative. The No Build Alternative would not require any construction or emergency 
routes. 
5.1.6.2 Proposed Alternative and Carver Comer Sub-Alternative (Conventional Intersection). Because 
the proposed project is part of the State and Federal Highway System, detour routes must be established which 
follow Iowa DOT guidelines. Detour routes will be reviewed and approved during the final design phase of the 
project. Local city detours may also be established to maintain traffic through the area. Coordination with city 
officials, as well as Iowa DOT, will be done as the project develops. 
In order to best accommodate the needs of daily traffic through the city of Muscatine, the project is proposed to 
be constructed in stages. Stage 1 would be from Main Street to Sycamore Street, which includes Carver 
Corner; Stage 2 would be from Sycamore Street to the Norbert F. Beckey Bridge intersection. Since there is 
parking along the riverfront, it will be necessary to keep one of the accesses to the riverfront area open at all 
times, either Iowa Avenue or Cedar Street, to allow for public parking. Signage on adjacent routes to direct 
drivers to the open access may be necessary during construction. 
Close coordination with HON Industries and other local downtown businesses during construction will be 
necessary to minimize any impacts to the operations of those businesses. 
5.2 Cultural Impacts 
According to Title 36 CFR, Part 800.8, federal agencies are encouraged to coordinate compliance of 
Section 106 and any steps taken to meet the requirements of NEPA. Coordination of both reviews should occur 
early in the process to fulfill the respective requirements. 
Title 36 CFR 800.8 also details the general principles of coordinating NEPA and Section 106, relevant NEPA 
actions, and the use of the NEPA process for satisfying portions of the Section 106 requirements, including 
standards for developing NEPA environmental documents for Section 106 purposes. 
As part of the Mississippi Drive project, a Phase 1 A Cultural Resources Assessment of architectural and 
archaeological resources was conducted in May 2011. The report, dated May 24, 2011, stated that the corridor 
evaluated ranged from 60 to 155 feet. SHPO concurred with the findings of this report in July 2011 (see letter in 
Appendix B). 
In January 2012, a Phase I Archaeological Investigation for the Proposed Mississippi Drive Corridor was 
completed. The surveyed area covered 15.5 acres and made recommendations for further testing of several 
areas. SHPO concurred with the findings of this report on February 7, 2012 (see letter in Appendix B). 
In November 2013, a Supplemental Phase I Survey was completed to further investigate two of the sites 
identified in previous surveys. Also in November 2013, a Phase II Archaeological Investigation was done on 
Site 13MC242. In January 2014, an archaeological letter report was prepared to discuss four sites within the 
project APE. 
In May 2012, an Intensive Historic Architecture Survey was conducted for five buildings in the Green Street 
(Carver Comer) area of the project. In January 2014, an evaluation of the National Register status of Papoose 
Creek Sewer was completed. SHPO concurred with the findings of these reports in April 2014 (see letter in 
Appendix B). The results of these reports are discussed in the following sections. 
5.2.1 Historical Sites or Districts 
The Phase 1 A architectural review found 128 previously surveyed properties and 22 previously unsurveyed 
resources within the project corridor. The Downtown Commercial Historic District is adjacent to the project, and 
47 of the 128 previously surveyed properties are in this district. Also, the West Hill Historic District is adjacent to 
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the corridor, of which 23 of the 128 of the previously recorded properties are located. Seven properties were 
identified as individually listed on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
An intensive level survey was conducted on five buildings along Green Street in May 2012. According to the 
report, all of the properties are considered not eligible for listing on the NRHP. SHPO concurred with this finding 
on May 14, 2012 (see letter in Appendix B). 
In January 2014, an evaluation of the Papoose Creek Sewer and other sewer connections was conducted. It 
was determined that the Papoose Creek Sewer is eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places; 
however, it will not be impacted by project construction activities. The other sewer connections were not NR 
eligible. SHPO concurred with this finding on April 9, 2014 (see letter in Appendix B). 
6.2.1.1 No Build Alternative. The No Build Alternative would not impact any historical sites or districts. 
6.2.1.2 Proposed Alternative. The 3-Lane Alternative would not directly impact any structures within the 
project corridor. There are numerous properties considered to be eligible for listing on the NRHP that are less 
than 100 feet from the proposed construction. These properties may require vibration monitoring or special 
construction methods that would limit the potential for producing vibrations, such as saw cutting pavement to be 
removed. 
6.2.1.3 Carver Comer Sub-Alternative (Conventional Intersection). Based on prior surveys, there are four 
NRHP-eligible properties in the Carver Corner area. A supplemental survey was conducted to evaluate another 
five properties in this area along Green Street. None were determined to be eligible for listing on the National 
Register. The State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) concurred with this finding on May 14, 2012 (see letter 
in Appendix B). Of the four NR-eligible properties in the Carver Corner area, one will be impacted by the 
project. This property is known as the Puritan Ice Company, a commercial property located at 205-207 Green 
Street. In accordance with FHWA guidelines and requirements, a Section 4(f) Statement has been prepared to 
address the impacts to this property. The Draft Section 4(f) Statement appears at the back of this document. A 
Memorandum of Agreement for the mitigation of this structure appears in Appendix B of the Draft Section 4(f) 
Statement. 
5.2.2 Archaeological Sites 
Archaeological resources along the Mississippi Drive Corridor must be determined as part of the project. For 
this project, a Phase 1A archaeological assessment was conducted in May 2011 which used information from 
previous surveys and other databases to locate known sites and the potential for other significant sites in the 
project corridor. 
The Phase 1 A archaeological survey found that six previous archaeological surveys had been conducted within 
or adjacent to the project corridor. Those surveys covered approximately one-third of the project corridor. 
Several potential historic archaeological resources were identified that would require additional survey to 
determine their significance. These additional surveys are described below. 
6.2.2.1 No Build Alternative. The No Build Alternative would not impact any archaeological sites. 
5.2.2.2 Proposed Alternative and Carver Comer Sub-Alternative (Conventional Intersection). Following 
the results of the Phase 1 A archaeological assessment, a Phase I Archaeological investigation was completed 
in January 2012. It examined seven potential archaeological sites in and/or adjacent to Mississippi Drive. Of 
the seven sites, three were not able to be evaluated. Historical records for two of them are located under the 
Mississippi Drive pavement, and the third is on a private property for which access was denied. The Iowa 
SHPO concurred with this investigation on February 7, 2012 (see letter in Appendix B). 
A Supplemental Phase I investigation was conducted in November 2013 to examine two sites (13MC325 and 
13MC326) along Mississippi Drive. As a result, neither site is recommended eligible for the NRHP. SHPO 
concurred with this recommendation on April 17, 2014 (see letter in Appendix B). 
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Also in November 2013, a Phase II Archaeological survey was conducted on Site 13MC242 within the project 
area where access had been previously denied. This site was determined not eligible for the NRHP. SHPO 
concurred with this recommendation on April 17, 2014 (see letter in Appendix B). 
In a letter report dated January 14, 2014, four sites (13MC297, 13MC323, 13MC324 and the Russell Farnham 
Cabin), whose archaeological significance has not been established because the majority of the sites are 
located under Mississippi Drive, were discussed. It was recommended that monitoring for these sites occur 
during construction. Iowa DOT, FHWA, SHPO and the city of Muscatine agreed to the conditions of monitoring 
in a Memorandum of Agreement (see Appendix B of the attached Section 4(f) Statement). 
5.3 Natural Environment Impacts 
This section characterizes the natural resources in the Study Area and addresses potential impacts of the No 
Build Alternative and the Proposed Alternative. The resources discussed are surface waters and water quality 
and floodplains. 
5.3.1 Surface Waters and Water Quality 
Water resources include rivers, lakes, ponds and other surface water bodies. For the purpose of this analysis, 
the topic of water quality is also assumed to apply to groundwater. Important criteria in evaluating surface water 
and groundwater are adequate quantity and quality of these waters. Surface water features in the Study Area 
were determined through the use of aerial photography and topographic mapping. The Mississippi Drive 
Corridor is dominated by the Mississippi River which runs parallel to and adjacent with the project. Although the 
river is less than 300 feet from Mississippi Drive in the downtown area, it will not be crossed or encroached 
upon. The downtown portion of Mississippi Drive occurs within the 100-year floodplain, which results in flooding 
and subsequent closure of the roadway. This project includes proposed changes to address this flooding. This 
issue is discussed in more detail below in the Flood Plain section. 
Historically, Papoose Creek flowed through the CBD and discharged into the Mississippi River at the foot of 
Sycamore Street. The creek was enclosed in a very large, buried, brick-arch sewer in the 1890s and has 
functioned ever since as a combined sewer carrying both storm and sanitary sewage to the Papoose Creek 
Pump Station on the riverfront. During dry weather and small rainfall events, all combined sewage is pumped to 
the Wastewater Treatment Plant in the southern part of Muscatine. During heavy rains, the pumps cannot keep 
up, and combined sewage overflows into the river. A sewer project is currently underway that will ultimately 
separate storm and sanitary sewers that are tributary to Papoose Creek Sewer, subsequently eliminating this 
CSO (Combined Sewer Overflow). This project is scheduled for completion by the year 2028. 
Another stream, Mad Creek, lies within the project corridor. It crosses 2"" Street just south of the Norbert F. 
Beckey Bridge (Iowa 92) intersection before flowing into the Mississippi River. The city of Muscatine has no 
plans to replace or upgrade this bridge as part of this project. Therefore, impacts to this stream are not 
anticipated or would be minor and temporary during the construction of the adjacent roadway. 
5.3.1.1 No Build Alternative. No impacts to surface waters or water quality would occur with the No Build 
Alternative. There would be no construction to impact Mad Creek, Papoose Creek Sewer or the Mississippi 
River from the No Build Alternative. 
5.3.1.2 Proposed Alternative and Carver Comer Sub-Alternative (Conventional Intersection). 
Construction of the 3-Lane Alternative and the Conventional Intersection would not be expected to impact the 
Mississippi River, Papoose Creek Sewer or Mad Creek. 
As part of the proposed roadway improvements, sustainable storm water management strategies will be 
implemented. Sustainable storm water management practices have many benefits, including reduced runoff 
volumes, reduced peak flow rates, increased filtration and contaminated spill containment. Some of the 
strategies suggested for the Mississippi Drive project include dry swales, bio-retention cells, storm water 
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planters and permeable pavement. Any of these strategies would help improve the water quality of Mad Creek 
and the Mississippi River. 
The contractor would be required to implement Iowa DOT's Construction Manual to minimize temporary impacts 
on water quality during construction. The Iowa DNR administers the Federal National Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System (NPDES) program and issues general permits for storm water discharges from construction 
activities. The purpose of the program is to improve water quality by reducing or eliminating contaminants in 
storm water. The NPDES program requires preparation of a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) 
for construction sites of more than 1 acre. 
The specific sediment, erosion control and spill prevention measures would be developed during the detailed 
design phase and would be included in the plans and specifications. The SWPPP would address requirements 
specified by Iowa DOT in its Construction Manual, which are often implemented to meet measures anticipated 
by Iowa DNR. Although it is not possible to speculate on specific details of the SWPPP at this stage in the 
design process, the SWPPP is likely to include installation of silt fences, buffer strips or other features to be 
used in various combinations, as well as the stipulation that drums of petroleum products be placed in 
secondary containment to prevent leakage onto ground surfaces. A standard construction best management 
practice (BMP) is re-vegetation and stabilization of roadside ditches to provide opportunities for the runoff from 
the impermeable area to infiltrate, to reduce runoff velocities and to minimize increases in sedimentation. Iowa 
DOT would require the contractor to comply with measures specified in the SWPPP. 
5.3.2 Flood Plains 
Executive Order 11988, Flood Plain Management (42 CFR 26951), requires that federal agencies identify 
potential flood plain encroachment of projects they fund and assess the impacts of this encroachment on the 
human health, safety and welfare, and on the natural and beneficial values of the flood plain. The Mississippi 
River parallels the project corridor, with a portion of Mississippi Drive located within the 100-year floodplain. 
Mississippi Drive has flooded numerous times over the years, requiring road closure and traffic detouring. Most 
historical flooding has been confined to the 4-block roadway segment between Iowa Avenue and Mulberry 
Avenue. The two lowest intersections are at Sycamore and Walnut Streets. The intersections at Iowa, Cedar 
and Mulberry lie somewhat higher and flood less frequently. 
Roadway flooding is exacerbated and, at times, caused by the existing sewer system. Inlets in the intersections 
at Walnut and Mulberry are collected by storm sewers that discharge directly into the Mississippi River. When 
river water elevations rise, the water "backs our of these inlets into the roadway. The intersection at Walnut 
begins flooding at a river elevation of 549.7 (a 7-year flood event) and at Mulberry at 551.62 (a 15-year flood 
event). The Sycamore intersection, although nearly as low as the Walnut intersection, does not flood until the 
river exceeds elevation 552.0 (a 17-year flood event). As rising water in the Walnut intersection exceeds 552.0, 
it spills over the Cedar Street intersection and runs downhill into the Sycamore intersection. Two inlets in the 
Sycamore intersection are directly connected to an existing storm sewer (the Papoose Creek sewer) and would 
begin flooding the intersection at elevation 550.2 as the river rises inside Papoose Creek Sewer; however, 
existing slide gates are closed to prevent this from happening. Table 6 below lists the flood event frequencies 
and elevations. 
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FLOOD EVENT FREQUENCIES (BASED ON 1988 DATUM) 
Event Elevation 
2·Year 545.32 
Flood Stage 546.51 
5-Year 548.97 
10-Year 550.62 
18-Year 552.30 (Flood of 2011) 
25-Year 553.07 
50-Year 554.87 
99-Year 556.12 (Record Flood of July, 1993) 
100-Year 556.42 
500-Year 557.57 
The eastbound lanes at the Walnut Street intersection are completely covered with water at elevation 550.50 (a 
10-year flood event), and Mississippi Drive would likely close at this elevation if the river is expected to continue 
rising. 
S.3.2.1 No Build Alternative. Under this alternative, no changes to the roadway, stonn sewer or flood 
protection would occur, and Mississippi Drive would continue to flood every 10 years. The city has a well-
developed response plan for closing the roadway and diverting traffic. Traffic is disrupted and a few businesses 
are inconvenienced, but damage from a 10-year flood, or even a 25-year flood, is generally minimal. 
There are costs associated with this alternative, including placing/retrieving detour signage, but post-flooding 
clean-up on the riverfront would be required whether a new protection plan is implemented or not. 
S.3.2.2 Proposed Alternative. As part of the 3-Lane Alternative, there are three options for addressing the 
flooding issues on Mississippi Drive. The proposed option would provide flood protection to a 552.3 flood 
elevation, which represents an 18-year flood event. The other two options are described in Section 4.2.3. 
S.3.2.3 Carver Comer Sub-Alternative (Conventional Intersection). No special flood protection is needed or 
required in this portion of the corridor as flooding is not an issue in the Carver Corner area. 
5.4 Physical Impacts 
This section characterizes physical resources in the Study Area and addresses potential impacts of the No Build 
Alternative and the Proposed Alternative. The resources discussed are contaminated and regulated materials 
sites, visual and utilities. 
5.4.1 Contaminated and Regulated Materials Sites 
Properties in the Study Area where hazardous materials have been stored may present a future risk if spills or 
leaks have occurred. Contaminated or potentially contaminated properties are of concern for transportation 
projects because of the associated liability of acquiring the property through right-of-way purchase, the potential 
cleanup costs, and safety concerns related to exposure to contaminated soil, surface water or groundwater. 
In November 2010, a review and database search of potentially contaminated sites was done within the project 
area. Sites were found to be located within the proximity of the project. These are discussed below in the 
following sections. 
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5.4.1.1 No Build Alternative. No Recognized Environmental Conditions (REC) listed would be impacted under 
the No Build Alternative. No ground disturbance would occur, and thus no additional studies or remedial action 
would be necessary. 
5.4.1.2 Proposed Alternative. The 3-Lane Alternative is in the proximity of four sites, summarized in Table 7 
below. 
TABLE 7 
SITES OF RECOGNIZED ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 
ALONG MISSISSIPPI DRIVE 
Site Address 
1000 Hershei Avenue 
109 Pine Street 
101 Walnut Street 
Orange and 2nc1 Streets 
Environmental Category* 
CERC-NFRAP; RCRA-8QG; TRIS 
RCRA-Conditionally Exempt SQG 
LUST With No Further Action 
R~ulred According to Iowa DNR 
CORRACTS Database; RCRA-
TSDF; TRIS 
Potentlal Impact 
No Impact; no right-of-way from the 
properl)'.. 
New storm sewer and roadway 
construction adjacent to this building; 
no right-of-way from the property and 
therefore no impact. 
New storm sewer and roadway 
construction adjacent to this building; 
no right-of-way from the property and 
therefore no Impact. 
No impact likely; no excavation 
through this site nor new storm 
sewer. 
*CERC-NFRAP: Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Information System-No Further Remedial Action 
Planned 
RCRA-SQG: Resource Conservation and Recovery Act-Small Quantity Generator (Generates 100kg to 1000kg of Hazardous Waste 
per Month) 
TRIS: Toxic Chemical Release Inventory System (Identifies Facilities That Release Toxic Chemicals Into the Air, Water and Land in 
Reportable Quantities) 
RCRA-Conditionally Exempt: SQG (Generates Less Than 100 kg of Hazardous Waste or Less Than 1 kg of Acutely Hazardous Waste 
per Month) 
LUST: Leaking Underground Storage Tank 
CORRACTS: List of Handlers with RCRA Corrective Action Activity 
RCRA-TSDF: Resource Conservation and Recovery Act-Treat, Store or Dispose Facility of Hazardous Waste 
A Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) was conducted at 1000 Hershey Avenue in December 2009. 
It concluded that no further action was required. A Phase 1 ESA was conducted at 109 Pine Street in April 
2011, and it concluded that further testing of site soils and groundwater be performed if right-of-way were to be 
acquired from this property. During the final design and construction stages of this project, these areas in 
question will be evaluated to ensure there is no impact or that further testing is required. The other two sites 
(109 Pine Street and Orange and 2"d Streets) are not anticipated to be impacted by the project. 
5.4.1.3 Carver Comer Sub-Alternative (Conventional Intersection). The November 2010 review found a 
contaminated site in the Carver Corner area at 1030 Hershey Avenue. This is the site of a former LUST site. A 
Phase I ESA was conducted in August 201 O at this site and found that it consisted primarily of petroleum 
products. A contamination plume was discovered to extend between 1030 Hershey Avenue and 1056 Hershey 
Avenue. The Conventional Intersection is not anticipated to impact the site. 
Further testing to evaluate the site prior to construction activities will be done. Also, proper precautions will 
need to be taken during construction to ensure the safety of workers in the area. 
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Visual impacts can be described in two ways: views from a vehicle traveling on the roadway and views of the 
roadway from pedestrians, residents and others adjacent to the facility. The viewshed of the Mississippi Drive 
Corridor is dominated by the Mississippi River which has a significant influence on the character and feeling of 
the corridor, downtown and city as a whole. The city of Muscatine has worked to improve the viewshed of the 
river through the downtown area over the past several years. Many improvements have been added along the 
riverfront to enhance the city, such as bike trails, green space and sculptural artwork. The improvement of 
Mississippi Drive is one element of the overall visual improvement planned by the city of Muscatine. 
5.4.2.1 No Build Alternative. No visual impacts would occur under the No Build Alternative. 
5.4.2.2 Proposed Alternative. Drivers traveling along Mississippi Drive would not have a significantly different 
view. However there would be distinct crosswalks for pedestrians and potentially new wayfinding and 
interpretive elements within the corridor. Other enhancements may be added near the Norbert F. Beckey 
Bridge to act as a sort of gateway to Iowa and the city of Muscatine. These will be added as funding becomes 
available. Overall, the view for a driver would be improved. 
For pedestrians/bicyclists, the view would also be similar; however, they would have a narrower, safer crossing 
on distinct crosswalks. Potential enhancements would be added in the form of wayfinding, interpretive elements 
and plantings. The view for pedestrians would be improved. 
5.4.2.3 Carver Comer Sub-Alternative (Conventional Intersection). The Carver Corner area also has 
opportunities for some gateway-type enhancements if funding is available. These could include plantings, 
interpretive elements or other features. With the Conventional Intersection, the visual focus could be located on 
the west edge of the newly aligned roadway. The view for a driver or pedestrian would be improved since the 
area would be opened up and available for redevelopment. 
5.4.3 Utilities 
The potential for the project to affect utilities in the Study Area was considered by identifying utility locations and 
orientation in relation to the highway. Potential effects were evaluated with respect to major utilities crossed by 
or located within the right-of-way for the Proposed Alternative. 
This project is located in an urban setting so there are a full range of utilities within the corridor, including water 
mains, gravity sewers, force mains, gas pipelines, fiber optic cables, telephone and communication lines, storm 
sewer and electrical transmission lines. 
5.4.3.1 No Build Alternative. The No Build Alternative would not impact any of the utilities along the corridor. 
5.4.3.2 Proposed Alternative. Water mains occur along the entire project corridor. Muscatine Power & Water, 
the city's public utility provider, will be encouraged to improve or replace any aging mains, services and valves. 
This improvement will be the decision of Muscatine Power & Water; but at a minimum, valve box elevations will 
require adjustment to provide installations flush with the new pavement. 
Gas, telephone and fiber optic/communications lines are not expected to be impacted by the proposed roadway 
improvements. 
Some storm sewer modifications are proposed as part of the roadway improvement in the 4-block vicinity of 
Iowa to Mulberry where flooding is prevalent. This would not be part of the city's sewer separation project. The 
existing storm sewer from Sycamore Street to Cedar Street was replaced in the mid-1970s and is in good 
condition. The age and condition of storm sewer from Iowa Avenue to Sycamore Street and Walnut to Mulberry 
is unknown, but the sanitary sewer was replaced from Iowa to Sycamore in the mid-1990s. The age of the 
remainder of the sanitary sewer from Spruce Street to 2"d Avenue is unknown but assumed to be 100+ years old 
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and is considered in poor condition. Papoose Creek sewer is located on Sycamore Street and, although built in 
the 1890s, is considered to be in fair condition. 
Even though some of the existing storm sewer system is in good condition, it has inlets at Walnut and Mulberry 
that discharge directly into the Mississippi River, which causes flooding of Mississippi Drive in heavy rainfall 
events. When the river elevations rise, the water can back up into the roadway. There are options for 
correcting this situation, as described above in Section 4.3.3. This alternative would not require any constructed 
floodwall barriers and would only provide protection for an 18-year flood event but is the least costly of the three 
alternatives. This alternative would provide flood protection by raising the intersection at Walnut Street, 
modifying inlet piping on Harbor Drive to divert storm water and install a closure structure, and provide 
temporary pumping on the Mulberry Avenue outfall, as needed. 
Currently, electrical transmission lines are above ground. It is recommended these be buried during 
construction of the proposed roadway. If, however, this is not fiscally feasible, installing necessary conduits and 
manholes at the time of roadway construction would be prudent. This improvement will be the decision of 
Muscatine Power and Water, in conjunction with the city of Muscatine. The exact location of the potential 
improvements will be finalized during the final design phase of the project. 
5.4.3.3 Carver Comer Sub-Alternative (Conventional Intersection). Water mains occur along the entire 
project corridor. Muscatine Power & Water will be encouraged to improve or replace any aging mains, services 
and valves. This improvement will be the decision of Muscatine Power & Water; but at a minimum, valve box 
elevations will require adjustment to provide installations flush with the new pavement. 
Gas, telephone and fiber optic/communications lines are not expected to be impacted by the proposed roadway 
improvements. 
Some storm sewer improvements are proposed in the Carver Corner area to increase its carrying capacity, 
replace existing inlets, and to accommodate the realigned roadway and intersection improvements. Storm 
sewer along Grandview/Green Street was built in the 1950s, with some additions and modifications completed 
as recently as 2009. It is considered to be in good condition. Along Hershey/Mississippi Drive, sewer 
separation has occurred in 2010 and is in good condition. 
Overhead electrical transmission lines go behind the McKee Button Factory and continue southwest and do not 
rejoin the corridor. Therefore, no changes in the Carver Corner area are planned. 
5.5 Cumulative 
A cumulative impact is defined as "the impact on the environment which results from the incremental impact of 
the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what 
agency (Federal or non-Federal) or person undertakes such other actions. Cumulative impacts can result from 
individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place over a period of time" (40 CFR 1508. 7). 
Cumulative impacts include the direct and indirect impacts of a project, together with impacts from reasonably 
foreseeable future actions of others. For a project to be reasonably foreseeable, it must have advanced far 
enough in the planning process that its implementation is likely. The impacts of reasonably foreseeable future 
actions not associated with a new interchange include the impacts of other Federal, state, and private actions. 
Reasonably foreseeable actions are not speculative, are likely to occur based on reliable sources, and are 
typically characterized in planning documents. 
5.5.1 Past Actions 
Mississippi Drive (Iowa 92) through the Central Business District area was the primary travel route through 
Muscatine until 1985 when Iowa DOT constructed a U.S. 61 bypass on the western side of the city. This 4-lane 
roadway took much of the traffic from Mississippi Drive, which resulted in lower traffic volumes through 
downtown Muscatine. 
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In the mid-1980s, the city of Muscatine invested $20 million to redevelop the Mississippi River waterfront. The 
city worked to remove industrial businesses from this area to create more aesthetic and recreational open space 
areas. The parks, trails and open space now allow an unobstructed view of the Mississippi River from the 
downtown area. 
The city of Muscatine recently completed a trail extension from Weed Park to Solomon Avenue which ultimately 
connects to Wildcat Den State Park. This extension is approximately 1.5 miles in length. The trail adds a link 
so that now a bicyclist can ride on a paved surface, with the exception of 1 mile of granular trail from Wildcat 
Den State Park south into Muscatine at Musser Park, south of the Mississippi Drive project corridor. The cost of 
this trail link was $450,000 and it was completed in late 2011. 
The Mad Creek Levee Project is under construction by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in an agreement with 
the city of Muscatine. This project will extend the flood protection for the Mad Creek corridor and was 
completed by late fall 2012. 
5.5.2 Present Actions 
The city of Muscatine has a project underway to improve and enhance Cedar Street, from Parham Street to 
Houser Street. In 2012, this project phase is for the utility work. In 2014, Cedar Street was expected to be 
reconstructed and widened to allow for a bike lane. Iowa Highway 22 enters Muscatine from the west and 
becomes Cedar Street, which continues directly downtown. Traffic during construction will be disrupted with 
detours and potential delays. 
Phase 2 of the West Hill Sewer Separation Project is currently under construction. This project will continue 
until the year 2028 and will ultimately separate all sewers tributary to Papoose Creek Sewer and eliminate the 
present combined sewer overflow described in Section 5.3.1. 
5.5.3 Future Actions 
The city of Muscatine has a recreational trail extension in the 2014 Capital Improvement Plan. The Mississippi 
River Trail travels along the Mississippi River and ends at Musser Park, south of the Mississippi Drive project 
corridor. The trail extension would be from Musser Park south to Wiggins Road. 
Cedar Street reconstruction, from Houser Street to U.S. 61, is listed as a street improvement project in the 
Capital Improvement Plan for fiscal year 2015. This project would be a continuation of the ongoing Cedar Street 
project. The cost of this reconstruction is listed at $3 million. 
As part of the city of Muscatine's Comprehensive Plan, critical issues were identified. One of the issues listed is 
the need to create gateways or entrances into the city. These would be located at prominent existing or 
proposed entries into the city. These gateways would provide visual welcoming elements for the driver. Visual 
elements could include vegetative landscaping, rock landscaping, signage and lighting. As part of the 
Mississippi Drive Corridor project, improving aesthetics and adding welcoming features have been considered. 
These elements will be added and incorporated into the project as funding becomes available. 
5.5.4 Summary of Cumulative Impacts 
The overall cumulative impact of the Mississippi Drive project and the consequences of subsequent related 
actions to resources examined in this EA have been evaluated and are not considered to be collectively 
significant. 
5.6 Streamlined Resource Summary 
Resources not discussed in the body of the EA are located in the Streamlined Resource Summary 
(Appendix A). The resource summary includes information about the resources, the method used to evaluate 
them, and when the evaluation was completed. 
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This section summarizes the impacts of the No Build Alternative, the Proposed Alternative and the Conventional 
Intersection at Carver Corner for the improvements to the Mississippi Drive Corridor. The impacts discussed 
within the body of the EA and general features of each alternative are summarized below in Table 8. 
TABLES 
SUMMARY OF IMPACTS 
No Build Proposed 
Attematlve Altematlve 
3-Lane Conventional 
Alternative Intersection 
Length {Mi • .._ __ _ 
Right-of-Way 
Acquired 
(Acres) 
Businesses 
Dis~laced 
Homes 
Dlspjaced 
Compatible 
with Land-Use 
Plans 
Reduces 
Flooding of 
1.6 1.6 NA 
Mississippi 
Drive 
Archaeology 
Sltaslm~ad 
Historic 
Properties 
Im~ 
Visual 
Utllltles 
BlkaTrall 
Impacts 
Park Impacts 
NA- Not Applicable 
6. DISPOSITION 
0 
0 
0 
No 
No 
0 
0 
No Change 
No Change 
No 
No 
0 
0 
0 
Yes 
Yes 
0-4 
0 
Beneficial 
Change 
Requires Some 
Stonn Sewer 
Modification 
Temporary 
During 
Construction 
No 
3.8 
2 (1 Total and 
1 Partial) 
0 
Yes 
NA 
0 
1 
Beneficial 
Change 
Minor Impact 
Temporary 
During 
Construction 
No 
This Streamlined EA concludes that the proposed project is necessary for safe and efficient travel within the 
project corridor and that the proposed project meets the purpose and need. The project will have no significant 
adverse social, economic or environmental impacts of a level that would warrant an environmental impact 
statement. Alternative selection will occur following completion of the public review period and public hearing. 
The proposed project is included in the city of Muscatine Capital Improvements Plan for 2014-2018, with $7.2 
million for road reconstruction. 
This EA is being distributed to the agencies and organizations listed. Individuals receiving this EA are not listed 
for privacy reasons. 
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Federal Agencies: 
Federal Emergency Management Agency 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers - Rock Island District (Regulatory) 
U.S. Department of the Interior - Office of Environmental Policy and Compliance 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency- Region 7, National Environmental Policy Act Team 
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service - Rock Island Field Office 
State Agencies: 
Iowa Department of Natural Resources - State Office and Field Office # 6 
State Historical Society of Iowa 
Local/Regional Units of Government: 
County Board of Supervisors 
County Engineer 
City of Muscatine, Public Works Department, 
City of Muscatine, Parks and Recreation Director 
City of Muscatine, City Clerk 
City of Muscatine, Mayor, City Council, City Administrator 
Bi-State Regional Commission 
Locations Where this Document Is Available for Public Review: 
Musser Public Library 
304 Iowa Avenue 
Muscatine, Iowa 52761 
Federal Highway Administration 
105 - 6th Street 
Ames, Iowa 50010 
Iowa Department of Transportation 
800 Lincoln Way 
Ames, Iowa 50010 
Iowa Department of Transportation, District 5 Office 
307 West Briggs 
Fairfield, Iowa 52556 
Potential Permits Required for the Project: 
Water Quality Certification from Iowa DNR (Section 401 Water Quality Certification) 
Iowa DNR National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System General Permit No. 2 for Storm Water Discharge 
Associated with Construction Activities (NPDES Storm Water Permit) 
Unless significant impacts are identified as a result of the public review or at the Public Hearing, a Finding of No 
Significant Impact (FONSI) will be prepared for the proposed action as a basis for federal-aid corridor location 
approval. 
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7. COMMENTS AND COORDINATION 
7.1 Agency and Tribal Coordination 
This section includes a summary of agency coordination, public involvement and tribal coordination that has 
occurred during the development of this EA. Future public involvement efforts that are planned for the Project 
are also discussed. Appendix B contains agency and tribal comment letters received in response to Iowa DOT's 
coordination request letters to initiate the NEPA process for the Project. 
Early agency coordination was initiated in November 2010 through letters to local, state and federal agencies to 
solicit input on the proposed Mississippi Drive project. The letters announced the initiation of the NEPA process 
for the highway project, solicited feedback as it relates to the agencies' relevant areas of expertise, and solicited 
tribal interest in the Project. Table 9 lists the agencies that were contacted through early coordination and the 
response date, if applicable. 
As part of the early coordination process, Iowa DOT also notified the Tribes of initiation of the proposed project 
and solicited their feedback. The Tribes contacted are listed in Table 10. The coordination information sent to 
the Tribes is included in Appendix B. 
Agency 
TyPa 
Federal 
Federal 
Federal 
Federal 
Federal 
Federal 
State 
State 
State 
TABLE9 
AGENCY COORDINATION 
Agency 
Federal Emergency Management Agency 
Federal Railroad Administration 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
U.S. Department of Interior - Office of Environmental Policy & Compliance 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region VII 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Iowa Department of Cultural Affairs - State Historic Preservation Office 
Iowa Department of Natural Resources: 
• Conservation and Recreation Division 
• Environmental Services Division 
• Budget and Finance Bureau 
Bi-State Regional Commission 
Local Muscatine Chamber of Commerce 
Local Muscatine County Engineer 
Local Muscatine Historical Preservation Commission 
Local Muscatine Public Works 
Local Muscatine Parks and Recreation Department 
Local Honorable Mayor Richard O'Brien and City Council 
Local Melon City Bike Club 
Local American Discovery Trail Society 
Local Iowa Natural Heritage Foundation 
Local IC&E Railroad 
Local Canadian Pacific Railroad 
Local Honorable Senator James Hahn 
Local Honorable Representative Nathan Reichert 
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Data of Response 
12/21/2010 
8/11/2011 
12/7/2010 
12/16/2010 
12/16/2010 
12/21/2010 
1219/2010 
August 2015 
Tribe 
Iowa Tribe of Kansas and Nebraska 
Iowa Tribe of Oklahoma 
Otoe-Missouri Tribe 
Sac & Fox National of the Mississippi in Iowa 
Sac & Fox Nation of Missouri 
Sac & Fox of Oklahoma 
Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska 
Peoria Tribe of Indians of Oklahoma 
Ho-Chunk Nation 
Miami Tribe of Oklahoma 
Omaha Tribe of Nebraska 
Yankton Sioux Tribe 
Ponca Tribe of Nebraska 
Prairie Band Potawatomi Nation 
Comments received include: 
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TABLE10 
TRIBAL COORDINATION 
Date of Coordination 
12/6/2010, 3126/2014, 6125/2014 
12/6/2010, 3/26/2014, 6/2512014 
12/6/2010, 3126/2014, 6125/2014 
12/6/2010, 3/26/2014, 6/2512014 
1216/2010 
12/6/2010, 3/26/2014, 612512014 
12/6/2010, 3126/2014, 6125/2014 
12/6/2010, 3/26/2014 
312612014, 6/2512014 
312612014, 6/25/2014 
312612014, 6/2512014 
312612014, 6/25/2014 
6125/2014 
6/25/2014 
Date of Response 
12/2212010 
7/812014 
12/2012010 
4121/2014 
4/712014 
• Bi-State Regional Commission commented that this project is consistent with long-term plans and is an 
important project in the Bi-State region. 
• Iowa Department of Natural Resources, Conservation and Recreation Division, said the Slender Dayflower, 
a state-threatened species, is known to occur within the railroad right-of-way between Mississippi Drive and 
the Mississippi River. (A survey was conducted for the plant, but it was not found within the project 
corridor.) 
• Iowa Department of Natural Resources, Budget and Finance Bureau, stated no Section 6(f) lands occur 
within the city of Muscatine. 
• Iowa Department of Natural Resources, Environmental Services Division, commented that according to their 
records, five contaminated sites were found in the project area. A list of underground storage tanks was 
also attached. 
• State Historical Society of Iowa mentioned previous studies completed and the need for continued 
coordination as this project moves through the Section 106 process. 
• U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Rock Island District, stated that no concerns surfaced at this time; however, 
if the project would disturb any wetlands or other waters of the U.S., further coordination would be required. 
• Canadian Pacific Railroad asked about potential right-of-way impacts to the railroad corridor. 
7.2 Public Involvement 
A public information meeting was held on May 11, 2011, at the Stanley Consultants Auditorium in Muscatine, 
Iowa. Approximately 25 people attended the meeting. The intent of this meeting was to gain input from the 
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public about issues, concerns and suggestions along the corridor. The following major issues and comments 
were expressed at the meeting: 
• Concern that it is dangerous to cross the road (Mississippi Drive) and railroad to go from riverfront/parking to 
businesses. 
• Comments about using signage/wayfaring to direct people to parking, businesses, amenities, bike trails, etc. 
• Suggestion that the project plan should integrate traffic calming. 
• Comments were made in favor of a roundabout at Carver Corner and in opposition to a roundabout at this 
location. 
• Suggestion at Carver Corner to smooth the curve. 
• Statement that the 3-lane concept adds safety. 
• Comment about improving the intersection at Norbert F. Beckey Bridge and 2•• Street so it is wider and 
more open. 
• Comment that solving the flooding issue on Mississippi Drive is key. 
• Comments regarding accommodating pedestrian traffic. 
• Requests to use local artists for enhancements, have a cultural diversity focus on the HNI overpass, and 
prioritize beautifying downtown. 
• Suggestion to use a removable flood barrier on the river side of the railroad tracks from the Mulberry and 
Mississippi Drive intersection to the levee. 
A second public information meeting was held on October 12, 2011, at Riverview Center in Muscatine, Iowa, to 
present alternatives for the Mississippi Drive Corridor and gain input on these alternatives. This meeting was 
attended by approximately 54 persons. Comments and concerns are summarized below. 
• A question was asked regarding the 3-lane option's ability to accommodate increased development. The 
response was that the 3-lane can accommodate most future development. If a large event center were 
added, some challenges to the level of service may occur. 
• There were questions about the roundabout option at Carver Corner regarding safety and its ability to 
accommodate trucks. The response was that they are safer than traditional intersections and can 
accommodate truck traffic. 
• There were a few comments that said multi-use trail is not necessary on both sides of the roadway. 
• A few people expressed they were in favor of the 3-lane option. 
• Comments regarding flooding were mentioned, such as addressing the issue of the storm sewer backing up 
along Mississippi Drive and flooding at the intersection of Iowa Avenue and Mississippi Drive. 
• A suggestion was made to consider retention ponds and/or permeable pavement between the railroad 
tracks and the river. 
• There were comments both for and against the "sweeping curve" option at Carver Corner. 
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• One person commented that there is not enough traffic to warrant the 5-lane option. 
• There were several comments for and against the "roundabout" option at Carver Corner. 
• The need to make this corridor pedestrian friendly and safe to cross was expressed by a few participants. 
• Aesthetic issues were brought up in comments, including the need to remove some existing buildings near 
the Norbert F. Beckey Bridge and near Carver Corner. 
• There was a concern that landscaping could be costly and any done should require "zero" maintenance. 
• Having trees is important, but placing trees to hide degraded buildings will not solve the issues. 
• There were some comments that the project should maintain historic structures and adapt them for future 
development, and especially preserve noted historic buildings such as the McKee Button Factory. 
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STREAMLINED RESOURCE SUMMARY 

SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACTS SECTION: 
Land Use 
Evaluation: Resource is discussed in Section 5 of the Resource Analysis 
Method of Evaluation: Report 
Completed by and Date: Consultant, 6n/2011 
Community Cohesion 
Evaluation: Resource is not in the study area 
Method of Evaluation: Field Review/Field Study 
Completed by and Date: Consultant, 6n/2011 
Churches and Schools 
Evaluation: Resource is not in the study area 
Method of Evaluation: Field Review/Field Study 
Completed by and Date: Consultant, 6n/2011 
Environmental Justice 
Evaluation: Resource is in the study area but will not be impacted 
Method of Evaluation: Report 
Completed by and Date: Consultant, 7/13/2011 
Economic 
Evaluation: Resource is in the study area but will not be impacted 
Method of Evaluation: Report 
Completed by and Date: Consultant, 5/27/2011 
Joint Development 
Evaluation: Resource is not in the study area 
Method of Evaluation: Other 
Completed by and Date: Consultant, 6n/2011 
Parklands and Recreational Areas 
Evaluation: Resource is discussed in Section 5 of the Resource Analysis 
Method of Evaluation: Field Review/Field Study 
Completed by and Date: Consultant, 6n/2011 
Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities 
Evaluation: Resource is discussed in Section 5 of the Resource Analysis 
Method of Evaluation: Field Review/Field Study 
Completed by and Date: Consultant, 5/26/2011 
Right-of-Way 
Evaluation: Resource is discussed in Section 5 of the Resource Analysis 
Method of Evaluation: Other 
Completed by and Date: Consultant, 3/27/2012 
Relocation Potential 
Evaluation: Resource is in the study area but will not be impacted 
Method of Evaluation: Field Review/Field Study 
Completed by and Date: Consultant, 5/26/2011 
SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACTS SECTION Continued: 
Construction and Emergency Routes 
Evaluation: Resource is discussed in Section 5 of the Resource Analysis 
Method of Evaluation: Other 
Completed by and Date: Consultant, 3/27/2012 
Transportation 
Evaluation: Resource is in the study area but will not be impacted 
Method ofEvaluation: Other 
Completed by and Date: Consultant, 3/27/2012 
CULTURAL IMPACTS SECTION: 
Historic Sites or Districts 
Evaluation: Resource is discussed in Section 5 of the Resource Analysis 
Method of Evaluation: Report 
Completed by and Date: Subconsultant, 3/27 /2012 
Archaeological Sites 
Evaluation: Resource is discussed in Section 5 of the Resource Analysis 
Method of Evaluation: Report 
Completed by and Date: Subconsultant, 3/27 /2012 
Cemeteries 
Evaluation: Resource is not in the study area 
Method of Evaluation: Field Review/Field Study 
Completed by and Date: Consultant, Bn/2011 
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT IMPACTS SECTION: 
Wetlands 
Evaluation: Resource is in the study area but will not be impacted 
Method of Evaluation: Other 
Completed by and Date: Consultant, 6/1/2011 
Surface Waters and Water Quality 
Evaluation: Resource is discussed in Section 5 of the Resource Analysis 
Method of Evaluation: Other 
Completed by and Date: Consultant, 3/27/2012 
Wild and Scenic Rivers 
Evaluation: Resource is not in the study area 
Method of Evaluation: Database 
Completed by and Date: Resource Agency, 5/26/2011 
Floodplains 
Evaluation: Resource is discussed in Section 5 of the Resource Analysis 
Method of Evaluation: Report 
Completed by and Date: Consultant, 3/27/2012 
Wildlife and Habitat 
Evaluation: Resource is in the study area but will not be impacted 
Method of Evaluation: Field Review/Field Study 
Completed by and Date: Consultant, 3/27/2012 
Threatened and Endangered Species 
Evaluation: Resource is not in the study area 
Method of Evaluation: Field Review/Field Study 
Completed by and Date: Consultant, 6/29/2011 
Woodlands 
Evaluation: Resource is in the study area but will not be impacted 
Method of Evaluation: Field Review/Field Study 
Completed by and Date: Consultant, 5/11/2011 
Farmlands 
Evaluation: Resource is not in the study area 
Method of Evaluation: Field Review/Field Study 
Completed by and Date: Consultant, 5/26/2011 
PHYSICAL IMPACTS SECTION: 
Noise 
Evaluation: Resource is not in the study area 
Method of Evaluation: Report 
Completed by and Date: Consultant, 4/12/2012 
Air Quality 
Evaluation: Resource is in the study area but will not be impacted 
Method of Evaluation: Report 
Completed by and Date: Consultant, 212712012 
MSATs 
Evaluation: This project will not result in any meaningful changes in traffic 
volumes, vehicle mix, location of the existing facility, or any other 
factor that would cause an increase in emissions impacts relative to 
the no-build alternative. As such, FHWA has determined that this 
project will generate minimal air quality impacts for Clean Air Act 
criteria pollutants and has not been linked with any special MSAT 
concerns. Consequently, this effort is exempt from analysis for 
MSATs. 
Moreover, EPA regulations for vehicle engines and fuels will cause overall 
MSATs to decline significantly over the next 20 years. Even after 
accounting for a 64 percent increase in VMT, FHW A predicts MSATs will 
decline in the range of 57 percent to 87 percent, from 2000 to 2020, based 
on regulations now in effect. This will both reduce the background level of 
MSATs as well as the possibility of even minor MSAT emissions from this 
project. 
Method of Evaluation: FHW A Interim Guidance on Air Toxic Analysis in NEPA Docwnents, February 3, 2006 
Completed by and Date: Consultant. 2/27/2012 
Energy 
Evaluation: Resource is in the study area but will not be impacted 
Method of Evaluation: Other 
Completed by and Date: Consultant, 3/27/2012 
Contaminated and Regulated Materials Sites 
Evaluation: Resource is discussed in Section 5 of the Resource Analysis 
Method of Evaluation: Report 
Completed by and Date: Consultant, 11 /30/201 O 
Visual 
Evaluation: Resource is discussed in Section 5 of the Resource Analysis 
Method of Evaluation: Report 
Completed by and Date: Consultant, 3/1/2012 
Utilities 
Evaluation: Resource is discussed in Section 5 of the Resource Analysis 
Method of Evaluation: Report 
Completed by and Date: Consultant, 6/16/2012 
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APPENDIX B 
COORDINATION LETTERS 
• Bi-State Regional Commission - 12/9/2010 
• IDNR Conservation and Recreation Division - 12/16/2010 
• IDNR Budget and Finance Bureau - 12/21/2010 
• IDNR UST/LUST - 12/16/2010 
• State Historical Society of Iowa - 12/7/2010 
• Rock Island District Corps of Engineers - 12/21/2010 
• U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service - 8/11/2011 
• SHPO Concurrence Letter - 7/26/2011 
• SHPO Concurrence Letter- 2/7/2012 
• SHPO Concurrence Letter - 5/14/2012 
• SHPO Concurrence Letter- 4/9/2012 & 4/17/2014 
• SHPO Concurrence Letter - 7/2/2014 & 7/9/2014 
• Tribal Notification Information - 12/6/2010 
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RE: U.S. 6 1/JA 92 (Mississippi Drive) Corridor Study and Environmental Assessment 
Muscatine, Iowa 
Project No. STP-U-5330(614)-27-70 
Dear Ms, Durbalm: 
Thank you for the opportun ity to comment on the Mississippi Drive Corridor Study and Environmental 
Assessment. The project proposes improvements to U.S. 6 1/lA 92 (Mississippi Drive) from Main Street 
northeast to the Norbert Beckey Bridge in Muscatine, Iowa. 
A feas ibility study was funded and programmed by the Region 9 Transportation Policy Committee in 
March 2005. The $75,000 study appeared in the FFY07 Annual Element of the Region 9 FFY07- I 0 
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) and the State Transportation Improvement Program (STJP). 
The right-of-way, property acquisition and demolition, environmental clearances, preljminary design and 
engineering for the Mississippi Drive Corridor project is in the FFY 20 I 0 "Current" Annual Element of the 
FFY 20 I L-2014 Iowa Region 9 Transportation improvement Program (TIP). Mississippi Drive/Business 
U.S. 61 is identified for reconstruction on Table 2.6 Proposed Future Capacity Projects in Chapter 1I 
Roadway Network of the 2035 Region 9 Long Range Transportation Plan adopted in June 2009 by the 
Region 9 Transportation Pol icy Committee. The project is consistent with the 2035 Plan Goals for efficient 
movement of people and goods as well as to ensure safe, secure operations and utilization of a.II 
transportation facilities/systems. 
In addition, the project is anticipated to further the Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy 
(CEDS) for the Bi-State Region General Economic Development Goal G - Continue to make best use of 
ex isting infrastructure. The CEDS is reviewed annually by the Economic Development Administration 
(EDA) and is developed by the CEDS Committee, comprised of chambers of commerce, development 
organizations, institutions of higher education, business and local government representatives. The 
Mississippi Drive C01Tidor Project to reconstruct the business route in Muscatine is consistent with long-
tenn plans and is an important element of revitalization within the Bi-State Region. 
J Jook forward to hearing a positive outcome on this project. 
Sincerely, 
(~,...~~e'~d 
Doug DeL"ille, Senior Planner 
OMlsv 
l"rans\Rc~ 9\hl'S\Mis:s1'sippi Drive C:Onidor S1udy &. llA Co1nmen1 Lu 
1504 Third Avenue, P 0 Box 3368, Rock Island. Illinois 61204-3368 
Phone (309) 793-6300, Fax (309) 793-6305 
E-mail: Jnfo@bistateonllne.org · Website, www.bistateonline.org 
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Fielils of'Opportunities. 
CHESTER J. CULVER, GOVERNOR 
PATTY J UDGE, LT. GOVERNOR 
December 16, 20 I 0 
AECOM 
Attn: Brenda Durbahn 
50 I Sycamore Street 
Suite 222 
Waterloo, IA 50703 
RE: Environmental Review for Natural Resources 
S T ATE OF IOVVA 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
PATRICIA L. BODDY. INTERIM DIRECTOR 
U.S. 61/ lA 92 (Mississippi Drive) Corridor Study and Environmental Assessment 
Muscatine County 
Section 2, Township 96N, Range 2 W 
Dear Ms. Durbahn: 
Thank you for inviting Department comment on the impact of this project. There are records of the 
Slender Dayflower (Commelina erecta), a state-threatened plant species, in the immediate vicinity of the 
proposed proj'ect area. It is known to occur within the railroad right-of-way between Mississippi Drive 
and the Mississippi River. Should construction limits of the highway improvement project extend into 
railroad right-of-way, the Department requests that the results of a botanical survey, conducted by a 
qualified botanist, are submitted in advance of construction. The results of this survey will infonn 
Department recommendations to avoid, minimize, and mitigate impact to this species. Department 
records and data are not the result of thorough field surveys. If listed species or rare communities are 
found during the planning or construction phases, additional studies and/or mitigation may be required. 
This letter is a record of review for protected species, rare natural communities, state lands and waters in 
the project area, including review by personnel representing state parksJ preserves, recreation areas, 
fisheries and wildlife but does not include any comment from the Environmental Services. Division of this 
Department. This letter does not constitute a pennit. Other pennits may be required from the Department 
or other state or federal agencies before work begins on this project. 
Any construction activity that bares the soil of an area greater than or equal to one acre including clearing, 
grading or excavation may require a storm water discharge pennit from the Department. Construction 
activities may include the temporary or permanent storage of dredge material. For more information 
regarding this matter, please contact Ruth Rosdail at (515) 281-6782. 
The Department administers regu lations that pertain to fugitive dust lA W Iowa Administrative Code 567-
23.3(2)"c." All persons shall take reasonable precautions to prevent the discharge of visible emissions of 
fugitive dusts beyond the lot line of property during construction, alteration, repairing or demolishing of 
buildings, bridges or other vertical structures or haul roads. AU questions regarding fugitive dust 
regulations should be directed to Jim McGraw at (515) 242-5 J 67. 
602 EAST 9th STREET I DES MOINES, IOWA 50319-0034 
PHONE 515-281-5918 FAX 515-281-6794 www.i0wadnr.gov 
lf you have questions about this Jetter or require further information, please contact John Pearson at (515) 
281-3891. 
Kelly 
Environmental Specialist 
Conservation and Recreation Division 
CC: Chris Schwake, Iowa DNR (emai_I) 
Fn.E COPY: K<lly Pool< 
Tm<l<hlg l.'umb<r: $5$1 
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CHESTER J CULVER, GOVERNOR 
PATTY JUDGE, LT. GOVERNOR 
December 21, 2010 
13renda Durbahn, MA 
AECOM 
501 Sycamore Street, Suite 222 
Waterloo, lA 50703 
STATE OF IOVVA 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
PATRICIA L. BODDY, INT ERIM DIRECTOR 
Re: U.S. 6 1/JA 92 (Mississippi Drive) Corridor Study and Environmental Assessment 
Muscatine, Iowa 
Project No. STP-U-5330(6 l4)-27-70 
Dear Ms. Durbahn: 
This letter is in response to your request for in:formatioin on potential park impacts associated with an 
Environmental Assessment (/\E) for improvements to U.S . 61/1/\ 92 (M ississippi Drive) from Main 
Street northeast to the Norbert Beckey Oridge. 
The City of Muscatine does not lrnve any parks within the vicinity map thal has received either State or 
federal fonds; therefore, no potential park impacts cxjst for the EA. 
The earl y coordination process is very helpful to our office and the National Park Serv ice as we both are 
responsible for ensuring stf!te and federal projects remai n in outdoor recreation, and conversions are kept 
to a minimum. 
If you lrnve any qllestions, please contnct me at 515-281-3013. 
Sincerely, 
./{tt~ '- I l /tJt rrt c./...._ 
Kathleen Moench 
Budget & Finance Oureau 
WALLACE STATE OFFICE BUILDING/ 502 EAST 9th STREET I DES MOINES, IOWA 50310 
515-281-5918 FAX 515-2131-6794 www.iowadnr.gov 
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CHESTER J . CULVER, GOVERNOR 
PATTY JUDGE, LT. GOVERNOR 
December 16, 2010 
Brenda J. Durbahn 
AECOM 
501 Sycamore Street, Sufte 222 
Waterloo, IA 50703 
Dear Ms. Durbahn: 
STATE OF 10\NA 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOU'RCES 
RICHARD A. LEOPOLD, DIRECTOR 
This letter is in response to the November 29th request concerning the Muscatine project. After a cursory 
review by our program staff, we have the following comments. You are welcome to visit our offices and 
conduct a more thorough review of our records. 
Waters of the United States (includes wetlands) should not be dlsturbe.d if a le$s environmentally 
damaging alternative exists. Unavoidable adverse impacts should be minimized to the extent 
practicable. Any remaining adverse · impacts should be compensated for through restoration, 
enhancement, creation and/or preservation activities. 
We would ask that Best Management Practices be used to control erosion and protect water quality near 
the project. You are encouraged to conduct your construction activities during a period of low flow. You 
are required to seed all disturbed areas with native grasses and to implement appropriate erosion control 
measures to insure that sediments are not introduced into waters of the United States during 
construction of this project. Clearing of vegetation, including trees located in or immediately adjacent to 
waters of the state, should be limited to that which is absolutely necessary for construction of the project. 
Contaminated Sites 
Five contaminated sites were found in the project area for the US-61/IA-92 Mississippi Drive Corridor in 
Muscatine, Iowa. HON Industries and the Muscatine FMGP are active sites located on the HON 
Industries property at 301 Oak Street. For additional information about these sites, please contact the 
DNR project manager1 Matt Culp, at 515-242-5087. The remaining three contaminated sites include 
McK.ee Button Company, Muscatine Riverfront Development. and Muscatine Pentachlorophenol. These 
sites were found in our archives located in the Records Center. The DNR Records Center may be 
reached at 515-242-5818. 
Underground Storage Tanks 
A ttached are a map and spreadsheet showing the sites in this project area. 
It is our policy that companies and their consultants conduct their own review for these si tes. If you need 
advice for locating relevant information, please call me at (515)281-7276. 
502 EAST 9th STREET I DES MOINES, IOWA 50319-0034 
PHONE 515-281-5918 FAX 515~281-6794 www.iowadnr.gov 
Facility ID Facility Name 
310473019 Park & Recreation Dept City Hall 
310487746 Grosjean's Tire And Service 
310494303 Krieger Motor Co 
310516522 Heart Of Muscatine Project 
310599916 Evans Service Center Inc 
310614841 Central State Bank 
310615251 Muscatine Power And Water 
310620598 Boathouse 
310515494 Mr Jim's Dry Cleaning 
310539236 Casey's Gen Store 
310572064 Former Muscatine Oil Co. 
310586284 Clarks Standard Service 
310600956 Former Carver Pump 
310623877 Kerr-mcgee #7531 
310438872 Former Catering Service 
310488981 Pletts 66 
Address 
HARBOR DR 
Muscatine, IA 527610000 
111 MULBERRY AVENUE 
Muscatine, IA 52761 
101 CHESTNUT ST 
Muscatine, IA 527610000 
312 IOWAAVE 
Muscatine, IA 527610000 
4TH & SYCAMORE 
Muscatine, IA 527610000 
136 E 3rd St 
Muscatine, IA 527610000 
2ND AND PINE ST 
Muscatine, IA 527610000 
Harbor Dr 
MISSISSIPPI BLVD & IOWA AVE 
Muscatine, IA 52761-
101 WALNUT STREET 
Muscatine, IA 52761 
913 W MISSISSIPPI DR 
Muscatine, IA 527610000 
202 GRANDVIEW 
Muscatine, IA 52761 
103 GRANDVIEW 
Muscatine, IA 52761 
1056 HERSHEY AVENUE 
Muscatine, IA 527610000 
201 GREEN 
Muscatine, IA 527610000 
418 GRANDVIEW AVENUE 
Muscatine, IA 52761-
515 GRANDVIEW AV 
Muscatine, IA 527610000 
Programs 
Underground Storage Tank-UST-198811653 
Underground Storage Tank-Leaking UST-7LTP25 
Underground Storage Tank-UST-198603775 
Underground Storage Tank-Leaking UST-8LTK81 
Underground Sitorage Tank-UST-199117223 
Underground Storage Tank-Leaking UST-7LTM38 
Underground Storage Tank-UST-197900059 
Underground Storage Tank-UST-198600579 
Underground Storage Tank-Leaking UST-8LTZ87 
Underground Storage Tank-UST-197910160 
Underground S,tor:age Tank-UST-198603722 
Underground Storage Tank-Leaking UST-9LTJ52 
Underground Storage Tank-UST- 197910451 
Underground Storage Tank-leaking UST-8LTZ56 
Underground Storage Tank-UST-197910153 
Underground Storage Tank-Leaking UST-7LTD06 
Underground Storage Tank-UST-198606525 
Underground Storage Tank-leaking UST-8LTW26 
Underground Storage Tank-UST-197910104 
Underground Storage Tank-Leaking UST-8LTK37 
Underground Storage Tank-UST-198610209 
Underground Storage Tank-Leaking UST-7LTF51 
Underground Storage Tank-UST-198912686 
Underground Storage Tank-Leaking UST-7L TR34 
Underground Storage Tank-UST-198602808 
Underground Storage Tank-UST-200000060 
Underground Storage Tank-leaking UST-8LTP63 
Underground Storage Tank-UST-198609378 
310500179 SJ Smith Welding Supply 
310605039 Kum & Go #437 
310608649 Muscatine Mustang Market 
310628023 Holiday Stationstore #10 
205 GRANDVIEW 
Muscatine, IA Sf7610000 
709 GRANDVIEW 
Muscatine, IA 52761 
706 GRANDVIEW AVE 
Muscatine, IA 52761 
503 GRANDVIEW 
Muscatine, IA 52761 
Underground Storage Tank-UST-198609553 
Underground Storage Tank-Leaking UST-8LTG22 
Underground Storage Tank-UST-198609969 
Underground Storage Tank-Leaking UST-7LTR36 
Underground Storage Tank-UST-198601473 
Underground Storage Tank-Leaking UST-8LTN06 
Underground Storage Tank-UST-198604810 
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STATE 
HISTORICAL 
ISOCIETY ol-' OWA 'l 
A Division of the Iowa Department of Cultural Affairs 
December 7, 2010 
Brenda J. Durbahn 
AECOM 
501 Sycamore Street 
Suite 222 
Waterloo, Iowa 5070.3 
In reply refer to: 
R&C#.: 080170073 
RE: FHWA ~MUSCATINE COUNTY - STP-U-5330(614)-27-70-CITY OF MUSCATlNE-
PROPOSED US 61/ IA 92 (MISSISSIPPI DRIVE) CORRIDOR STUDY AND 
PREPARATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT-REVISED 
Dear Ms. Durbahn, 
Thank you for notifying our office about the above referenced proposed project. We W1~erstand that 
tqis project will be a federal undertaking for the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and will 
need to comply with Section 1.06 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of I 96.6 ·and its 
implementing regulations, 36 CFR Part 800 (revised, effective August 5, 2004) and with the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). 
It is our understanding that cultural resource studies have been conducted for this undertaking and that 
we have consulted with the Iowa Department of Transportation about the results of the investigations·, 
One archaeological site, 13MC242, was identified as.part of the initial archaeological investigation 
conducted by Wapsi Valley Archaeology, Inc,. Thi!> site was evaluated by the consultant as potentially 
eligible for listing on the National Register under Criterion D for its potential to yield significant 
information about the Pearl Button Industry in Muscatine. At the time of consultation, it was uncl~ar 
whether this site would be affected by the proposed undertaking. Two arc_hitectural properties were 
identified as part of the architectural reconn~issance survey conducted by Spark Consulting. The Beach 
Lumber and Supply Company (70~01178) was evaluated as not meeting any of the eligibility criteria for 
listing on the National Register. The Puritan lee Company (70-01 194) was evaluated as eligible for 
listing on the National Register under Criterion A as it appears to meet the Registration Requirements 
for the 20th Century Business and Industry properties in the 2006 Historical and Architect.ur(zl 
Resources of Jl1uscatine, Iowa, Th.e Io¥;a DepaitI).1ent of Transportation provided our office with an 
Adverse Effect determination for The Pmitan Ice Company (70-01194) which we concurred with on 
' March 6, 2008. 
We request that all correspondence related to this undertaking for Section J. 06 consultation be provided 
to our office through the Office of Location and Environment at the Iowa Department of Transportation 
in accordance with our Prograinmatic Agreement. 
We look forward to further consulting with the Office of Location and Envi ronment at the Iowa 
Department of Transpo1tation, the City of Muscatine, and the Fedel'al Highway Administration on the 
Area of Potential Effect for this proposed project, further discussing the effects of this undertaking 011 
600 EAST LOCUST STREET, DF.S MOINL:S, IA 50319-0290 P: (515) 281.-51.U 
historic properties, and on the resolution of aJJy adverse effects to historic properties. If there will be 
Adverse Effects to historic properties) a Memorandtlni of Agreement will probably need to be consulted 
on and developed to conclude the Section. 106 Consultation process for this unde11aking. 
Also, the responsible federal agency will need to identify and contact all potential consulting parties tbat 
may have an interest in historic propet1ies within the project APE (36 CFR 36 Parl 800.2 (c)). 
Please reference tl1e Review and Compliance Number provided .above in all future submitted 
correspondence to our office for this project. We look forward to further consulting with the Office 
of LocatJon and Environment at the Iowa Department of Transportation and the Federal Highway 
Administration on this project. Sh.mtJd you hav:e any questions please contact me at the m1mber below. 
Dougla W. Jones, Archaeologist and Review and Compliance Program Manager 
State Historic Preservation Office 
State Hist01icaJ Society of1owa 
(515) 281-4358 
cc: Mike La Pietra, FHWA 
Libby Wielenga, OLE, IDOT, Ames 
Matt Oetker. NEPA Compliance, OLE, IDOT, Ames 
Ralph Christian, Historian, State Historical Society oflowa 
Steve Boka, City of Muscatine 
Mike Helms, Stanley Consultants, Muscatine 
Randy Faber, OLE, IDOT, Ames 
Barbara Mitchell, Iowa Deputy SHPO 
John Doei:shuk, Sta~e Archaeologist, OSA 
Jim .Rudisill1 Staff Contaot, City of Muscatine 
Dan Clark, Cha:ir, MuscatiJ1e Historic Preservation Commission 
RCPL l TO 
ATT(:NTIO N 0'· 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
ROCK ISLAND DISTRICT. C O RPS OF E NGIN E ERS 
C LOCK TOWER BU I LDING - P.O . BOX 200.4 
ROCK ISLAND, I LLI NOIS 6120.4 -200.4 
December 21, 2010 
Planning, Programs, and 
Project Management Division 
Ms. Brenda Durbahn, MA 
.. t AECOM 
.. .. 50 L Sytamore Street 
'! ·• Stti te Z.22 
' ·~~>. ·wateJ.~-60, Iowa 50703 
,,.: - ' "' 
Dear Ms. Durbahn: 
I received your letler dated November 29~ 20101 concerning U.S. 61/IA 92 (Mississippi 
Drive) Corridor Study and Environmental Assessment, Muscatine, Iowa (Project No. STP-U-
5330(614)- 27-70). Rock Island District Corps of Engineers staff reviewed the infonnation you 
provided and have the fo llowing comments: 
a. Y R,llr proposal does not involve Rock Island Distr[ct administered land; therefore, 
no frniher Rock Is land District real estate coordjnation is necessary. However, addjtional 
coordiration is required with our Emergency Management Division to dete1mine potential 
impacts t9 ·the Muscatine Local Flood Protection Project. You may contact Ms. Sarah Jones 
oftllc Emergency ManagementDivisjon by writing to tbe address above or by telephone at 
(309).794-5206. 
b. Any proposed placement of dredged or fil l material into waters ofU1e United States 
(including jurisdictional wetlands) requires Department of the Army authorization under Section 
404 of the Clean Water Act. We requjre additional details of your project before we can make a 
fina1 determination of pem1it requirements. When detailed plans are available, please complete 
and sttbmit an application packet lo the Rock Island District for processing. 
c. The Responsible Federal Agency should coordinate wiU1 Ms. June Strand, Iowa Historic 
Preservation Agency, ATTN: Review and Comp liance Program, State Historical Society of 
Iowa, 600 East Locust, State Hjstoric Building, Des Moines, Iowa 50319 to determine impacts 
to historic properties. 
-2-
d. The Rock Island Field Office of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service should be contacted 
to determine if any federally-ljsted endangered species are being impacted and, if so, how to 
avoid or minimize impacts. The Rock Island (County) Field Office address is: 1511 - 47th 
Avenue, Moline, Illinois 61265. Mr. Rick Nelson is the Field Supervisor. You can reach him 
by calling 3091757-5800. 
e. The Iowa Emergency Management Division should be contacted to detennine if the 
proposed project may impact areas designated as floodway. Mr. John Wagman is the lowa 
State Hazard Mitigation Team Leader. His address is: 7105 NW 70t11 Avenue, Camp Dodge-
Building W 4, Johnston, lowa 50131. You can reach him by calling 515/725-3231. 
No other concerns surfaced during our review. Thank you for the opportunity to comment 
on your proposal. If you need more information, please call Mr. Randy K.raciun of our 
Environmental and Economics Branch, telephone 3091794-5174. 
You may find additional infonnation about the Corps' Rock Island District on our website at 
http://www.mvr.usace.army.mil . To find out about other Districts within the Corps, you may 
visit: http://www.usace.armv.mil/about/Pages/Locations.aspx. 
Sincerely, 
Kenneth A. Barr 
Chief, Environmental and 
Economics Branch 
From: 
To: 
Jgdy Mmar@fws.goy 
pyrbahn Brenda 
Subject:: Re: Mississippi Drive (Iowa 92), Muscatine, Iowa 
Thursday, August 11, 2011 2:14:51 PM Date: 
We have no objection to the subject project. 
Jody G. Millar 
Assistant Field Supervisor 
151 l-47th Avenue 
Moline, Illinois 61265 
309-757-5800 x 202 
Jody, 
"Durbahn, Brenda" 
<BRENDA.DURBAHN@a 
ecom.com> To 
<jody _ millar@fws.gov> 
08/09/2011 08:52 cc 
AM "Veal, Barbara" 
<V ealBarbara@stanleygroup.com> 
Subject 
Mississippi Drive (Iowa 92), 
Muscatine, Iowa 
Thank you for retunllng my call regarding early coordination on the 
Mississippi Drive project in Muscatine, Iowa. I have attached the letter, 
project description and map for your use. The letter is addressed as it 
was in our original submittal but with the current date. The original 
letter was dated November 29, 2010. We would be interested in any comments 
FWS has as it relates to this project and your agency's jurisdiction by 
law. If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact 
me. 
Sincerely, 
Brenda 
Brenda Durbahn, M.A. 
Transportation Planning 
D 319.874.6592 
brenda.durbahn@aecom.com 
AECOM 
501 Sycamore Street 
Suite 222 
Waterloo, Iowa 50703 
T 319.232.6531 F 319.232.0271 
www.aecom.com 
[attachment "20110809084815.pdf'' deleted by Jody G Millar/R3/FWS/DOI] 
[attachment "EarlyCoord-ProjDescrp.docx" deleted by Jody G 
Millar/R3/FWS/DOI] [attachment "Figure 1-MississippiDr.pdf'' deleted by Jody 
G Millar/R3/FWS/DOI] 
JUL 2 0·· 2011 
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July 18, 20 I 1 
Ralph Christian 
Doug Jones 
Review and Compliance 
Bureau of Historic Preservation 
Stale Historical Society of Iowa 
600 Ea t Locust 
Des Moines, IA 50319 
Dear Ralph and Doug: 
Ref. No: STP-U-5330(614)--70-70 
City or Muscatine 
Muscatine County 
Local Project 
R&C: 080170073 
RE: Cultural Resource Assessment; Mississippi Drive Corridor Reconstruction 
Project, City of Muscatine 
Enclosed for your review and comment is a cultural re ource assessment for the above 
rererenced federally funded project. The City of Muscatine proposes to reconstruct and 
improve 1.6 miles along and adjacent to Mississippi Drive. The proposed project 
ex.lends along Mississippi Drive rrom Main Street and Pearl Street to Mulberry Avenue, 
and along 2nd Street from Mulberry Avenue to the Norberr F. Beckey Bridge. 
The enclosed assessment reviewed known resources that are Ii ted, eligible, or 
potentially eligible for the National Register of Hi toric Place (NRHP), and identified 
any addi tional resources previously unreported within or adjacent to the study area to 
determine potential eligibi lity or recommend further reviews. 
A total of 150 properties were reviewed during the architectural assessment of the tudy 
area. This assessment identified two historic buildings and two historic districts 
currentl y listed on the NRHP within or adjacent to the study area. These districts include 
the West Hill Historic District (70-0 I 005) and the Downtown Commercial Historic 
District (70-0 I 004). Within the Downiown Commercial Historic District at 41 1 E 2"d 
Street resides the Trinity Episcopal Church (70-00146), a building individually Ii ted on 
the NRHP. The S. M. McKibben House (70-00616) al 102-104 Walnut Street is also 
individually listed on the NRHP. Of the 150 total properties reviewed , 17 have been 
determjncd not eligible, 77 have been determined eligible or listed individually or as part 
of a historic district, and 56 have not yet been evaluated for the NRHP. Any property not 
yet evaluated for the NRHP will either be avoided by tJ1e project or will be fully 
evaluated in the future to detennine eligibility. 
The archaeological assessment reviewed four previously identified archaeological sites 
within the study area. Sile J 3MC233, identified as a historic farm/res idence site, was 
previously determined not eligible for the NRHP and no additional work is 
recommended. Site 13MC242, a historic industrial dump site, has not been fully 
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evaluated for the NRHP and thus. is recommended for further testing or avoidance. Two 
historic farm/residence sites, identified as 13MC296 and I 3MC297, are likely destroyed; 
however, as they have not been sufficiently defined, further re earch and testing or 
avoidance i recommended. 
Background research during this archaeological assessment identified seven additional 
areas as having a potential to produce historic archaeologicaJ resources. These poten tial 
resources include, the Papoose Creek trunk sewer, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific 
Passenger depot, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific freight depot, the Great Western 
Cereal Company storage and shipping building, additional McKee Button Company 
middens, a trading post (the first building in Muscatine), and a high bridge pier. If the 
proposed project wi ll affect any of these potential resource locations, sub urface testing 
and add itional research for the e. even locations is recommended to determine if 
archaeologicaJ deposits exisl. 
Previous correspondences have been submitted to your office regarding this project; 
however, due to project scoping changes, no detennination will be provided at this time. 
A decerminaLion of effect will be establi hed after project alignment information 
becomes available, an Area of Potential Effccl has been established, and consultation 
regarding all historic properties has occurred. If you concur with the fi nding of this 
cultural resources assessment, please sign the concurrence line below. add your 
comment , and return this Jetter. Tf you have any questions, please contact me. 
LJCW 
cc: Steve Boka, City of Muscatine 
Jim Rudisill , City of Muscatine 
Barbara Veal , Stanley Consultants 
Mike Helms, Stanley Consultants 
Brenda Durbahn, AECOM 
Sincerely, 
Libby Wielenga 
Office of Location and Environment 
libby.wielenga@dot.iowa.gov 
Dan Clark, Chair, Muscatine Historic Preservation Commjssion 
Christy VanBuskirk, District 5 Local Systems Engineer, Iowa DOT 
Matt Oet r, NEPA I . owa DOT 
Concur: -J..!::L.~~t-t--t;.:::::::::::::::::___ Date: 0;76/I J 
~~~Date: J/~ 
Comment : 
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February 6, 2012 
Doug Jones 
Review and Compliance 
Bureau of Historic Preservation 
Slale Historical Society of Iowa 
600 East Locust 
Des Moines, IA 503 19 
Dear Doug: 
f f:B 0 7 2012 
Ref. No: STP-U-5330(6 14)--70-70 
City of Muscatine 
Muscatine County 
Local Project 
R&C: 080 170073 
RE: Phase [ Archaeological Investigation; Mississippi Drive Corridor 
Reconstruction Project, City of Muscatine 
Enclosed for your review and comment is a phase I archaeological investigation for the 
above referenced federally funded projecl. The City of Muscatine proposes to 
reconstruct and improve 1.6 miles along and adjacent to Mississippi Drive. The 
proposed project extends along Mississippi Drive from Main Street and Pearl Street to 
Mulberry Avenue, and along 2nd Street from Mulberry Avenue to the Norbert F. Beckey 
Bridge. 
The i nvcstigation of the project area consisted of an archival records search and fi eld 
investigation and surveyed a total of 15.5 acres (6.28 ha). The fi eld investigation 
included a pedestrian survey and shovel testing, where possible, that focused on areas 
identified during the phase IA cultural resource asscssme11t (Deiber and Schoen 2011 ) as 
having a potential for intact archaeological deposits. 
The current investigation recorded four previously unidentified archaeological sites, 
including 13MC323, associated with the C.R.l.&P.R.R. freight depot; and I 3MC324, 
13MC325, and 13MC326, all three 1830s ground surface deposits. All four sites wil l 
either be avoided by this project or further investigations will be compleLed. 
A number of potential areas identified during the prev ious assessment were unable to be 
surveyed dming this investigation. ln particular, access was denied at the previously 
ident i(ied archaeological site, 13MC242; the intersection oflowa Avenue and 
Mississippi Drive; and the intersection of Ash Street and Mississippi Drive. The latter 
two locations necessitate testing to determine the existence of the 1833 Russell FarnJiam 
Cabin and the 1838 residence, respectively. Also, at locations along Linn and Cedar 
Streets, ground conditions restricted the use and sufficient depth of shovel tests. Tf 
project activities will occur within any of these areas, additional archaeological 
investigations will be conducted. 
STP-U-5330(614)--70-70 11 l 
Previous cort'espondences have been submitted to your office regarding this project; 
however, due to project scoping changes, no determination wi ll be provided at this time. 
A determination of effect will be established afler projecl alignment inronnation 
becomes available, an Area of Potential Effect has been established, and consultation 
regarding all historic properties has occurred. If you concur with the finding of this 
phase I archaeological investigation, please sign the concurrence line below, add your 
comments, and return this letter. lfyou have any questions, please contact me. 
LJCW 
cc: Steve Baka, City of Muscatine 
Jeff Hi 1 legonds, Stan Icy Consultants, Inc. 
Brenda Durbahn, AECOM 
Sincerely, 
Libby Wielenga 
Office of Location and Environment 
Ii bby. wielenga@dot.iowa.gov 
Jane Reischauer, Chair, Muscatine Historic Preservation Commission 
Christy VanBuskirk, District 5 Local Systems Engineer, Iowa DOT 
Matt Oetker, NEPA I OLE, Iowa DOT 
Comments: 
STP-U-5330(6 14)--70-70 12 1 
MAY 1 l 2012 
(:)~~~?in e~E~~.'!!~nt of 1r~2~-~Ps~~-~~~7~ 
May JO, 2012 
Ralph Christian 
Review and Compliance 
Bureau of Historic Preservation 
State Historical Society of Iowa 
600 East Locust 
Des Moines, IA 50319 
Dear Ralph: 
Ref. No: STP-U-5330(614)--70-70 
City of Muscatine 
Muscatine County 
Local Project 
R&C: 080170073 
RE: Intensive Historic Architecture Survey; Mississippi Drive Corridor 
Reconstruction Project, City of Muscatine 
Enclosed for your review and comment is an intensive historic architect.Lire survey for the 
above referenced federally funded project. The City of Muscatine proposes to 
reconstruct and improve 1.6 miles along and adjacent to Mississippi Drive. The 
proposed project extends along Mississippi Drive from Ma:in Street and Pearl Street to 
Mulberry Avenue, and along 2nd Street from Mulbeny Avenue to the Norbert F. Beckey 
Bridge. 
This survey evaluated five buildings within t.he extended project area along Green Street 
in Muscatine, including an A& W Root Beer Stand at 200 Green Street (70-01 189), the 
Adolph Bomke House at 202 Green Street (70-01 190), the George Nicbert House at 204 
Green St.reel (70-0 I 191 ), the HaiTy Shiftlet I louse at 206 Green Street (70-01192), and 
the Robert Rankins I louse at 208 Green Street (70-01 193). As outLined in the enclosed 
survey. all five buildings have diminished integrity of design, workmanship, materials, 
and fooling. None of these properties possess ctistinction as all are common examples of 
their type and period. As such, all five buildings have been rcconuncnded not eligible 
for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). AJso, the Hershey Neighborhood 
Historic District (70-01180), including the four houses discussed above, was also 
evaluated for eligibility to the NRHP. Based on the diminished integrity and lack of 
evidence illustrating an association with important events or people, this district docs not 
qualify for eligibility to the NRHP. The Iowa DOT agrees with these recommendations. 
A determination of effect will be established for this project after alignment infonnation 
becomes available, an Area of Potential Effect has been established, and consultation 
regarding all historic prope1ties has occu1Ted. Tf you concur with the finding of this 
intensive historic architectural survey, please sign the concurrence line below, add your 
comments, and return this letter. 
STP-U-5330(614)--70-70 l 1] 
lf you have any questions, please contact me. 
LJCW 
cc: Steve Boka, City of Muscatine 
Jcff Hi lJegonds, Stanley Consultants, lnc. 
Brenda Durbahn, AECOM 
Sincerely, 
Libby Wielenga 
Office of Location and Environment 
lib by.wielenga@dot.iowa.gov 
Jan.e Reischauer, Chair, Muscatine Historic Preservation Commission 
Christy VanBuskirk, District 5 Local Systems Engineer, Iowa DOT 
M~tt 0~7r, NEP~ I OLE; w• DOT 
Concur: l,;f Date:~ /¥; ;!....;: J z__ 
Comments: 
STP·U-5330(614)--70-70 [2 1 
DOT 
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March 26> 2014 
Mr. Ralph Christian 
Mr. Doug Jones 
Office of Location & Environment 
800 Lincoln Way, Ames, IA 50010 
Phone 515-239-1035 I Email: libby.wlelenga@dot.iowa.gov 
EC!E~! t . 
IMAR 2 8 2014 
by$ pg 
Ref. STP-U-5330(614)--70-70 
City of Muscatine 
Muscatine County 
Local Project 
LBG-2002140-1 & LBG-20021 29-1 
R&C: 080 I 70073 
State Historic Preservation Office 
600 East Locust 
Des Moines, lA 503 19 
Dear Ralph and Doug: 
RE: Supplemental Phase I Archaeological Investigation, Phase ll Archaeological 
Evaluation, Phase IA Archaeological Assessment, Archaeological Letter Report, and 
National Register Evaluation for the Mississippi Drive Corridor Reconstruction 
Project, City of Muscatine; possible Adverse Effect scenario 
Enclosed for your review and comment arc multiple cultural resources reports for the above 
referenced federally fonded project. As part of this project, the City of Muscatine proposes 
to reconstruct and improve 1.6 miles along and adjacent to Mississippi Drive. The proposed 
project extends along Mississippi Drive from Main Street and Pearl Street to Mulberry 
Avenue, and along 2nd Street from Mulberry Avenue to the Norbert F. Beckey Bridge. The 
project also includes updates to municipal uti lities throughout the co1Tidor and raising the 
road grade from Sycamore Street to Mulberry Avenue. Our offices have frequently 
consulted on this project over the past few years. 
The enclosed supplemental phase l investigated two archaeological sites within the project 
Area of Potential Effects (APE), and consisted of an archival records search and field 
investigation, including shovel testing. The two sites investigated, I 3MC325 and 13MC326, 
both represent early nineteenth-century historic sites in Muscatine. Although some intact 
deposits were identified during this and the previous phase I investigation (Schoen 2012), 
due to the previous disturbance from known and unknown subsurface utility instillation and 
trenching, it is recommended that neither site l 3MC325 nor site I 3MC326 have sufficient 
integrity to qualify for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. The Iowa DOT 
agrees with the recommendations outlined in this report. 
1 
The enclosed phase ll evaluated site 13MC242, a previously recorded historic shell midden 
deposit, for eligibili ty to the National Register ofl-listoric Places. This site was tested using 
machine trenching at locations where the potential for undisturbed deposits appeared highest. 
Based on the results of this evaluation, thjs site is recommended not eligible for the National 
Register of Historic Places and no additional archaeological testing is recommended for this 
site. The Iowa DOT agrees with the recommendations outlined in this report 
There are four additional archaeological sites and areas of interest within the APE. These arc 
summarized in the enclosed archaeological letter report dated January 14, 2014. Sites 
13MC297, l 3MC323, 13MC324, and the 1833 Russell Farnham Cabin area were previously 
identified (Schoen 2012) and concurred by your office that avoidance or additional testing 
would occur. Due to access restrictions for subsmface testing, these sites have not been 
evaluated for National Register eligibility. It is likely these sites have been disturbed from 
previous and existing water mains, sewer lines, as well as electrical and communications 
Jines and that no intact deposits remain; however, this has not been verified and so these sites 
are considered potentially eligible. The majority of this project will remain within the 
existing disturbed roadway dimensions. Compaction from construction is not expected to 
cause an adverse effect on any possible intact deposits below the exjsting roadway. As 
subsurface utility improvements wiJl occur as part of this project, this activity does have the 
potential to affect any intact resources. To ensure this work will not have an adverse effect 
on any intact deposits that may be present, construction monitoring by a Secretary of the 
lnterior qualified archaeologist during utility work near these sites is being proposed by the 
project sponsor. The details of this monitoring could be captured in a possible project 
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA). 
Recently, the project APE has expanded to the south. This area has since been reviewed and 
is ruscussed in the enclosed phase lA archaeological assessment, dated March 15, 2014. This 
assessment consisted of an archjval and site records search. No previously recorded 
archaeological sites were identified within thjs expanded area. Based on the results of this 
assessment, this area has a low potential for containing archaeological deposits and no 
additional investigation is recommended. The lowa DOT agrees with the recommendations 
outlined in this report. 
As part of the project uti.lity work, the City proposes to improve the sto.11J1 sewer and sanitary 
sewer Jines by adjusting the elevation of existing manholes and insets to match the new road 
pavement and curb, relocating inlets, replacing or installing manholes, and replacing or 
constructing new stonn sewer lines. This work will take place near Pearl Sb:ect and from 
southwest of Broadway Street to Orange Street and southeast along Orange Street to the 
Mississippi River. Because of the project's proposed storm sewer and sanitary sewer line 
improvements, the City completed a National Register Evaluation of the main sewer segment 
within the APE. 
The enclosed evaluation included an archjval and records search of the Papoose Creek 
Sewer, other storm sewers along Mississippi Drive, and an evaluation of applicable 
resources. Based on this evaluation, the Papoose Creek Sewer is recommended eligible for 
listing on the National Register of Historic Places under C1iterion C. The project plans 
2 
indicale the Papoose Creek Sewer is within the APE, but will not be adversely affected by 
the proposed project, To ensure the proposed project will not have an adverse effect on the 
Papoose Creek Sewer and any other potentially eligible sections or elements of these lines, 
construction monitoring by a Secretary of the Interior qualified historian or archi tectural 
b.istorian during utility work is being proposed by the project sponsor. A stipulation can be 
added to a possible project MOA stating if during construction a brick sewer structure or 
potentially eligible component of the sewer is encountered, the structure shaH be evaluated 
and documented by a qualified Secretary of the fnterior historian or architectural historian 
prior to removal or modification. All the details oftbc proposed monitoring, and any 
applicable documentation can be captured in a possible project MOA. The [owa DOT agrees 
with the recommendations outlined in this report. 
The unevaluated Hershey Lumber Building (107 Blm Street) currently has two access points 
from Mississippi Drive: one from Elm Street and the other from Ash Street. Due to safety 
restrictions, vehicular access from Mississippi Drive to E lm Street will be closed as part of 
this project. Pedestrian access will remain. All access to this property from Ash Street will 
remain and be improved to provide for safer access to the properties north of Mississippi 
Drive. The entry access and parking to the Hershey Lumber Bui lding will remain the same. 
Removing access from Elm Street and maintaining access from Ash Street will not adversely 
affect any integrity and significance that would allow the Hershey Lumber Building to be 
determi11ed eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 
The project APE overlaps with two historic districts, including 25 contributing resources of 
the Downtown Historic District, and two contributing resources of the West Hill llistoric 
District. In addition, a total of 40 individual properties (i.e. structures, objects, and buildings) 
and four archaeological sites/areas are within this project APE. The identified prope11ies for 
this project range from properties listed on or eligible for listing on the Nationa l Register of 
Historic Places to properties lhat have not yet been fully evaluated for the National Register. 
Any property not fully evaluated for the National Register will be considered a historic 
property for compliance with federal regulations and the purposes of this project. Therefore, 
aJI historic properties within the project APE are identified in the enclosed spreadsheet 
(Table I). Sec the enclosed map for geographic references (Figures l-8). 
The City of Muscatine has worked di ligently to consider the project' s effects on alJ historic 
properties within the APE. Enclosed for your review is a set of proposed project plans. As 
you can see, the current alignment avoids the overwhelming majority of these historic 
properties, however, many remain within the APE. Based on the proposed project, some 
vibration is expected to occur during the demolition and reconstruction of Mississippi Drive. 
As such, consultation regarding vibration effects will continue as this project moves forward 
to determine whether monitoring, minJmization. of equipment, or a combination of these two 
methods will occur to avoid adverse effects to the historic properties within the APE. 
Included with the resources identified in Table l is the Puritan lee Company building (205-
207 Green Street; 70-0 l 194). As you can see on the enclosed plan sheet, this property would 
be taken and therefore adversely affected by the proposed project alignment At this time, 
this a lternative is the most feasible and prudent alternative available to achieve the project's 
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purpose and need while minimizing the environmental effects overall. During previous 
public meetings and consultation with interested parties, no negative comments regarding 
lhis alignment's effects on cultural resources were received. At this time, the project sponsor 
and Iowa DOT are preparing for a possible Adverse Effect scenario for this project and will 
continue consultation with your office and interested parties. 
lf you concur with the finding of these reports, please sign the concurrence line below, add 
your comments, and return this letter. ff you have any questions, please contact me. 
LJCW:sm 
cc: Mike LaPietra, FHW A 
Steve Boka, City of Muscatine 
Jeff Hillegonds, Stanley Consultants 
Brenda Durbahn, AECOM 
Sincerely, 
~~~~~ 
Libby Wielenga 
Office of Location and Environment 
Christy VanBuskirk, District 5 Local Systems Engineer, lowa DOT 
Matt Octkcr, NEPA I OLE, Iowa DOT 
Concu1.0ctl(dl~ 
Concur: 
Comments: 
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-----' SMART ER I SIMPLER I CUSTOMER DRIVEN 
June 25, 2014 
Mr. Ralph Christian 
Mr. Doug Jones 
State Historic Preservation Office 
600 East Locust 
Des Moines, IA 50319 
Dear Ralph and Doug: 
Office of Location & Environment 
800 Lincoln Way, Ames, IA 50010 
Phone: 51S.239-1035 I Email: libby.wielenga@dot.iowa.gov 
RECEIVED 
JUN 3 0 2014 
by SHPO 
Ref. STP-U-5330(614)--70-70 
City of Muscatine 
Muscatine County 
Local Project 
R&C: 080170073 
RE: Mississippi Drive Corridor Reconstruction Project, City of Muscatine; Adverse Effect 
Enclosed for your review and comment is infonnation regarding the above referenced federally funded 
project. As part ofthis project, the City of Muscatine proposes to reconstruct and improve 1.6 miles 
along and adjacent to Mississippi Drive. The proposed project extends along Mississippi Drive from 
south of Main Street to Mulberry A venue, and along 2nd Street from Mulberry A venue to the Norbert F. 
Beckey Bridge. The project also includes updates to municipal utilities throughout the corridor and 
raising the road grade from Sycamore Street to Mulberry Avenue. Our offices have frequently consulted 
on this project over the past few years. 
The City of Muscatine has worked diligently to consider the project's effects on all historic properties 
within the Arca of Potential Effects (APE). After additional review of the project' s purpose and need, 
consideration of all resources, consultation with yow- office, interested parties, and the public, and a 
review of all possible alternatives, the City of Muscatine has decided to move forward with Option 1 D 
for this project which includes realigning Grand Avenue with Green Street. Enclosed for your review is 
a set of Lhe proposed project plans. As you can see, the current alignment avoids the overwhelming 
majority of these historic properties, however, many remain within the APE. 
Based on the proposed project, some vibration is expected to occur during the demolition and 
reconstruction of Mississippi Drive. A total of 68 properties within the APE were reviewed for effects 
due to construction vibration. Based on that review, the City of Muscatine will provide plan notes within 
the construction documents identifying 47 properties within the APE as bistonc (see Table 1), as well as 
including the following language to avoid adversely affecting these properties. 
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The construclion plans will contain a plan note to the contractor informing them U1at all properties 
Lisled within Table l are listed or considered eligible for listing on the National Register of llistoric 
Places. 
The construction plans shall contain a plan note to the contractor i11fonning them that any 
demolition and construction methods and equipment used shall achieve low project vibration levels 
when working near these properties. 
lf damage to these properties occurs during construction or demolition, all activities will cease until 
approval from the construction engineer occurs. 
Check plans will be provided to tbe Office of Location and Environment and SHPO for their 
review. 
• Final plans will be provided to the Office of Location and Environment and SHPO for their 
inforroati oo. 
Due lo lhe combination of age, condition, and materials used, a total of 21 properties were elevated to a 
higher level of risk to vibration (see Table 2). and as such will be monitored during construction for 
vibration effects. A Special Provision wiU be added to the construction documents and will include the 
steps below to avoid any adverse effects to these properties. 
• A preconstruction survey of these properties will be completed to will document their present 
condition. The preconstruction survey will also establish a peak particle velocity (PPV) threshold 
for vibration. 
• Sensors (crack and/or seismic) will be installed and tested daily. If 80 percent of the PPV Uucshold 
is reached sensors will alert the contractor and in turn the construction engineer. 
If the PPV is reached, a meeting with the contractor and the construction engineer will identify 
alternative demolition/construction methods and/or equipment to be used lo minimize project 
vibration. 
• A post construction survey will be performed. 
Based on the proposed project, there are four archaeological sites within the APE that were previously 
idenhfied and received concurrence from yow· office that avoidance or additional testing would occur. 
These sites include 13MC297, l3MC323, l3MC324, and the L833 Russell Farnham Cabin area. Due to 
access restrictions for subsurface testing, these sites have not been evaluated for National Register 
eligibility. It is likely these sites have been disturbed from previous and existing water mains, sewer 
lines, as well as eleclrical and communications lines and that no intact deposits remain; however, this has 
not been verified and so these sites are considered potentially eligible. The majority of this project will 
remain within the existing disturbed roadway dimensions. Compaction from construction is not expected 
to cause an adverse effect on any possible intact deposits below the existing roadway. As subsurface 
utility improvements will occur as part of this project, this activity does have the potential to a ffect any 
intact resources. As such, construction monitoring by a Secretary of the Interior qualified archaeologist 
during utility work near these sites will occur. The details of this monitoring will be cap tured within the 
project Memorandum of Agreement (MOA). 
The Papoose Creek Sewer, a property recommended eligible for the National Register of Historic Places, 
is also within the project APE; however, it will not be adversely affected by the proposed project. To 
ensure the proposed project will not have an adverse effect on any other potentially eligible sections or 
elements of the sewer lines, construction monitoring by a Secretary of the Interior qualified historian or 
architectural h istorian during utility work is being proposed by the City of Muscatine. A stipulation 
detailing this will be added to the project MOA. 
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As previously mentioned, this allemative will avoid adversely affecting 69 properties; however, it will 
adversely affect the Puritan Ice Company building (TeStrake building) (70-01194) located at 205-207 
Green Street. This alternative was determined to be the only feasible and prudent alternative available to 
achieve the project's purpose and need while minimizing tbe environmental effects overall. 
During previous public meetings and consultation with tribes and other interested parties, no negative 
comments regarding this alignment's effects on historic properties were received. 
Therefore, based on the enclosed project information, our office has given this project a determination of 
Adverse Effect. The City of Muscati11e and Iowa DOT will continue the consultation process to resolve 
01e adverse effect of ihis project. 
If you concur, please sign the concunence line below, add your comments, and return this letter. lf you 
have any questions, please contact me at 5 J 5-239- l 035 or libby.wielenga@dot.iowa.gov. 
LJCW :sm 
cc: Mike LaPietra, FHWA 
Steve Boka, City ofMuscatme 
Barbara Veal, Stanley Consultants 
Brenda Durbahn, AECOM 
Sincerely, 
J-Ufr'~ 
Libby Wiolcnga 
Office of Location and Environment 
Chris1y VanBuskirk, District 5 Local Systems Engineer, Jowa DOT 
I Matt Oetker, NEPA I OLE, lowa DOT 
-; 
c oncur: ' 1 td?3 f( '-lL-. oa1ef7'::? /Ir 
Ralph ChriStlan, SHPO Historian 
Concfil: ;jJ~JfjfflJld~Date: ~i 
Ollikcs, p() fuleOl()giSt 
Comments: 
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December 06, 20 10 
Mr. John Blackhawk 
Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska 
Box 687 
Winnebago, NE 6807 1 
Ref. No: STP-U-5330(6 14)--27-70 
Muscatine 
Local 
RE: U.S. 61/JA 92 (Mississippi Drive) Environmental Assessment 
Muscatine, Iowa 
Dear Mr. Blackhawk: 
The City of Muscatine, in coordination with the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHW A) and the Iowa Department of Transportation (IDOT), is proposing to improve 
U.S. 6 1/lA 92 (Mississippi Drive) from Main Street northeast to the Norbert Beckey 
Bridge. 
As part of the early coord ination effort, we request that you contact us if you have any 
concerns that the project could impact sites of religious or cultura l importance to your 
tribe. We will provide any additional project information that may be of interest to you 
as it becomes avai lable, including the results of archaeological surveys that wi ll be made 
of any undisturbed right-of-way needed for the project. 
Enclosed with the map is a postage-paid notification form that you may use, if you wish, 
to return comments about the project. Please feel free to call me at (5 15) 239-1035. If 
you w ish to contact a representative of the U.S. Government, call Mr. Michael LaPietra, 
Federa l Highway Administration, Iowa Division, at (5 15) 233-7302. 
lf you have any questions, please fee l free to contact me. 
cc: Mr. Mike LaPietra, FHWA 
Sincerely, 
Libby J. C. Wielengn 
Office of Location and Environment 
Libby. Wielenga@dot. iowa.gov 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
The Mississippi Drive (U.S. 61/IA 92) project Is located in the downtown area of Muscatine, Iowa. The 
project limits are Main Street on the south and the Norbert Beckey Bridge on the north, a distance of 1.6 
miles. The existing roadway is a 4-lane undivided urban facility that travels parallel to an active railroad and 
the Mississippi River for most of its length. Major concerns within the corridor are with pedestrian safety and 
frequent flooding. A project location map is attached. 
A corridor study was completed for the Mississippi Drive (U.S. 61/IA 92) project in 2007 with the purpose of 
examining safety issues for pedestrians and vehicles, aesthetic issues and flood-prone areas. The 2007 
study suggested several ideas that would improve this corridor and specifically address the issues of safety, 
aesthetics and flooding. The City of Muscatine has initiated planning and preliminary design studies for the 
improvement of Mississippi Drive (U.S. 61/IA 92) in Muscatine, Iowa (Muscatine County). The proposed 
project consists of replacing much of the current 4-lane roadway with a roadway that wilt better 
accommodate pedestrians and decrease flooding. 
An Environmental Assessment (EA) will be prepared for the proposed project. An EA is a national 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document that is required in the preliminary stages of the planning 
process. The EA is a written record of the analysis of potential impacts to the environment resulting from the 
proposed project and is prepared for projects for Which the potential for significant impacts is unclear or not 
likely to occur. Impacts to both the natural and socioeconomic environment are evaluated. 
ANTICIPATED IMPACTS 
A wide spectrum of resources will be evaluated, including cultural resources; floodplains; impacts to homes, 
businesses and other adjacent properties; socioeconomic resources; noise and air quallty. Impacts may 
vary depending on the elements of the final design. 
As part of this project. existing right-of-way will be used whenever practical. It is anticipated that much of this 
project can be constructed within existing right-of-way limits. However, near the intersection of Hershey 
Avenue/Green StreeVGrandview Avenue, right-of-way likely will be required in order to construct either a 
roundabout or other improved intersection type. Exact right-of-way impacts, as well as potential impacts to 
noise levels, cultural resources and natural resources, will be determined as planning and design activities 
continue. 
DEVELOPMENT PROCEDURES 
This project is being developed for federal funding participation. A determination by the Iowa DOT and the 
Federal Highway Administration has identified this project as requiring preparation of an EA. 
Current regulations governing development of federally funded highway improvements require early 
coordination with units of government who may have Interests in the project or its potential impacts. This is 
Intended to provide early notification of the proposed project and to solicit comments regarding the potential 
Impacts of such an action. Several federal, state and local agencies will also be contacted directly to request 
early input as part of the project impact identification process. 
AECOM 
FIGURE 1 
MISSISSIPPI DRIVE CORRIDOR STUDY 
MAIN ST . TO NORBERT F. BECKEY BRIDGE 
EARLY COORDINATION 
~~ aowa Department Of Transportat1on 
'-e TRIBAL NOTIFICATION 
Fonn $J(1002 
! •IHI~ 
Date December 06, 2010 IA DOT cont.;;;.act;;;.;;__.;...R;.;;;a.;.;.nd~y'-'-Fa""b;;;.;eo.:.r ____________ _ 
IADOT proje_c_t # __ S_T_P_-_U-_5_3_30_.(-'--61_4..._)-_-2"""7_-7_0'--------- Phone # __ l_A_D_O_T_--'5_1 ~5-"""2""'"39'---'12_1-'-5_F_H_W_A_- _51_5_-2_3_3_-7""'"3_00'---_ 
Location Muscatine E-mail Randall. Faber@dot.iowa.gov 
Description U.S. 61/IA 92 (Mississippi Drive) Environmental Assessment 
Muscatine, Iowa 
Type of Project (see map) 
VERY SMALL - Disturb less than 12-inch depth (plow zone) 
SMALL - Grading on existing road, shouldering, ditching. etc. 
SMALL - Bridge or culvert replacement 
Type of Coordination/Consultation Points 
1 • Early project notification (project map and description) 
2 - Notification of survey findings (Phase f) 
2a - Notification of site evaluation (Phase //) 
Type of Findings 
No American Indian site found 
--Section 106 Consultation Process ends• 
American Indian sites found but not eligible for National Register 
listing - Section 106 Consultation Process ends• 
Avoided American Indian sites eligible for National Register listing 
(see map and list of sites) 
- Section 106 Consultation Process may or may not end 
• In the event of a late discovery, consultation will be reopened 
Affected National Register Properties 
Investigating avoidance or minimizing harm options 
Avoided 
LARGE - Improve existing road from 2 lanes to 4 lanes 
LARGE - New alignment 
OTHER 
3 - Consultation regarding site treatment 
4 • Data Recovery Report 
5 - Other 
Potentially significant American Indian sites found 
(see map and list of sites) 
American Indian sites eligible for National Register listing cannot be 
avoided (see map) 
Burial site found 
#of non-significant prehistoric sites 
----
# of potentially significant prehistoric sites 
- ---
----
#of National Register-eligible prehistoric sites 
Protected 
Data Recove fMOA 
• " • .- • .. • • • • • * _.,,, • * * • • • • • • * * • * * " *Please Respond• * * "' • • • ~ • * • • • * • * * * * • * * • * • • • * • • 
Who should we contact for slte/project-related discussions? 
Name Slrcel Address City. Zip Codo 
Phone E-mail 
Do you know of any sensitive areas within or near the project the FHWAfDOT should avoid (please describe)? 
0 
0 
0 
Thank you for the information; however, we do not need to 
consult on this particular project. 
We do not have a comment at this time, but request 
continued notification on this project. 
Please send a copy of the archaeology report. 
Comments 
Na mo Tnbal name 
0 
0 
D 
Thank you for the information. We are satisfied with the 
planned site treatment. 
We have concerns and wish to consult. 
We wish to participate in the Memorandum of Agreement for 
this project. 
0810 
(Comments continued on back) 
Additional Comments _______________________________ _ 
BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 
FIRST·CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO. 651 AMES, IA. 
POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE 
OFFICE OF LOCATION AND ENVIRONMENT 
CULTURAL RESOURCES SECTION . 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
800 LINCOLN WAY 
AMES IA 50010-9902 
NO POSTAGE 
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FH WA, Iowa Division 
105 61h St 
/\mes, Iowa 50010 
Mr. Jonathan Buffalo 
THP Coordinator 
Sac & Fox Nation of Mississippi in Iowa 
349 Meskwaki Road 
Tama, IA 52339-9629 
Mr. John Blackhawk 
Tribal Chairperson 
Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska 
Box 687 
Winnebago, NE 6807 J 
Tribal Chairperson 
Iowa Tribe of Kansas and Nebraska 
3345 Thrasher Rd. l/B 
White Cloud, KS 66097-4028 
Ms. Sandra Ma<:sey 
NA OP RA 
Sac & Fox of Oklahoma 
Route 2 - Box 246 
Stroud, OK 74079 
Mr. John Shallon 
Otoe--Missouria Tribe 
RR I, Box 61 
Reel Rock, OK 7465 1 
Ms. Barbara Childs-Walton 
NAGRPA 
Otoc-Missouria Tribe 
RR l , 13ox 6 1 
Red Rock, OK 7465 1 
Ms. Deanne Bahr 
N/\GPRA 
Sac & Fox Nation of Missouri 
305 N. Main St. 
Reserve, KS 66434-9723 
Cultural Preservation Office 
Iowa Tribe ofOklahomu 
RR!; Box721 
Perkins, OK 74059 

f.8.~ rowa Department Of Transportation 
..._ TRIBAL NOTIFICATION 
Form 53600? 
OS.OS 
Date December 06, 2010 IA DOT cont_ac_t __ R_a_n_dy'--F_ab_e_r ____________ _ 
IADOT proje_c_t # __ s_T_P_-U_-_53_3_0.,,_(6_1_4)=._-_2_7-..;...7-'-0 _______ Phone# __ ,_A_D_O_T_-_5_1_5-_2_39_·_12_1_5_F_HW_ A_ -_5_15-_2_3_3_-7_3_oo __ _ 
Location Muscatine E-mail Randafl.Faber@dot.iowa.gov 
Description U.S. 61/IA 92 (Mississippi Drive) Environmental Assessment 
Muscatine. Iowa 
Type ~}>_rj:>ject '(s~i(maeL~\:,: I: . .: .. ~~ ... ;: ... 
VERY SMALL - Disturb less than 12-inch depth (plow zone) 
SMALL - Grading on existing road, shouldering, ditching, etc. 
SMALL· Bridge or culvert replacement 
• ..i~ - ..,]:./L.. ~..: . _ • ..;_ ,;w__ n... 
LARGE - Improve existing road from 2 lanes to 4 lanes 
LARGE· New alignment 
OTHER 
f"me_:gf,g§r.draa11on~~tat10ili>fillits • .._. • -.}" -~P. 
:f:"" Consultation regarding site treatment 
4 - Data Recovery Report 
1 - Early project notification (project map and description) 
2 · Notification of survey findings (Phase /) 
2a - Notification of site evaluation (Phase II) 
·TyP,i:2ft§.lnJ1.l:D9li. 
No American Indian site found 
-Section 106 Consultation Process ends• 
American Indian sites found but not eligible for National Register 
listing- Section 106 Consultation Process ends• 
Avoided American Indian sites eligible for National Register listing 
(see map and list of sites) 
-Section 106 Consultation Process may or may not end 
* In the event of a late discovery, consultation will be reopened 
AfTuc~lonaf Register,P,ro ertles 
Investigating avoidance or minimizing hann options 
Avoided 
Who should we contact for site/project-related discussions? 
'- lchrfL-;IDvi L . i). ,.\..('!\.\a .3--\9 Me 5\<.U'A.ILi Q d 
Name Slrfft Addr .. t 
~,)M:-\ - 3\&( 
5- Other 
American Indian sites eligible for NatlonaJ Register listing cannot be 
avoided (see map) 
Burial site found 
# of non-significant prehistoric sites 
---- # of potentially significant prehistoric sites 
---- # of National Register-eligible prehistoric sites 
----
Protected 
Data Recove /MOA 
61y. Zc> Code 4~f c.t0 r-. h\mn'Lltrne>'l<..iuo.X.L - "'s °('\ • 3°v 
Do you know of any sensitive areas within or near the project the FHW NDOT should avoid (please describe)? 
D Thank you for the infonnation; however, we do not need to 
consult on this particular project. 
We do not have a comment at this time, but request 
continued notification on this project. 
Please send a copy of the archaeology report. 
Comments 
D 
D 
0 
Thank you for the information. We are satisfied with the 
planned site treatment. 
We have concerns and wish to consult. 
We wish to participate in the Memorandum of Agreement for 
this project. 
(Comments continued on back) 
AdditlonalCommcnls ____________________________ _ 
---------------------------------------
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Muscatine Mississippi Drive 
Draft Section 4(Q Statement 
This document addresses the impacts from the associated improvements to Mississippi Drive on the 
TeStrake Building, a National Register-eligible property located at 205-207 Green Street in Muscatine, 
Iowa, that is eligible for review under Section 4(f) of the 1966 U.S. Department of Transportation Act. The 
Section 4(f) legislation, as established in 1966, provides for the protection of publicly owned parks, 
recreation areas, historic sites, wildlife and/or waterfowl refuges from conversion to transportation use. 
Section 4(f) states that the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Transportation Administration may not 
approve a project which requires the use of any publicly owned land from a public park, recreation area, 
wildlife and waterfowl refuge, or historic site of national, state or local significance unless: 
"(a) The Administration determines that: (1) There is no feasible and prudent avoidance 
alternative, as defined in § 774.17, to the use of land from the property; and (2) The action 
includes all possible planning, as defined in § 774.17, to minimize harm to the property resulting 
from such use; or (b) The Administration determines that the use of the property, including any 
measure(s) to minimize harm (such as any avoidance, minimization, mitigation or enhancement 
measures) committed to by the applicant, will have a de minimis impact, as defined in § 774.17, 
on the property. (c) If the analysis in paragraph (a)(1) of this section concludes that there is no 
feasible and prudent avoidance alternative, then the Administration may approve only the 
alternative that causes the least overall harm in light of the statute's preservation purpose." 
The purpose of this Draft Section 4(f) Statement is to provide information to public agencies and the 
general public, as required by the Secretary of Transportation. This information will be used in making 
decisions regarding the use of the property protected by Section 4(f) legislation. The Final Section 4(f) 
Statement will contain the determinations necessary to implement the project, including the identification 
of a Preferred Alternative and the required findings in compliance with Section 4(f) regulations and 
regulations relating to other environmental resource impacts. 
This Draft Section 4(f) Statement is being prepared in conjunction with an Environmental Assessment for 
the Mississippi Drive corridor project. 
-1- August 2015 
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2.0 DESCRIPTION OF AND PURPOSE AND NEED FOR THE PROPOSED ACTION 
2.1 Proposed Action 
The proposed action consists of upgrading Mississippi Drive (Iowa Highway 92) through downtown 
Muscatine, Iowa. The Mississippi Drive Corridor Project begins at the Main Street/Grandview Avenue 
intersection, continuing to the East 2°• Street/Norbert F. Beckey Bridge intersection which marks the end 
of the project. The total length of the project is approximately 1.6 miles (see Figure 1 in the EA). 
The current roadway is a 3- to 4-lane urban facility ranging from 40-64 feet wide, with a combination of 
divided and undivided section. Mississippi Drive is generally not considered to be pedestrian friendly 
because the roadway is quite wide. The proposed project would narrow Mississippi Drive to better 
connect the downtown to the Mississippi River riverfront area. Also, this project consists of incorporating 
a bike trail and measures to reduce flooding on the roadway. 
2.2 Project History 
The City of Muscatine has been working toward revitalizing the downtown riverfront for several years to 
transform the City's riverfront into a recreational attraction for local residents and regional visitors. As part 
of this effort, the Mississippi Drive Corridor, which is adjacent to the Mississippi River, has been targeted 
for improvements. 
In 2007, the City prepared a planning study that examined several issues in association with Mississippi 
Drive, such as pedestrian safety, flooding issues, traffic calming and aesthetics. Several stakeholder and 
public meetings were held to gain input about the corridor. The results of this study are contained in the 
report entitled "Mississippi Drive Corridor Study." 
2.3 Purpose and Need for Action 
The purpose and need for the project is stated in the attached Environmental Assessment (EA). It is 
summarized below for ease of reference. 
2.3.1 Purpose 
The purpose of the proposed Mississippi Drive (Iowa 92) improvements is to safely accommodate future 
traffic and pedestrians, including bicyclists along the corridor as well as between the riverfront and 
downtown; to correct roadway deficiencies to limit future flooding of Mississippi Drive; and to provide the 
transportation infrastructure needed to support planned and future economic development. 
2.3.2 Need 
This project is needed to provide better access to vehicles traveling through the downtown, to provide 
safe access to pedestrians crossing Mississippi Drive, to reduce instances of closure of Mississippi Drive 
due to flooding, and to foster economic development. It is supported by several factors, including 
decreasing traffic volumes throughout the corridor, future traffic volume projections, need for pedestrian 
access and safety, flooding issues and planned development (see pages 1-4 in the EA for more detail on 
the need for this project). 
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3.0 ALTERNATIVES 
3.1 No Action Alternative 
Muscatine Mississippi Drive 
Draft Section 4(Q Statement 
The No Action Alternative would be the continuation of the street system as it exists at the present time. 
No physical changes would be made in the pavement width, land configuration, intersection layouts or 
traffic patterns. 
If no changes are made to Mississippi Drive at Carver Corner, it is expected that there will continue to be 
a lack of pedestrian access and safety. This will continue to be a facility that is over-sized for the amount 
of traffic that it is carrying. This width presents challenges in terms of pedestrian access to the area. 
Crossing Mississippi Drive between the riverfront and the downtown area will be unchanged and 
therefore remain a challenge to pedestrian safety as well. 
In addition, the No Action Alternative would not address the planned development and land-use plans 
established for the Mississippi Drive corridor. The city has been actively beautifying the land along the 
riverfront for many years. The streetscape would remain unchanged under No Action, and therefore 
plans to improve the viewshed, amenities, visual and recreational focus points, and green areas would 
not be realized. 
For these reasons, the No Action Alternative would not meet the purpose and need requirements of this 
project. Impacts associated with this alternative are presented below in the Least Harm Analysis section. 
3.2 Conventional Intersection Alternative 
An alternative under consideration is the Conventional Intersection. This alternative would be a 2-lane 
roadway with a center turn lane. 
The south approach on Green Street would be aligned with the north leg, making intersection operations 
simpler, safer, and traffic signal operation more efficient. This alternative would be similar to the existing 
condition, both in appearance and operation. 
Although this alternative would not avoid acquisition of the Puritan Ice Company property (now owned by 
TeStrake), it uses the best engineering geometry for this intersection. High standards in design can have 
a positive impact on safety, which is what is expected to occur here. It will be designed so that semi-
trucks can maneuver easily through the intersection and all other traffic can get through it efficiently as 
well. Also, it is favored by the City Council, public and local residents, as expressed at a public 
information meeting. This alternative moves the travel lanes farther away from homes along Green 
Street, provides one large parcel for planned development and gateway enhancements, while also 
meeting the purpose and need for the project. Impacts associated with this alternative are presented 
below in the Least Harm Analysis section. No homes would be acquired, but strip narrow right-of-way 
would be acquired from 9 businesses. 
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4.0 SECTION 4(f) PROPERTIES 
4.1 Methodology for Identifying Section 4(f) Properties 
4.1.1 Parks and Tralls 
Muscatine Mississippi Drive 
Draft Section 4(Q Statement 
City land-use maps and comprehensive plans were consulted to determine park and trail locations. Park 
and trail locations were also identified through field observations. The roles and significance of the parks 
and trails were discussed with city leaders and staff. One park and trail are located within the project 
area. 
4.1.2 Historic and Archaeological Properties 
Multiple sources were consulted to identify known architectural and archaeological properties. The 
National Register of Historic Places list was reviewed. A review of current resource location and survey 
information was conducted on files at the Office of State Archaeologist, University of Iowa (OSA) and the 
Iowa State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) which identify the location of known cultural resources. 
Also, reviews of historic and archival documents such as previous surveys, NRHP nomination forms, 
historic maps, etc., were done for the project area. 
Field work for architectural and archaeological resources was conducted along the corridor. 
Reconnaissance and intensive level surveys were conducted beginning in 2011. Phase I and Phase II 
archaeological surveys were conducted, where possible, along the corridor. 
Of the 128 properties previously surveyed and 27 properties not previously surveyed for historic 
architecture, only one NRHP eligible structure would be impacted by the project. Archaeological surveys 
found eight sites or potential sites. Of these sites, six remained undetermined as to their NRHP eligibility. 
Monitoring during construction is recommended. 
4.2 Properties Not Evaluated in this Section 4(f) Statement 
4.2.1 Riverside Park 
Riverside Park is a 31-acre park that is located along the Mississippi riverfront between Broadway Street 
and Mad Creek. This park has playground equipment, recreational trails, shelters, fountain with splash 
pad, boat ramp, picnic tables and basketball courts. Being on the Mississippi River, it also has scenic 
views of the river. This park will be avoided by project activities as it parallels the river and is east of 
Mississippi Drive, separated by parking lots and the UP Railroad line. 
4.2.2 Running River Trail 
The Running River Trail is over 5 miles in length and extends from Musser Park to Weed Park. It is part 
of the Great American Trail system and passes through Riverside Park. It will not be impacted by the 
project as it is avoided as described above. 
August 2015 
Muscatine Mississippi Drive 
Draft Section 4(f) Statement 
4.3 Properties Evaluated in this Section 4(f) Statement 
4.3.1 Puritan Ice Company (Eligible) 
The Puritan Ice Company, now known as the 
TeStrake site, is a privately owned building site 
located at 205-207 Green Street, Muscatine, Iowa. 
This property was evaluated in 2007 as part of an 
architectural survey of properties at the Hershey 
Avenue and Green Street intersection. It was 
determined to be eligible for listing on the National 
Register of Historic Places under Criterion A for its 
association with significant events. The company 
played a significant and unique role in the business 
history of Muscatine. The Iowa State Historic 
Preservation Office (SHPO) concurred with this 
determination in 2008; and in 2012, SHPO 
determined the project would have an adverse effect 
on the resources (see Appendix A for a copy of the 
SHPO determination of effect letter). 
Puritan Ice Company Looking From the South 
(Ice Building Has Kent Feeds Sign) 
The Puritan Ice Company began its operation in 1909 as manufacturers of pure distilled water ice. In 
1920, the original brick building was expanded and the business was expanded to include coal, in 
addition to ice. It continued its operation into the 1940s. In 1943, the complex was adapted to serve as 
the new Muscatine Processing Corporation, a soybean processing and soy products company. In 1957, 
the TeStrake Brothers purchased the property for use as feed dealers and began to offer grinding 
services as well. The grinding business lasted into the 1990s; however, the trucking portion of the 
business continued into the 2000s. As of 2014, much of the building site serves primarily as storage; 
however, the business employs 1 to 4 persons as part of a wholesale feeds business. The current 
property boundaries are the recommended boundary for the historic site and include the main factory 
building, office building and a gable-roof building, possibly used for bulk oil storage during the time it 
operated as the Muscatine Processing Corporation. 
In February 2014, a car struck the southwest 
corner of the Puritan Ice Building. There was 
damage to the building and several bricks fell 
off from the corner as a result. In the 
intervening months, more bricks continue to 
fall from the southwest corner of the building, 
expanding around the area of initial damage. 
Due to concern over the ongoing deterioration 
of Puritan Ice, the city had an architectural 
historian complete detailed exterior photos of 
it. 
The incident described above is one of several 
times Puritan Ice has been hit by vehicles over 
the years. Going back to 1996, there have 
been a total of six crashes in the immediate SouthwutComBTShowingDamag11to 
vicinity of Puritan Ice. It was struck three Puritan Jes Building 
times, including 1996, 2010 and 2014 (as 
mentioned previously). All caused some amount of damage to the building, most notably the 2014 crash. 
Its proximity to the roadway and its location just north of a curve contribute to it being hit by wayward 
vehicles. 
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4.3.2 Running River Trail - Hershey Avenue Access Trail 
Muscatine Mississippi Drive 
Draft Sec1Jon 4(t) statement 
The city of Muscatine owns and maintains several miles of recreational trails within the city. The trail 
within the Mississippi Drive project area is the Running River Trail System. It begins 0.80 mile south of 
the project area at Musser Park and travels north adjacent and parallel to the Mississippi River for over 
2 miles before traversing away from the river. Total length of this 10-foot wide, paved trail is over 5 miles. 
The portion of trail from Musser Park to Mad Creek is lighted. Restrooms and drinking fountains are 
located in Riverside Park in which the trail passes through. The map below shows the trail system in 
Muscatine. 
0.25 o.s 
~ Mlies from Eastern 
End of Trail Segment g Miles from Western 
End of Trail Segment 
Bike Lane 
- Trails 
....._ Nonmunklpal Public Trail 
~ l lqhted Trail 
Parks 
Access to the Running River Trail is offered at limited locations within the project area, including the 
Hershey Avenue Access Trail, Iowa Avenue crossing, and Cedar street crossing. The Hershey Avenue 
Access Trail is a short section of trail (250 feet) that connects the main trail to the Carver Corner area. 
The trail provides easy access to the McKee Button Company Factory, a National Register-eligible 
structure. 
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4.3.3 Historic Districts and Individual Structures 
Muscatine Mississippi Drive 
Draft Section 4(f) Statement 
There are two historic districts within the project area: Downtown Commercial Historic District and West 
Hill Historic District. Each contains numerous structures that contribute to the eligibility of their respective 
districts. In addition, there are several individual historic structures located within the project area. All of 
these properties will be avoided but were considered for potential vibration impacts, shown below in two 
separate tables. Table 1 lists the properties in which a note will be added to the plans regarding vibration. 
This is to ensure the contractor is aware of the historic buildings near the project. Following this table are 
five bullet points with specific instructions and requirements regarding these properties. Table 2 shows 
the properties in which vibration monitoring will be required. These structures are all in very close 
proximity to the project; and due to the combination of age, condition and materials used, were elevated 
to a higher risk of vibration. A Special Provision will be added to the construction documents. The 
requirements are listed following Table 2. 
TABLE 1 
HISTORIC PROPERTIES REQUIRING VIBRATION PLAN NOTES 
Address Historic Property Name Eligibility, Year ID No. 
408 E2"d St Baker Hospital No. 2 Not Evaluated 
411E2"dSt Trinity Episcopal Church NRHP Listed, 1976 70-00146 
507-511 E 2"d St Garage Not Evaluated 
700 E2"d St Danny's Service Not Evaluated 
725 E2"d St Family Dollar Not Evaluated 
1001 E2ndSt Commercial Not Evaluated 
1005 E 2nd St Commercial Not Evaluated 
124 E 2"d St Pioneer Drug Store/Silverhorns Downtown Commercial Historic District 70-00119 
200-202 E 2"d St German American Savilgs Bank Building Downtown Commercial Historic District 70-00120 
204 E2"d St Building Downtown Commercial Historic District 70-00123 
206 E2"d St Otto and Sons Grocery Block Downtown Commercial Historic District 70-00125 
413-415 E 2"d St Bisesi Block Downtown Commercial Historic District 70-00147 
200-202-204 W 2nd St Tappe Block Downtown Commercial Historic District 70-00160 
224 w 2•dst Bridgman and Sons Insurance Downtown Commercial Historic District 70-00962 
E 3111 Street Brick Garage and Levee Not Evaluated 
115 Chestnut St Schmidt Shoe Factory Downtown Commercial Historic District 70-00375 
116 Chestnut St Schroeder, H. Building Downtown Commercial Historic District 70-00376 
118 Chestnut St Commercial Building Downtown Commercial Historic District 70-00378 
119 Chestnut St Commercial Building Downtown Commercial Historic District 70-00972 
103 Grandlview Ave Clarke's Standard Service Station Not Evaluated 
300 Grandlview Ave Commercial Building/Universal Crushed Shell Co. Not Evaluated 
301 Grandlview Ave House Not Evaluated 
305 Grandlview Ave House Not Evaluated 
309 Grandlview Ave House (Cedar Street Investments) Not Evaluated 
311 Green St House Not Evaluated 
1033 Hershey Ave Maid Rite Sandwich Shop No. 2 Yes, 2008 70-01179 
1212 Hershey Ave Building Not Evaluated 
1216 Hershey Ave Rosenmund Building Not Evaluated 
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Address 
309 Grandview Ave 
311 Green St 
1033 Hershey Ave 
1212 Hershey Ave 
1216 Hershey Ave 
1309 Hershey Ave 
107 Locust St 
403 W Mississippi River Dr 
411 w Mississippi River Dr 
701 w Mississippi River Dr 
705 w Mississippi River Dr 
715 w Mississippi River Dr 
805 W Mississippi River Dr 
505 E Mississippi River Dr 
101 E Mississippi River Dr 
117-119 E Mississippi River Dr 
305 W Mississippi Dr 
227 Mulberry Ave 
200 Oak st 
126 Pine St 
107 Spruce st 
TABLE 1 
Muscatine Mississippi Drive 
Draft Section 4(f) Statement 
HISTORIC PROPERTIES REQUIRING VIBRATION PLAN NOTES 
(Continued) 
Historic Prooertv Name Eliaibilitv, Year ID No. 
House (Cedar Street Investments) Not Evaluated 
House Not Evaluated 
Maid Rite Sandwich Shop No. 2 Yes, 2008 70-01179 
Building Not Evaluated 
Rosenmund Building Not Evaluated 
Modem Dairy Not Evaluated 
Fulliam, Jr., Edmond B. and Louise, House West Hill Historic District 70-01123 
Escape Salon Not Evaluated 
Mississippi Marine Inc. Not Evaluated 
House Not Evaluated 
House Not Evaluated 
House Not Evaluated 
House Not Evaluated 
Garvin House Yes, 2004 70-00532 
Commercial Building Downtown Commercial Historic District 70-00979 
Henderson Chevrolet-Oldsmobile Building Downtown Commercial Historic District 70-00980 
Sieg Auto Parts Building Downtown Commercial Historic District 70-00981 
Commercial Building Not Evaluated 
HON, Inc. Not Evaluated 
Muscatine Municipal Electric Plant Substation and Service Building Downtown Commercial Historic District 70-00986 
Bartlett-Kautz House West Hill Historic District 70-01135 
Brick Sidewalk Not Evaluated 
West Hill Historic District NRHP Listed, 2008 70-01005 
Downtown Commercial Historic District NRHP Listed, 2006 70-01004 
Plan Note Instructions and Requirements: 
• The construction plans will contain a plan note to the contractor informing them that all properties listed within Table 1 are 
listed or considered eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. 
• The construction plans shall contain a plan note to the contractor informing them that any demolition and construction methods 
and equipment used shall achieve low project vibration levels when working near these properties. 
• If damage to these properties occurs during construction or demolition, all activities will cease until approval from the 
construction engineer occurs. 
• Check plans will be provided to the Office of Location and Environment and SHPO for their review. 
• Final plans will be provided to the Office of Location and Environment and SHPO for their information. 
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TABLE2 
Muscatine Mississippi Drive 
Draft Section 4(f) Statement 
HISTORIC PROPERTIES REQUIRING VIBRATION MONITORING 
Address Historic Prooertv Name Eliaibilitv, Year 
417 Ert St Commercial Building Downtown Commercial Historic District 
515 E 2nd St Commercial Building Not Evaluated 
419 Ert St Barry Manufacturing Office Downtown Commercial Historic District 
228W 2nd St Mull Wholesale Grocery/Mull, Charles & Sons Downtown Commercial Historic District 
117 Chestnut St Fisher-Foley Tin Shop Downtown Commercial Historic District 
107 Elm St Hershey Lumber Building Not Evaluated 
1000 Hershey Ave McKee & Bliven Button Co. Yes,2008 
1001 Hershey Ave Hershey Lumber Co. Offices Yes,2008 
1029 Hershey Ave Hershey Hose Company/Fire Station No. 3 Not Evaluated 
1045 Hershey Ave Kem Meat Market/Busch Drugstore Not Evaluated 
1203 Hershey Ave Appel Grocery aid Sample Rooms; White Way Hotel Not Evaluated 
1303 Hershey Ave Commercial Building Not Evaluated 
107 lowaAve Gaeta Fruit Store and Confectionary Downtown Commercial Historic District 
109-113 lowaAve Fitzgerald Block Downtown Commercial Historic District 
501 E Mississippi River Dr Musser, Peter, House Yes,2004 
101 W Mississippi River Dr Hotel Muscatine Downtown Commercial Historic District 
221-225 W Mississippi River Dr Bennett Mii Downtown Commercial Historic District 
301 W Mississippi River Dr Isett Warehouse/Green & Stone Pork House Downtown Commercial Historic District 
315-317 W Mississippi River Dr Citizens Electric Light irid Powur Company Downtown Commercial Historic District 
102-104 Walnut St McKibben, S.M., House NRHP Listed, 1974 
Sycamore St Papoose Creek Sewer Yes,2014 
A Special Provision will be added to the construction documents and will include the steps below to avoid any adverse effects 
to these properties. 
ID No. 
70-00148 
70-00149 
70-00168 
70-00377 
70-00428 
70-00429 
70-00976 
70-00458 
70-00530 
70-00533 
70-00535 
70-00536 
70-00527 
70-00616 
70-01507 
• A preconstruction survey of these properties will be completed to document their present condition. The preconstruction 
survey will also establish a peak particle velocity (PPV) threshold for vibration. 
• Sensors (crack and/or seismic) will be installed and tested daily. If 80 percent of the PPV threshold is reached, sensors will 
alert the contractor and in turn the construction engineer. 
• If the PPV is reached, a meeting with the contractor and the construction engineer will identify alternative 
demolition/construction methods and/or equipment to be used to minimize project vibration. 
• A post construction survey will be performed. 
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5.0 IMPACTS TO SECTION 4(f) PROPERTIES 
Muscatine Mississippi Drive 
Draft Section 4(Q Statement 
The following paragraphs discuss the impacts to the Puritan Ice Company building and the Running River 
Trail by the Proposed Alternative, Conventional Intersection Alternative. 
5.1 Puritan Ice Company (Ellglble) 
Currently, Green Street travels on the west side of the Puritan Ice House building. At the intersection with 
Hershey Avenue, Green Street has an offset intersection. To improve the safety and operation of this 
intersection, several alternatives were evaluated. They are discussed further in Section 6, Avoidance 
Alternatives. The Conventional Intersection Alternative would align Green Street at the intersection by 
curving Green Street eastward starting south of Puritan Ice Company. The entire Puritan Ice Company 
Ice House and related buildings would be impacted by the roadway. 
Figure 1 shows the Conventional Intersection Alternative at the Puritan Ice Company property in detail. 
5.2 Running River Trail - Hershey Avenue Access Trail 
During construction of Mississippi Drive, there will be temporary closure of the Hershey Avenue Access 
Trail. This 250-foot trail will be closed no longer than is deemed necessary while the roadway is under 
construction. As part of the project, this trail will be connected to the Mississippi Drive project area. The 
remainder of the trail will not be impacted by construction of the roadway and will remain open throughout 
the duration of project construction activities. 
Figure 2 shows the Proposed Alternative (3-Lane Alternative) near the Hershey Avenue Access Trail. 
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6.0 AVOIDANCE ALTERNATIVES 
Muscatine Mississippi Drive 
Draft Section 4(Q Statement 
In addition to the No Build Alternative, other build alternatives were investigated to determine if the 
TeStrake property could be avoided. Although none of the alternatives impact them, there are historic 
properties on the north side of Hershey Avenue in the Carver Comer area. The Maid Rite Sandwich 
Shop No. 2 at 1033 Hershey Avenue and the Hershey Lumber Company Office at 1001 Hershey Avenue 
are National Register-eligible. Three other buildings were evaluated in a reconnaissance survey and 
found to be potentially or likely eligible for the National Register. All five of these structures are on the 
north side of Hershey Avenue and should continue to be avoided. These properties are shown on 
Figure 1. The alternatives are described below. 
6.1 West Avoidance Sub-Alternative 
An alternative was considered in the very early planning process of the Mississippi Drive project that 
would reconstruct Green Street on the west side of the existing roadway. This alternative would have all 
the features of the other alternatives, such as one lane in each direction with a center turn lane, 8-foot 
sidewalks on both sides and pedestrian crossings, among other upgrades (Figure 3). This alternative 
would entirely avoid the Puritan Ice Company (TeStrake) property. 
In shifting the roadway in this area to the west, four residences, a business and a mini strip plaza which 
contains three business spaces would be displaced. This mini strip plaza has no active businesses as of 
January 2014. Signs advertising available spaces for lease are displayed. The houses and business 
have a small setback from Green Street, so any move of the roadway to the west would impact them. 
The mini strip mall has a greater setback; however, if the building was able to remain, the parking for this 
facility would be entirely removed which could likely result in a total acquisition of the property. Another 
business on Hershey Avenue would be impacted but would be a partial acquisition. 
This alternative would not meet the purpose and need for the project due to its severe impacts. It would 
have greater impacts to homes and businesses; displacing 4 homes, 1 business and a strip plaza which 
has space for 3 businesses. This alternative would not correct the deficiencies of the existing alignment. 
The off-set intersection would still exist, the operational and traffic signal issues would not change, and 
safety would not be improved. Impacts associated with this alternative are presented below in the Least 
Harm Analysis section. 
6.2 Realigned Conventional Intersection Sub-Alternative 
An alternative was developed to avoid the Puritan Ice Company property and the residences and 
businesses on the west side of Green Street. This alternative would be a 2-lane roadway that would 
curve to the east immediately after passing by the Puritan Ice Company. The south approach to Green 
Street would be realigned to line up with the north approach to create a traditional four-leg crossing 
intersection. The south leg of the Hershey Avenue/Green Street intersection would begin north of the 
Puritan Ice Company property, thus avoiding impacts to it (Figure 4 ). 
A tight S-curve configuration is used to align the north and south legs of Green Street at Hershey Avenue 
and avoid the Section 4(f) property. The first curve radius north of the Puritan Ice Company property is 
200 feet, which does not meet the minimum horizontal curve radius of 250 feet as stated in the Iowa DOT 
Design Manual (Chapter 1 C-1 ). The second curve radius, just south of the Hershey Avenue/Green Street 
intersection, is 181 feet. This curve also does not meet minimum Iowa DOT design criteria for this type of 
facility. Further, the second curve is located too close to the Hershey Avenue/Green Street intersection 
than is recommended by AASHTO. These curves would be tight enough that trucks would not be able to 
stay within their lanes, which would create safety and operational deficiencies since this roadway is a 
designated truck route. The trucks used for the design of this project are 67-foot tractor-trailer vehicles, 
the maximum legal trucks in the state of Iowa. 
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Muscatine Mississippi Drive 
Draft Section 4(Q Statement 
The Realigned Conventional Intersection does not meet the project's purpose and need for safety, and 
the tight 5-curve is not considered a sound engineering practice. 
6.3 Running River Trail - Hershey Avenue Access Trail Avoidance 
There is no avoidance alternative to the temporary closure of the Hershey Avenue Access Trail. The trail 
must be closed during construction for safety of pedestrians and bicyclists. In addition, the trail will be 
connected to the Mississippi Drive area as part of construction of the project. It will be necessary to close 
the trail in order to construct this connection. 
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7.0 LEAST HARM ANALYSIS 
Muscatine Mississippi Drive 
Draft Section 4(Q Statement 
The No Action and Realigned Conventional Intersection Alternatives were eliminated from further 
discussion because they do not meet the project purpose and need. In order to determine which 
alternative(s) is the best of the Mississippi Drive Carver Corner area, a Least Harm Analysis was 
conducted for the West Avoidance and Conventional Intersection Alternatives. This analysis includes the 
following factors as described in 23 CFR 774.3(c): 
i. The ability to mitigate adverse impacts to each Section 4(f) property (including any measures that 
result in benefits to the property); 
ii. The relative severity of the remaining harm, after mitigation, to the protected activities, attributes 
or features that qualify each Section 4(f) property for protection; 
iii. The relative significance of each Section 4(f) property; 
iv. The views of the official(s) with jurisdiction over each Section 4(f) property; 
v. The degree to which each alternative meets the purpose and need for the project; 
vi. After reasonable mitigation, the magnitude of any adverse impacts to resources not protected by 
Section 4(f); and 
vii. Substantial differences in costs among the alternatives. 
7.1 Conventional Intersection, Realigned Conventional and West Avoidance Alternatives 
Factor Analysis 
The Conventional Intersection directly impacts the Puritan Ice Company property, while the West 
Avoidance Alternative would avoid impact to Puritan Ice Company. The seven factors listed above have 
been analyzed and evaluated for the three alternatives considered for the Mississippi Drive Carver Corner 
area. Table 3 provides a succinct comparison of these alternatives. Each factor is discussed below. 
i. As part of mitigation for the Conventional Intersection Alternative, the property will be 
documented, including a detailed history of events that contribute to the significance of the 
property. Once the documentation is approved by SHPO, the buildings can be razed. The 
mitigation for the Puritan Ice Company will be outlined in a Memorandum of Agreement and 
included in Appendix B. 
ii. Although the West Avoidance and Realigned Conventional Alternatives would avoid the Puritan 
Ice building, the likely outcome is that it will ultimately collapse or be razed due to its deteriorating 
condition. The building is deteriorating, especially since being hit by a car in February 2014, so 
when it is lost, scholars and the public will miss the opportunity to gain information from the 
property. No documentation would occur, no booklet would be produced, and thus any 
knowledge of this resource type would be gone. 
iii. The Puritan Ice Company was determined eligible for the National Register in 2008 under 
Criterion A for its association with significant events. The company played a significant and 
unique role in the business history of Muscatine. SHPO did not note any relative significance of 
this property within the project area or city. 
iv. The Iowa SHPO concurred with the intensive survey of the Puritan Ice Company conducted in 
2008 that determined it is eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places. In further 
consultation with SHPO, they concurred there would be an Adverse Effect on Puritan Ice by the 
project (see letter in Appendix A). In considering the project's purpose, need and consideration of 
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Draft Section 4(Q Statement 
safety, modern design practices and other resources, the Adverse Effect finding is justified. 
Other parties consulted include the city of Muscatine - Historic Preservation Commission, 
Preservation Iowa, and Advisory Council on Historic Preservation. None have commented to 
date. In public meetings, the traveling public agreed that the Carver Corner intersection area 
needs to be improved from a safety standpoint. 
v. The Conventional Intersection Alternative meets the purpose and need of the project by 
addressing all aspects, including safety and operations. The offset intersection that currently 
exists would be corrected to improve operations and safety for drivers and pedestrians. In 
addition, space would be created in the southeast quadrant of Green Street and Hershey Avenue, 
allowing for planned development and possible gateway enhancements. The West Avoidance 
Alternative does not meet the purpose and need of the project. The offset intersection at Green 
Street and Hershey Avenue/Mississippi Drive would not be corrected and would be made worse, 
thus the safety and operations would be similar to or worse than existing conditions. The 
Realigned Conventional Intersection does not meet the project's purpose and need. It would 
require a reverse curve or a tight S-curve, which is not considered a sound design practice. It 
would be difficult for semi-trucks to navigate through this area as they would not be able to stay 
within their lanes. It would not be the best design configuration for any drivers since it would have 
unusual, unexpected geometry. 
vi. The Conventional Intersection Alternative would impact nine other businesses by acquiring 
narrow strip right-Of-way from them, which is not expected to have a significant negative impact 
on them. No impacts to homes are anticipated. The West Avoidance Alternative would impact 
six businesses by acquiring narrow strip right-of-way which would not have a significant impact on 
them. A total of four single-family houses would be acquired with an estimated 11 persons living 
in them. Also, three business properties would be total acquisitions. One business employs two 
persons, another is a strip mall with no current tenants; and the third is an open lot owned by a 
commercial entity. The Realigned Conventional Alternative would impact nine businesses with 
the acquisition of narrow strip right-of-way from each. This isn't expected to be a significant 
impact to them. In addition, four houses on Green Street would have strip right-of-way acquired 
from them. These houses are close to the existing right-Of-way, so this acquisition would be a 
negative impact to them. Impacts are summarized in Table 3 below. 
vii. The Conventional Intersection, Realigned Conventional and West Avoidance Alternatives are 
very similar with regard to criteria, such as lane width, lane configuration, access, sidewalks, etc. 
With regard to construction cost, the alternatives differ. The Conventional Intersection Alternative 
is estimated to cost $1.9 million, while the Realigned Conventional Alternative is estimated at 
$1. 7 million and the West Avoidance Alternative would be an estimated $2.1 million. 
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TABLE 3 
Muscatine Mississippi Drive 
Draft Section 4(f) Statement 
LEAST HARM ANALYSIS COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES 
Conventional West Realigned 
Intersection Avoidance Conventional 
Meet Purpose/Need? Yes No No 
Use Section 4(f) Resource? Yes No No Puritan Ice Company 
Partial 9 6 9 
Business Impacts ............... -- ----- .......................................... ..................................................... ------------ ------- ------
Total 1 (Puritan Ice) 3 0 
Partial 0 0 4 
Residential Impacts 
-------- - --------·---·-----·------- --- ----------- ------- --- ·--
.................... .... ........................ . 
Total 0 4 0 
Improve Safety, Operations Yes No No 
Cost* $1.9 Million $2.1 Million $1 .7 Million 
*Includes construction cost and estimated right-of-way. 
8.0 COORDINATION 
Throughout the planning stages of this project, the Iowa SHPO was consulted regarding the evaluation of 
impacts to cultural resources on the Mississippi Drive Corridor. The comments of SHPO regarding the 
project's impacts from the proposed improvements on the Puritan Ice Company property have been 
incorporated into the Memorandum of Agreement. The Muscatine Historic Preservation Commission was 
contacted for input and coordination in March 2014 but did not provide comment. The Memorandum of 
Agreement was reached between FHWA, SHPO, Iowa DOT and the city of Muscatine and includes 
mitigative measures for the Puritan Ice Company. The MOA is attached in Appendix B. 
9. SUMMARY AND DISPOSITION OF THE DRAFT SECTION 4(f) STATEMENT 
9.1 Summary 
The Conventional Intersection Alternative directly impacts the Puritan Ice Company while meeting the 
project's purpose and need. The West Avoidance Alternative does not meet the project's purpose and 
need and also has severe impacts, including the acquisition of several houses and five businesses. 
9.2 Disposition 
This Draft Section 4(f) Statement will be circulated to appropriate resource and regulatory agencies in 
conjunction with the Mississippi Drive Environmental Assessment. Following review and comment of this 
Draft Section 4(f) Statement, a Final Section 4(f) Statement will be prepared that incorporates comments 
received in the Draft. It will be distributed to those agencies that comment on the current document with 
the Finding of No Significant Impact. 
Date 
Federal Highway Administration 
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APPENDIX A 
SHPO LETTERS 

MAY I l 012 
Iowa Department of Transportation 
800 Lincoln Way, Ames, lowa 50010 
May 10, 20 12 
Ralph C'hrislian 
Review and Compliance 
Bureau of Historic Preservation 
State f I islorical Society orlowa 
600 I .a.st Locust 
Des Moines. IA 50J 19 
Dc.:ar Ralph: 
515-239-1035 H tr 5 I5-239-1726 
Ref. No: STP-U-5330(614)--70-70 
City of Muscatine 
Mu~catine County 
Local Project 
R&C: 080 170073 
r~F. : 1ntcnsive Historic An~ hitccturc Survey; Mississippi Drive Corridor 
Reconstruction Projcec, Ci1y of Muscatine 
Lnclosccl for yuw· review and comment is an intt:nsivc hb turic a1chitecture survey for the 
nbovc r~ ll:rcn~ed federally fonded proJeCI. The Cicy of Yluscalinc proposes to 
rccunslrucl mu.I improve 1.6 miles along and adjacent to Mississ ippi Drive. The 
proposed project extends along Mississippi Drive fro111 Main Street and Pearl Street co 
Mulberry Avenue. and along 2nd StrccL from Mulberry Avenue to lhl! Norbert F. Beckey 
Bri<lg~. 
Thi ~ survey evaluated liYe bui ldings wi thin tJ1c extended project area along Green Strec1 
in Muscatine, including an A& W RoOL 11cer Stand al 200 Green Street (70-01189), the 
Adolph Bnmkl'. llvuse at 202 Green Street (70~01190). tl1c George Nicbcrt House al 204 
Green Street (70-01191 ). Lht! Ha1Ty Shiflkt I louse al 206 Green Street (70-01192), and 
the Robcn Ranki ns I louse at 208 < irccn Street (70-01 193). As outlined in the eJ1closcd 
su rv\!y. all t:ivl! buiklings lmv~ c.liminished integrity of design, wo rkmat1shi p, material'\, 
and feeling. None of these properties posses:, 1.U stinccion us all nrc common examples o( 
their type nnd period. As such, al l five bu ildings huvt: been t\:l:ommend~d not eligi bl~ 
for the NntionnJ Register of I listoric Places (NRl IP) . Also. 1hc I lcrshcy Ncighborhutitl 
I listoric District (70-01180). ind uding the four houses discussed above, was also 
cv<il uatcd for el igibility 10 the I\ RI IP. Based on the c.liminishc<l integrity and lack of 
e\'iJcncc ill ustrating an association with important events or people, this district docs 110 1 
qualiry !'or elig ibi lity to the NRHP. The lmvn OQ"l agrees w1lh these rccommendalion:;. 
A determination or effcc1 \Viii h.,; cstnhli shc<l for this project afler alignment infom1at1on 
bcconu.::; avn ilable. an Area or l'okntial I ~fleet h:.is been establi shed, and consultuliu11 
H:gar<liog ull historic properties h\ls OL"Cllncd Tf you conc1rr with the li ne.l ing of ll1i:> 
intensive histo ric archill.:durnl su rvey. ph:usc sign the concurrence lmc below. acid yom 
c.;omments, and return this leuer. 
S'l P·ll 5330(6 14)-70-70 11 I 
lf you have any questions, please contact me. 
LJCW 
cc: Steve Baka, City or Muscat ine 
Jc ff Hillcgonds. Stanley Consuhams, lac. 
Brenda Durbalrn, AECOM 
Sincerelv 
. ' 
Libby Wiclenga 
Offtce of Location and l:.nv ironmcnl 
lib by.wiclenga@dol. iowa.gov 
Jane Rcischauer, Chair. Muscatine Historic Preservation Commission 
Christy VanBuskirk, District 5 Local Systems Rngineer, Iowa DOT 
Mau Oct0fr. Nlil'll 1 Ol~wa DOT 
(onc1n 1 ~u.;J-,?. 1 (~~ Datc:l)\ "'f /<t 
: ka lph Chri$tian. SllPO llislorian / 
C'omment:'i : 
J ..... l' I 7 
<--
s l'l'-Li-533u\6l ·I}··10-10 !'.!I 
DO 
www.iowadat.gov 
SMARTER I SIMPLER I CUSTOME R DRIVEN-----==~~--
Phone !i1!i :>39-1035 
C· I 
Officft oft ocation & Environment 
800 Lincoln Way, Ames. IA 500 10 
Email· llbby wlelenga@dot.iowa.gov 
.\tarch 26 2014 1~AI~ 2 8 £1 14 Ref STP-U-5330(6 14)--70-70 
City of :v1us1.:atinc 
Muscatine County 
Lucal Project 
Ll3G-2002140- 1 & LBG-2002129-1 
R&C: 080170073 
tvf r. Ralph Christian 
Mr Doug Jones 
State Historic Preservation Office 
600 Last Locust 
Des Moines , IA ~0 1 1 9 
De:ir Ra lph nn<l Doug. 
by SttPO 
RE: Supplcmeutol Phase l Archaeological Investigation, Phase II ArchaeologicJtl 
Evaluation, Phase IA Archaeological Asscs~ment, Archaeological Letter Report, and 
J\ational Register Evaluation for the Mississippi Drive Corridor Reconstruction 
Project, City or Muscatine; possible Adverse £/feet scenario 
Enclosed for your review and comment arc multiple cu ltural rcsourct.:s repor Ls for the above 
referenced federally fonded project. As part or this project, the City of Muscatine propO:iCS 
to rcconslr11c1 and m1prove 1.6 miles along and adjacent to l'vfosissippi Drive. The proposed 
projccl extends along Mississ1pp1 Urive from Main Street and Pcnrl Street tu .Mulberry 
Avenue, and along 2nd Street from Mulberry Avenue to the Norbert F. Beckey Bridge. The 
project also includes updates to municipal utilities throughoul the corri<lur and raising the 
road grade from Sycamore Street to Mulberry Avenue. Our ofliccs have fn:qucnlly 
con!>ulted on this project over the past few years. 
The enclosed supplemental phase I mvest1galcd two archaeological sites within the projec1 
Area of Po1cmial Effects (APE). anu consisted of an archival records search and field 
1nvest1gation, including shovel tcslLng. ' I he two :, itcs invesligute<.I, I 3MC325 ru1d I 3MC326, 
both represent early 11inctconth-cemury historic sites in Muscali11c. Alllmugh some intact 
ckpos1ts were identified during tbis aml tht.: previous pha~c I investigation (Schoen 2012}. 
due to the previous disturbance from known and unknown subsurface utility i11stillation and 
trenching, it is rcc-0mmendcd that neither site 13~1C325 nor si lc I 3\11C326 have sufficient 
mlegrity lo qualify for listing on the National Rc~ister of Historic Place:,. The Iowa DOT 
agrees with the recommendations oulli11cd in this report. 
Tiu: cm:lo~ •cl phase II 1..•vnluatcd s11e l 1.Mr 21'\ .- pn vi11111,I} recorded 111!:.lonc , hell n11dcl1~n 
dt:po'-ll for d1g1hilitv lo th• N1111011al R ·g1'lter of I Ji1;to11l' Place~. This ... ik w;is r r.s lt~d usmP 
maclunc 1rcnrhmg nf IOC"tion" where Che polt-rttial r111 u11d1sturb1•d Jl•posits 1ppf'.aret.i h1~hc~1 
Rased u11 lh1,; result:. L1 f this l:VJ!u11t1u11, tlus site 1s rci. ommc11rled not clig1bk for the 'lat1cmal 
Rc~islCl ur I i!> IU II. Places ·111d 10 udlltllOIH.11 uclwcolug iw l test1ng IS r('cnmmc111l1•d for tlii~ 
site The Iowa UOI agrl!us with the 1.!commt.."lld<1tionr, outlined 111 lh1s rcrrn t 
rh::n: me fo\11 addir1onul ari;hueologi<.;d !>Iles an<l ::i12as of interest w1th1n lhc APF The!'~ etr~ 
~ummari1.et..I in the enclosed arch'1cologicetl lei fer report r!ated .January 14. 2014. Sile~ 
l 3MC'297, l 3M( 323, l 3MC324. <rnd the 1831 Rus'\cll Fnmh~m C ah1n area were previously 
i<l1.:uti Iicd (Schoen 2012) un<l co11CL11 n.;J by your office Urnt avoidanc1.: or ndd1tional lcsl ing, 
would occur. Due to :icccss restrictions fnt subsurface tcl\ti ng, these sites have not been 
t:valuated for Nutional Registei eligibility. 11 is likely these site~ have been disturbed from 
previous and cxi~ling Wl.ltcr nmins. sewer lines, as well as electrical and communications 
lines <lllc.l that no intac1 deposits reinaio: bo, .. cvcr, 1his has not been vcnlicd and so lhcsc su~s 
urc consit.kn;<.l potc.:n tiall y eligible. ·1 he majority of this projccl will remain within the 
existmg d1stu1bcd ro;tclway dimensions. Compaction from construction 1s not ex pected to 
c.;uusc an adverse effect on any possible intact deposits below the ex rnting roadway As 
~ub:; urfu<.:c.: utility 1mprovemenb will oc<.: ur as pa11 of thi s proJl!Ct , lh1!> achv1ty docs have tile 
rotent1al ro '\ITcr:t ~ny intact r~ .. omc~o; T0 cnsmc th is work will not have: an advcr.s1: cfk~:I 
011 aJ1y int.id deposits th.ii m.1y bt prcsrnl 1On!\ll111·11011 monitonng by a Secretary of the 
lnll'.iio1 qua I ific<l an.;haeologist du11ng u11hfy work nl' u thc.;c s1tcs is hcing proposed hy lht 
p1ojc;..t sponso1 The dcl.PI:;: o; 1111.~ mo111toring could he c1pturcd m a po:-:sib!c project 
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA). 
Recently. the projec t A Pr has cxpnnd~d to the south. This area has smcc been reviewed Lmd 
l!. discussed in the enclosed phase IA archaeological assessment. datctl March 15. 2014. fh1s 
asscssmenl cons1srecl of an archival and site records scnrch. No prcviou~ly r(.x:ordcd 
archaeological si tes were identified withm this expanded area. Based on the results or this 
a.-;scssmcnt. this ri rca has :i low potential for conl.a1nmg archacolllg1cal dcr os1rs and no 
additional mvcstigauon is recommended. The Iowa DOT agi·ccs wit h lhc rccmumcnda lion.; 
outl ined in thi' repon. 
As part of the proj ect ut1llty work, the City proposes lo improve the slonn sewer und suHitury 
sewer lines by adjustmg Lhc elevation of existing manholes and insets lo mutch the new roull 
pavement and curh, relocating inlets, replacing or 1maulhng manholes, uncJ rcp lacmg or 
c.unstructing new st0m1 sewer lines. Tl11s work wi ll t<1kc pince neur Pcu rl Street an<l frutn 
sm1thwcst of BroiuJway Street to Orange Street and S\lUlhcasl along Orange Slrccl lo Lh..: 
Nh.,sissippi River Because or the projccl 's pruposctl ~tonn sewer and saml•H Y sewei line 
improvements, the City completed a National Register Evn luution of th..: maiu sewer scgTill:fll 
within the AP I·. 
f'hc enclosed evaluation included au urd1ival and rccoi dt- :.-1.:nrch ol'tlle Pupuusc Ci eek 
Sewer. other stom1 sewer~ along Miss issippi Drive. :rnd an cvnluutim1 of applicable 
resources. 1:3ascd Llll this cvuluotio n, the Papoose Creek Sewer is recommended eligible for 
listing on tbc Naltonal Register of 11 isto1 i<: Places unc.lur Criterion C. The µroj cct plan!> 
2 
iudiC<Jle the Papoose Creek Sewe1 1s within the A Pr;. but w1l l 1101 h~ aclvr.rc;rly all<-c.trtl by 
the pro1wscd p1 oje;:ct T11 ensurt' lhr p1np1)<>ed project will nnt have a11 adverse effect on the 
Papoose Creek Sewer a11d nny other potcn11;1lly cl i s~ibk secliun:i. or dt:ments of these lrnes . 
..;011sti:uc.L1u1t monitwfog by a Setlctar; of the lotci io1 qual1 ficd historian or arc h1tcc111r.:1l 
hi~ to1 iar1 t.luriJ1g uil\ity wmk is hcing prupo::.cd by thl' p1C>jucl spon~or A stipu lat ion can be 
!lddec.l lo a po!::!:abh.: pru,1cct MOA staHng 1f du1 ing consttuctiun a bnck sewer srnicLure 0 1 
potentially d1giblc ~ompuneut vf the sewe1 is encounter~d . the stmct11rc shall be cvaluat('.(I 
and <locumt;ntcd by a qua Ii fic<l Scc1 clai y of t.f 10 lull.a 1u1 histoiian or architectural h1stonan 
prior to removal or modification All the details of the proposccf 01oni1oring. ano any 
<tppl icable <locumentalio11 cau be captured 111 a po.,s1ble proj ~ct MOA fhe Iowa DOT agrees 
with the recommendations oullined in lhis repurt. 
The l!nevalu;Jte<l I krshey Lumber Building ( I 07 I~ Im Street) currently has lwo access points 
from Mississippi Drive: one from Clm Street and the Nhcr from Ash Street. Due to safely 
r'cStrictions, whiculru· access from 'vl ississippi Drive ro Elm Street will be closed as part of 
chi~ project. Pedestrian ac~ss wilt reinait1. J\11 access to ll1is property from Ash Street will 
remain and be improved to provide for sa fer access to the properties north of Misidssippi 
Drive. The entJ y access auJ purking lo the Hershey Lumber Building will remain the same. 
Removing access froru Ehn Street and ma1ntainfog access from .'\sh Street will not adversely 
<ifTcct any integrity and s i gnitican~c th.it wc.n1ld allow tht I kt~hc:y Lumber 1Ju1ldmg lo he 
<letennJned eligib1c for listing oo the N3tionnl Register ot' I listorir. Pl.'lr.(~s . 
The project APE ov.:rlaps with two historic districts including 25 contributing resources ol 
the Downtown Historic District. and two contributing resources of th!.! West Hill lliStoric 
District rn addition, a tota l of 40 i11dividual properties (i.e. st11lctures, objects, and buildings) 
and four archaeological sites/areas arc within (his projc1;t APF The identified properties for 
this project range from properties listed on or el igible for listing on the Nntional Register of 
Historic Places to properties that have not yet been fully evaluated for the National Register. 
Any property not fully ~valuated fbr the National RegisfL:r will be considered a his1odc 
ptoperty for complianc.: wi1 h federal rcgulalicins and the purposes of this project. Therefore. 
all historic properties within the project APH are ident ifi ed in Lhc enclosed spreadsheet 
(Table I). Sec the enclosed map for gcogr<1phic reforences (l' igurcs 1-8) 
Tht: City nf' Muscatine has worked diligently lo <.:onsider the µrnjcct's effects on a ll h1stonc 
propert ies within 1hc APr.. Enclosed fol' your review 1s a set of proposed projccr plans. As 
you can see, 1he current alignment avoids the overwhelming majotity of these hist0ric 
properties, however, many rcmam within Lhc A Ph. Based on the r>rnposcd project, some 
vil'>ration is ex pected to occur during the demolition and reconsm1ct1on of Miss issippi Drive. 
As such, consultat ion regarding vibration effects will continue as this project mo\oCS forward 
10 determine whether monitoring, m1n11n i:t.at1on of equipment , or a combination of these two 
methods wi ll occur to avoid adverse cffocts to the historic properties within the A PH. 
Included wiU1 the resources 1dem1fied in Table I is the l>uritan Ice Company bu1 ldmg (205· 
207 Green Street; 70·0 11 94). As you can .;e~ on the enclosed pJ;:m sheet, this property would 
be taken and therefore adversely affected by lhe proposed project alignme11~. At th is time, 
1his a ltemat1vc is 1he most fea:;1hle and prudent alccrnatiw availllblc to achieve the prnjcc1's 
3 
purpose und need while mmi1mz1ng the cnv irunmcn1.al effects ov1.:1 all Ou ring previous 
public meetings and consul talion with mtcrcslcd parltes, no ncgut1vt: cmn11umts regarding 
this altgnmcnt 's ctfoc ts on c11 llural resources were received At this rnnc, the project sponsor 
and lowa UOT arc preparing for a possible Ad\'crse Effo'Ct. m.:mu io for this project and will 
continue con:\ultat1011 with your office and interested parlt~s. 
If you com:ur with thi: findrng of thcs1.. n.:ports. plca:;c sign the con ... urreuce line below. add 
your comments, and return th1s letter. If you have any que::.tions, pkasi:; contact me 
U CW:sm 
cc: Mike LaPtclrn, I H\\"A 
Steve Boka. City of \1uscatinc 
Jeff I lillcgonilio, Stanley Consul rants 
Brenda Durbahn, AECOM 
Sincere ly, 
~~A-k.,J~ 
Libby \Vich.:nga 
Office of Locat ion •11ld Environment 
Chnsty VanBuskirk. District S l ocal Sys tems Engineer, lowa DOT 
Malt Octkcr, \JEPA I OLE. IOY.J DOT 
I 
Concur: 
Concur: 
I I J I j I I I • -. '1 I /) .-, y 
\ , & i' '\ / ~\ l L- Date. \ ;£. ~ ' .,... l / 
Ralph Christi;n. SHPO I fis-to_ri_a_n - --t.,,.........__...._....,,.., ..---
Comments 
4 
DOT 
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Jnne 25, 201 4 
Mr. Ralph Christian 
Mr. Doug Jones 
State Historic Preservation Office 
600 East Locust 
Des Moines, IA 50319 
Dear Ralph and Doug: 
Office of Location & Environment 
800 Lincoln Way, Ames. IA 50010 
Phone: 515-239-1035 I Email : libby.wielenga@dot.iowa.gov 
RECEIVED 
JUN 3 0 Z014 
bySHPO 
Ref STP-U-5330(614)--70-70 
City of \>iuscatine 
Muscatine County 
Local Proj cct 
ll&C: 0801 70073 
RE: Mississippi Drive Corridor Reconstruction Project, City of :Vluscatioe; Ada•erse hlfect 
Enclosed for your review ond comment is infonnation regarding Lhc above referenced federa lly funded 
project. As pan al this project, the City of Muscatine proposes to reconstruct and improve 1.6 milt::;, 
along and adjaccnl IO Mississippi Drive. The proposed project extends along Mississippi Drive from 
south of Main Street 10 Mulberry Avenue, and along 2nd Street from Mulberry Avenue to U1c Norbert F. 
Beckey Bridge. The project also includes updates to municipal utilities throughout the corridor and 
raising the road grade from Sycamore Street to Mulberry Avenue. Our offices have frequently consulted 
on this pn~jcct over the past fe·w years. 
The City of Muscati ne has worked diligently 10 consider the project's effcc~ oa all historic properties 
within the Arca of PotcntiaJ Effocts {APE). After addilioaal review oflhe project's purpose and need, 
consideration or all rc~ourccs, consultation with your office, interested parlics, and the public, and u 
r..::v iew of all possible alternatives, the City o f Muscatine has decided to move for.vard with Option ID 
for this project whtch 1ncludcs realigning Gran<l A venue with Greco Street. Enclosc<l for your review is 
~ 'if'I of the propoc;ect project p l:ms. As you can sec, the current ahgnmcn l avoids the overwhelming 
majority or Lhcsc historic propt,r!1cs. however, mnny remain w11lun the APL:. 
Based on the proposed prnJCCt, c:omc vibration 1s expected 10 occur during lhc demolition and 
1i.;1.:w1shlu.:fio11 orM1'is1ss1pp1 Dnvc. A touil of 68 properties '"'1th111 lhc API.::. wt:n. reviewed fur t:ffccts 
due to construcl h)n vihrat1on. Based on that rcvww, lh1.. City of Muscatine will pruvi<le plall uotc.s w1Lbm 
I he tL1nstrud1 11n documents idcnt1f'ytng 4 / properties wilhrn the AP.I:: as histonc (sec Table I). as well a:, 
mcluding Lhc following language lo avoid u<lvcisc ly afleclmg Lh<!-;c properties 
1 
The constniction plans will contain a plfm nolc lo th e con1ractor infonning them that all properties 
listed with in Table I are listed or considered eligible for listi ng on the National Rcgis1cr of I listoric 
Places. 
The constn1ct ion plans ;;hall contain a plan note ro the contrnctor infonn1ng them that any 
demolition an<l coHolruciio n methods and equipment used shall achieve low project vibration levels 
whe11 working near these properties. 
If damage to thi:sc properties occurs during constiuct1011 or demolition, all activities will cease 1111til 
approval from the com;{ ruction engineer occurs. 
Check plans will be provided to the Onicc of Location and Environment and SI !PO for thdr 
t\;Vicw. 
Pinal plans wi ll be provided to tl>e Office of L-0caticm and Environment a11d SllPO for their 
in forroauon 
Due to the comhination of age, condition, and materials used, a total of 21 properties were clc\•atcd to a 
higher level of risk to vibration (sec Tahle 2), and as such will be monitored during construct1on f()J' 
vibration effects. A Special Provision will be added to the construction documents and will mclude the 
steps bdow to avoid any adverse effects lo these prope:rt.Ics. 
A p1·econstruction survey cif these properties will he completed to will document their present 
conclitiun. Thc prccon~truction survey will also c,:-<tablish a pi.:a.k parltclc vcloc1ly (PP\') llm:shold 
for vibration. 
Sensors {crack and/or seismic) wi ll be mstallcd and tested dail y. lf 80 percent of tJic l't> V threshold 
is rcach1.:d sensors will alert the contractor and in turn the construction engineer. 
!f !he rrv is reached, a meeting with the cunln.ictor anc1 the construction engineer wilt identify 
alternative demol1t1on/cons1ruction mctJJods and/or equipment to be used to minimtzc proJc<;t 
vihralion 
A post eon:.truction survey will be p1.-rformc:d. 
Huscd on the proposed proJccl, Lhcn: urc four arclmcolugicul Slt<:s wilhin th~ APE ll1ut wc1c previously 
i<lcnltficd and received concurrence from your office lhal avoidance or a<ldil1011al testing wout<l occur. 
These sites induck l3MC297, 13MC323. 13MC324, and the 1833 Russell Famham Cabin area. Due to 
access restrictions fo r subsurface lc'>iing, thc::;c sites have not be.;n evaluated for '\fational Register 
eligibili ty. lt is likely these s ites have been disturbc<l from previous and ex isling •..vatcr mains, sewer 
lines, as wl!ll as de::dii1.:<1l am.I cu11Hm11l ic<1 t iu11~ li nes mid Lhot no intact ckpos1ts 1emain; howeve1, th1s has 
mil been vcri fied un<l so these s il~ arc c.;onsillcrud potentially eligible. The majotity of thi" project will 
rcmai11 within the 1.:xisting dislurbed roadwl1y dimensions. Compaction from conslruclion 1s 1101 expcc.lcd 
to cause a11 a<lve1se effect or1 any possible intact depo~it::. below the cxtsting roadwny As substUfacc 
utility imprnvc111e11ls wtll oc<.:u1 J S purl of Lhi'l> JJ10Jt.\t;t, this <ichv ity does have the pole11t1al to affei.:t any 
i11lacl resources. /\.s such, construction mu111toring by a Sccret:uy of lhe lntcnor qualified archaeologist 
clu1Lng ut1 li ty work 111:<U· tlJcs:.: sites wi ll occuJ. l'lu; dtJt:i ib or tl1is n1on1to1 rn g wilt be caprured with in th.: 
priij :1·1 M1:111<w•mlt11n •tf /\~n·c 111 ·111 (MO/\ l 
The !'apol'i:,t: l' teel< Scwct :.i prnpe1 ty t l•t ommende<i cligi"1lc fo1 the N:it i11n::il R~g1s 1cr ofl I rstn rn. Pla,w 
i" :1l so w lflt111 llu.· p11 \j• 't 'I A Pr h 11w••,11; 1 1f will 111 11 Ii,, .1ilvrr:;•' lv '1 lli ·l'l~rl h ) th.- 1 t1npr,~erl 11 0Wt'f Tn 
rns11te the fl'"-' IJOscJ pwjloct wrll 110 1 h<1 ve :i11 adverse ('ffc1 1 '"' ' ' a11y nthur pot1' 11flally ~~ llf ih l c: i;rl f l!lllS m 
<'kmcut:; oJ tl1t s:.wc:r l in~~s. ;...O 1s1t uc.tio;11nu11ito t nt~ b~· ·1 S •ricl ~trv of tlw I •re-nor q111l1f1t.!rl Jw;tonan nr 
a1 l'l11h.:d 111,tl hi:-; 1~1 11 <1 1 d111 111g 11ril1 1y wo1~. 1s ' w111g 1 •1 111l!1~cd hy 1111! ( iry 11f M1 1sl,,1tin\. A :-.1 ip11l<1lio11 
dc.t:iiling t hi~ wi ll be .tddt:d to the project M01\ 
J 
As previously mcnlioaed. lbis altemalive will avoid adversely affecting 69 properties; however, it will 
adversely affect tJ1e Puri Lan Ice Company building (TeS trake building} (70-0 11 94) located al 205.207 
Green Slrcct. This alternative was determined to be the only feas ible ru1d prudent a lternative available to 
achieve the project's purpose and uccd wbile minimizing the environmental effects overall. 
During previous pl1blic meetings and consultation with tribes and other interested parties. no negative 
comments regarding this alignment's effects on h.istoric properties were received. 
Therefore, based on the enclosed proj ccl infonnatioa, our office bas given tills project a dctcrmiuation of 
Adverse Effect. The Ci ty of Muscatine and Iowa DOT wiJI continue the consultation process to resolve 
the adverse effect of this proj~ct. 
Ir you concur, please sign the concurrence line below, add your comments. and return this letteJ. If you 
have any questions, please contact me at 515-239- 1035 or libby.widcngn@dot.iowa.gov. 
LJCW:sm 
cc: Mike LaPietra, fHWA 
S1eve Boka, City of Muscalme 
Barbara Veal, Stanley Consultants 
13renda Durbahn, AECOM 
Sincerely. 
/·Uj/' M,.I"/ 
Libby Wiclcn~a 
Office of Location and Environment 
Chris ty \fftnBusk1rk. Distri ct 5 Loca l System<: Engineer. Iowa DOT 
Malt Oetker, NEPA I OU~, Iowa OOT 
-, 
Concur: ._,_Jr_0_' _'_fJ~_.;.L[ _____ L--__ Datcr I :;' /y 
R~lrh Christian, SHPO I listorian / 
concur· ~~~o'~' J/$@i 
Comments: 
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APPENDIX B 
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN 
THE FEDERAL illGHW AY ADMINISTRATION 
AND 
THE IOWA STATE IDSTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICE 
REGARDING THE 
MISSISSIPPI DRIVE CORRIDOR RECONSTRUCTION PROJECT 
CITY OF MUSCATINE, MUSCATINE COUNTY [STP-U-5330(614)--70-70]; 
IOWA SHPO REVIEW AND COMPLIANCE #20080170073 
WHEREAS, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) plans to fund the City ofMuscatine's 
(the City) Mississippi Drive Corridor Reconstruction Project (undertaking) pursuant to Section 
106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, 54 U.S.C. § 306108 (the Act), and its 
implementing regulations (36 CFR§ 800); and 
WHEREAS, this undertaking consists of the reconfiguration of the intersection of Green Street 
and Hershey Avenue, raising of the road grade from Sycamore Street to Mulberry Avenue, 
improvements to Hershey Avenue, Mississippi Drive, and associated utilities through the 
downtown area from south of Main Street to the Norbert F. Beckey Bridge; and 
WHEREAS, the FHW A has defined the undertaking's area of potential effects (APE) as 
described in Attachment A; and 
WHEREAS, the FHW A has determined that this undertaking may have an adverse effect on the 
Puritan Ice Company Building [70-01194], which is eligible for listing in the National Register of 
Historic Places, and has consulted with the Iowa State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) 
pursuant to 36 CFR § 800, the regulations implementing Section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act (54 U.S.C. § 306108); and 
WHEREAS, the FHW A has determined that this undertaking should not have an adverse effect 
on the Papoose Creek Sewer, which is eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic 
Places, and has consulted with the Iowa State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) pursuant to 36 
CFR § 800, the regulations implementing Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act 
(54 U.S.C. § 306108); and 
WHEREAS, the FHW A has determined that this undertaking should not have an adverse effect 
on sites 13MC297, 13MC323, 13MC324, and the 1833 Russell Farnham Cabin area, which are 
potentially eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places, and has consulted with 
the Iowa State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) pursuant to 36 CFR § 800, the regulations 
implementing Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (54 U.S.C. § 306108); and 
WHEREAS, the FHW A has determined that this undertaking should not have an adverse effect 
on the sixty-eight structures identified in Appendix B, which are listed in, eligible or potentially 
eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places, and has consulted with the Iowa 
State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) pursuant to 36 CFR § 800, the regulations 
implementing Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (54 U.S.C. § 306108); and 
WHEREAS, the FHW A has consulted with the Ho-Chunk Nation, Iowa Tribe of Kansas and 
Nebraska, Iowa Tribe of Oklahoma, Miami Nation of Oklahoma, Omaha Tribe of Nebraska, 
Otoe-Missouria Tribe, Peoria Tribe of Oklahoma, Ponca Tribe of Nebraska, Prairie Band 
Potawatomi Nation, Sac and Fox Tribe of the Mississippi in Iowa, Sac and Fox Tribe of 
Oklahoma, Sac and Fox Nation of Missouri, Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska, and Yankton Sioux 
Tribe, for which no specific historic properties within the APE have been expressed has having 
religious and cultural significance; and 
WHEREAS, the FHW A has consulted with the City and the Iowa Department of Transportation 
(Iowa DOT) regarding the effects of the undertaking on historic properties and has invited them 
to sign this MOA as invited signatories; and 
WHEREAS, the FHW A has consulted with the Muscatine Historic Preservation Commission and 
Preservation Iowa regarding the effects of the undertaking on historic properties and has invited 
them to sign this MOA as concurring parties; and 
WHEREAS, this undertaking has continued to be developed with appropriate public involvement 
pursuant to 36 CFR 800.2(d) and 800.6(a), having been coordinated with the scoping, public 
review and comment, and public hearings conducted to also comply with National Environmental 
Policy Act and its implementing regulations; and 
WHEREAS, in accordance with 36 CFR § 800.6(a)(l), the FHWA has notified the Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) of its adverse effect determination with specified 
documentation, and the ACHP has chosen not to participate in the consultation pursuant to 36 
CFR § 800.6(a)(l)(iii); and 
NOW, THEREFORE, the FHW A and the SHPO agree that the undertaking shall be 
implemented in accordance with the following stipulations in order to take into account the effect 
of the undertaking on historic properties. 
STIPULATIONS 
The FHW A shall ensure that the following measures are carried out: 
All official correspondences from the City will be circulated through the Iowa DOT. 
I. MITIGATION OF ADVERSE EFFECTS 
A. The City shall document the Puritan Ice Company Building in accordance with 
the recordation plan Iowa Historic Property Study Booklet as outlined in 
AppendixC. 
B. The City shall carry out this documentation plan, as approved by the SHPO, in a 
manner consistent with applicable criteria for meeting the Secretary of the 
Interior's four standards for architectural and engineering documentation ( 48 FR 
4431) and by a person or frrm whose education and professional experience 
meets or exceeds the Secretary of the Interior's Professional Qualification 
Standards ( 48 FR 44738-9) for historians. 
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C. The City may proceed with demolition of the Puritan Ice Company Building only 
after the SHPO has approved the photographic and other field documentation 
information gathered at the property, as outlined in Appendix C, Part VI.3 and 
Part VI.4(i). 
D. The City shall submit the draft version of the documentation, as outlined in 
Appendix C, to the SHPO for review within 12 months of the SHPO's approval 
of the photographs and field information. If the SHPO does not provide 
comments within 45 days of receipt, the author may proceed to finalize the 
document. 
E. The City shall provide twenty-five (25) copies of the final documentation in 
paper form and as a PDF on CD to all signatories of this MOA, as well as the 
Muscatine Historic Preservation Commission, and the Muscatine Public Library. 
F. The City shall ensure the development of the document as outlined in Appendix 
C may be hosted on and printed from the Iowa DOT website. 
II. AVOIDANCE OF ADVERSE EFFECTS 
A. CONSTRUCTION MONITORING: Papoose Creek Sewer 
i. All construction activities within fifty (50) feet of the Papoose Creek 
Sewer shall be monitored. 
ii. The City shall contract the services of a person whose education and 
professional experience meets or exceeds the Secretary of the Interior's 
Professional Qualification Standards ( 48 FR 44738-9) for historians for 
this monitoring. 
iii. The City shall provide a report documenting the results of monitoring to 
the SHPO sixty ( 60) days after completion of monitoring. 
B. CONSTRUCTION MONITORING: Archaeological Sites 
i. All construction ground disturbing activities within fifty (50) feet of sites 
13MC297, 13MC323, 13MC324, and the 1833 Russell Farnham Cabin 
shall be monitored. 
ii. The City shall contract the services of a qualified archaeologist that 
meets or exceeds the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for 
archaeology for this monitoring. 
iii. The qualified monitor will help identify any site components that may 
not have been uncovered previously; and should anything be identified, 
will proceed with the process outlined in Stipulation IV of this MOA. 
iv. The City shall provide a report documenting the results of monitoring to 
the SHPO sixty ( 60) days after completion of monitoring. 
Mississippi Drive Corridor Reconstruction Project 
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C. VIBRATION: Monitoring 
1. The City shall ensure a pre-construction survey of the twenty-0ne (21) 
historic properties identified in Appendix B Part I is completed to 
document their present condition. The preconstruction survey will also 
establish a peak particle velocity (PPV) threshold for vibration. 
ii. The City shall ensure sensors (crack and/or seismic) are installed and 
tested daily. If eighty (80) percent of the PPV threshold is reached 
sensors will alert the contractor and in turn the construction engineer. 
iii. If the PPV is reached, a meeting with the contractor and the construction 
engineer will identify alternative demolition/ construction methods 
and/or equipment to be used to minimize project vibration. 
iv. If damage to these properties occurs during construction or demolition, 
all activities will cease until approval from the construction engineer 
occurs. The SHPO and Iowa DOT will be immediately notified if this 
occurs. 
v. The City shall ensure a post-construction survey is performed and 
distributed to the SHPO sixty (60) days after construction completion. 
vi. Items under Stipulation II.C will be captured in a Special Provision of 
the construction documents. 
D. VIBRATION: Plans 
i. The City shall ensure the construction plans contain a plan note 
identifying the forty-seven (47) properties listed in Appendix B Part II 
are listed or considered eligible for listing in the National Register of 
Historic Places. 
ii. The City shall ensure the construction plans contain a plan note 
identifying that all demolition and construction methods and equipment 
used shall achieve low project vibration levels when working near these 
properties. 
iii. If damage to these properties occurs during construction or demolition, 
all activities will cease until approval from the construction engineer 
occurs. The SHPO and Iowa DOT will be immediately notified if this 
occurs. 
iv. The City shall provide check plans to the SHPO for their review and 
comment. 
v. The City shall provide final plans to the SHPO for their information. 
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III. DURATION 
This MOA will expire if its terms are not carried out within five (5) years from the date 
of its execution. Prior to such time, the FHW A may consult with the other signatories to 
reconsider the terms of the MOA and amend it in accordance with Stipulation VII below. 
N. POST-REVIEW DISCOVERIES 
If properties are discovered that may be historically significant or unanticipated effects on 
historic properties found, the FHW A shall implement the discovery plan of this 
stipulation. 
A. DISCOVERY PLAN: Archaeology 
If construction work should uncover previously undetected archaeological 
materials, the City will cease construction activities involving subsurface 
disturbances in the area of the resource and notify the SHPO of the discovery and 
proceed with the following stipulation. If the discovery includes human remains, 
Stipulation N .B will be followed. 
1. The SHPO, or an archaeologist retained by the City that meets or 
exceeds the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for archeology, will 
immediately inspect the work site and determine the extent of the 
affected archaeological resource. Construction work may then continue 
in the area outside the archaeological resource as it is defmed by the the 
City's retained archaeologist in consultation with the SHPO. 
ii. Within fourteen (14) days of the original notification of discovery, the 
City, in consultation with the SHPO, will determine the National 
Register eligibility of the resource. The City may extend this 14-<lay 
calendar period one time by an additional seven (7) days by providing 
written notice to the SHPO prior to the expiration date of said 14-<lay 
calendar period. 
iii. If the resource is determined eligible for the National Register, the City 
via the Iowa DOT shall submit a plan for its avoidance, protection, 
recovery of information, or destruction without data recovery to the 
SHPO for review and comment. The Iowa DOT will notify all consulting 
parties including interested tribes of the unanticipated discovery and 
provide the proposed treatment plan for their consideration. The SHPO 
and consulting parties will have seven (7) days to provide comments on 
the proposed treatment plan to the FHW A and Iowa DOT upon receipt of 
the information. 
iv. Work in the affected area shall resume upon either: 
1. the development and implementation of an appropriate data 
recovery plan or other recommended mitigation procedures; or 
2. agreement by the SHPO that the newly located archaeological 
materials are not eligible for inclusion on the National Register. 
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B. DISCOVERY PLAN: Human Graves 
The Iowa Code protects all human burials in the state of Iowa. Ancient remains 
are protected under Chapter 263B, 5231.316(6), and 716.5 of the Iowa Code and 
the provisions of the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act 
(25 U.S.C. 3001 through 3005). 
In the event that human remains or burials are encountered during additional 
archaeological investigations or construction activities, the City shall proceed 
with the following process: 
i. Cease work in the area and take appropriate steps to secure the site. 
ii. Notify the Iowa DOT Office of Location and Environment, the Office of 
the State Archaeologist (OSA) and the SHPO. 
iii. If the remains appear to be ancient (i.e., older than 150 years), the OSA 
shall have jurisdiction to ensure Iowa law, NAGPRA and implementing 
regulations (43CFR10) are observed. In keeping with the policy and 
procedures of the OSA, the disposition of the remains will be arranged in 
consultation with the culturally affiliated tribe( s) or the Indian Advisory 
Council, following the procedures in the OSNtribal NAGPRA 
agreement for culturally unidentifiable human remains if the affiliation is 
not known. 
iv. If the remains appear to be less than 150 years old, the remains may be 
legally protected under Chapters 113.34, 144.34, 5231.316, and 716.5 of 
the Iowa Code and the Iowa Department of Health will be notified. 
V. MONITORING AND REPORTING 
Each year following the execution of the MOA until it expires or is terminated, the City 
shall provide all parties to this MOA a summary report detailing work undertaken 
pursuant to its terms. Such report shall include any scheduling changes proposed, any 
problems encountered, and any disputes and objections received in the FHW A's efforts 
to carry out the terms of this MOA. 
VI. DISPUTE RESOLUTION 
Should any signatory or concurring party to this MOA object at any time to any actions 
proposed or the manner in which the terms of this MOA are implemented, FHW A shall 
consult with such party to resolve the objection. IfFHW A determines that such objection 
cannot be resolved, FHW A will: 
A. Forward all documentation relevant to the dispute, including the FHW A's 
proposed resolution, to the ACHP. The ACHP shall provide the FHW A with its 
advice on the resolution of the objection within thirty (30) days of receiving 
adequate documentation. Prior to reaching a fmal decision on the dispute, the 
FHW A shall prepare a written response that takes into account any timely advice 
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or comments regarding the dispute from the ACHP, signatories, and concurring 
parties, and provide them with a copy of this written response. The FHW A will 
then proceed according to its final decision. 
B. If the ACHP does not provide its advice regarding the dispute within the thirty 
(30) day time period, the FHW A may make a final decision on the dispute and 
proceed accordingly. Prior to reaching such a final decision, the FHW A shall 
prepare a written response that takes into account any timely comments regarding 
the dispute from the signatories and concurring parties to the MOA, and provide 
them and the ACHP with a copy of such written response. 
C. The FHW A's responsibility to carry out all other actions subject to the terms of 
this MOA that are not the subject of the dispute remain unchanged. 
VII. AMENDMENTS 
This MOA may be amended when such an amendment is agreed to in writing by all 
signatories. The amendment will be effective on the date a copy signed by all of the 
signatories is filed with the ACHP. 
VIII. TERMINATION 
If any signatory to this MOA determines that its terms will not or cannot be carried 
out, that party shall immediately consult with the other parties to attempt to develop 
an amendment per Stipulation VII above. If within thirty (30) days (or another time 
period agreed to by all signatories) an amendment cannot be reached, any signatory 
may terminate the MOA upon written notification to the other signatories. Once the 
MOA is terminated, and prior to work continuing on the undertaking, the FHW A 
must either (a) execute a MOA pursuant to 36 CFR § 800.6 or (b) request, take into 
account, and respond to the comments of the ACHP under 36 CFR § 800.7. The 
FHW A shall notify the signatories as to the course of action it will pursue. 
Execution of this MOA by the FHW A and the SHPO, and implementation of its 
terms is evidence that the FHW A has taken into account the effects of this 
undertaking on historic properties and afforded the ACHP an opportunity to 
comment. 
This agreement is binding upon the signatories hereto not as individuals, but solely in 
their capacity as officials of their respective organizations, and acknowledges proper 
action of each organization to enter into the same. 
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SIGNATORIES: 
FEDERl L HIGHWAY ADMINSTRATION - IOWA DIVISION 
~ eiJ t &1.tp' Date 7/tJ{J.5 
Michael LaPietra, Environment and Realty Manager 
Steve King, Deputy State His rlc Prescrvution Ol'ficcr 
INVITED SIGNATORIES: 
T OF TRANSPORTATION 
CONCURRING PARTIES: 
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AppendixB 
Part I - Historic Properties ..tth Vibration Monitoring 
I Commen:ial Bmlrlma 
2 Commercial Bnunmo-
3 Banv Manufacturin'1: Office 
4 Mull Wholesale Grocery I Mull, Charles & Sons 
S Fisher-Foley Tin Shnn 
6 Hershev Lumber B1nin-ino 
7 McKee & Bliven Button Co. 
8 Hershey Lumber Co. Offices 
9 Hershey Hose Cnmnanv/Fire Station No. 3 
10 Kem Meat Market I Busch Tlnnnitore 
11 A....,..l Grocf'!TV and S<>Tnn)e Rooms; White Wav Hotel 
12 Commen:ia!Bmllliru> 
13 Gaeta Fruit Stm: and Confectiooary 
14 F..,..raldBlock 
15 Musser, Peter, House 
16 Hotel Muscatine 
17 Bennett Mill 
18 Isett Warehouse I Green & Stone Pork House 
19 Citizens Electric Voht and Power c~~ 
20 McKi>ben, S. M, Hoose 
21 Papoose Creek Sewer 
Part II - Historic Properties with Vibration Piao Note 
I Baker H...mt•I No. 2 
2 Trinlrv Enillcmvi 1 Church 
3 Garage 
4 Dannvs Service 
5 Famltv Dollar 
6 Commen:ial 
7 Commen:ial 
8 Pioneer lJrWl Store I Sil.verhorns 
9 Gennan American Savings Baok Buikliog 
10 BnHmna 
11 Otto and Soos Gree~ Block 
12 Bi<lesi Block 
13 Tanne Block 
14 Btid.mnan and Sons Insurance 
IS Brick Gara- and Levee 
16 Schmilt Shoe Fact= 
17 Schroeder, H. Bm~m• 
18 Commen:ial Bml<lln• 
19 Commen:ial Bm"'m• 
20 Clarke's Standard Service Statioo 
21 Commen:ial B••~m• /Universal Crushed Shell Co. 
22 Hoose 
23 Hoose 
24 House (Cedar Street Inves1mental 
25 Hoose 
26 Maid Rite Sandwich sl'VW\ No. 2 
27 Bmldino 
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Site 
Inventory Address 
Number 
7().00148 417 E 2od St 
SIS E 2od St 
7().00149 419 E 2od St 
7().00168 228 w 2od St 
7().00377 117 Chestnut St 
107 Ehn St 
7().00428 1000 Hershey Ave 
7().00429 1001 Hershey Ave 
1029 Hershey Ave 
104S Hershey Ave 
1203 Hershey Ave 
1303 Hershey Ave 
7().00976 107 Iowa Ave 
7().004S8 109-111-113 Iowa Ave 
7().00S30 SOI E Mississ-inni River Dr 
7().00S33 101 w Mississinni River Dr 
7().00S3S 221-225 w Mississinni River Dr 
7().00536 301 w Mississinni River Dr 
7().00S27 31S-317 w Missis11:inni River Dr 
7().00616 102-104 Walnut St 
7().01S07 
Site 
Inventory Address 
Number 
408 E 2od St 
7().00146 411 E 2od St 
S07-Sll E 2od St 
700 E 2od St 
72S E 2od St 
1001 E 2od St 
IOOS E 2od St 
7().00119 124 E 2od St 
7().00120 20().202 E 2od St 
7().00123 204 E 2od St 
7().00125 206 E 2od St 
7().00147 413-41S E 2od St 
7().00160 20().202-204 w 2od St 
7().00962 224 w 2od St 
E 3rd St 
7().0037S 115 Chestnut St 
7().00376 116 Chestnut St 
7().00378 118 Chestnut St 
7().00972 119 Chestnut St 
103 Grandview Ave 
300 Grandview Ave 
301 Grandview Ave 
30S Grandview Ave 
309 Grandview Ave 
311 Green St 
7().01179 1033 Hershey Ave 
1212 Hershey Ave 
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Part II - Historic Properties with Vibration Plan Note (continued) 
28 Rnsemmmd Bm..mu 
29 ModernD•nv 
30 Fulliam,Jr.,EdmondB. and Louise, HOllSe 
31 Escape Salon 
32 Mississ'irxri Marine Inc. 
33 H011Se 
34 HOllSe 
35 HOllSe 
36 HOllSe 
37 Garvin House 
38 Commercial Bnilrtinu 
39 Henderson Chevrolet-Oldsmobile Bmlrlma 
40 Siee Auto Parts Bnnnirur 
41 Commercial Bm..mo 
42 HON,Inc 
43 Muscatine MunicinAl Electric Plant Substation & Service Bn'ilttirur 
44 Bartlett-Kautz House 
45 Brick Sidewalk 
46 West Hill lliitoric Distri::t 
47 Downtown Commercial Historic District 
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Site 
Inventory 
Number 
7().01123 
7().00532 
7().00979 
7().00980 
7().00981 
7().00986 
7().01135 
7().01005 
7().01004 
Address 
1216 Hershey Ave 
1309 Hershey Ave 
107 Locust St 
403 w Mississippi River Dr 
411 w Mississ:irxri River Dr 
701 w Mississinni River Dr 
705 w Mississimi River Dr 
715 w Mississ-irni River Dr 
805 w Mississ:imi River Dr 
505 E Mississinni River Dr 
101 E Mississ-inni River Dr 
117-119 E Mississinni River Dr 
305 w Mississinn1 River Dr 
227 Mulberrv Ave 
200 Oak St 
126 Pine St 
107 Spruce St 
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AppendixC 
Iowa ffistoric Property Study Booklet 
The documentation identified below is for the commercial Puritan Ice Company Building [70-
01194] that has been found eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places due to 
its state and local significance. This documentation is to be written for a broad public audience--
kept simple, direct, and free of technical and academic jargon. The information is to be presented 
(i.e., edited, cataloged and packaged) in accordance with Historic Preservation Bureau gnidelines. 
In its content, quality, materials, and presentation, the study will meet the Secretary of the 
Interior's four standards for architectural and engineering documentation ( 48 FR 44731 ). 
The purpose of this documentation will be to place the commercial building in architectural and 
historical perspective, explaining how its story played out against the background of commercial 
use and design at related local, state, or national trends. The research emphasis will be placed on 
recovering information about the evolution of the building and its uses in relation to the context 
of the area's commercial history based on primary sources to the greatest extent possible. 
The documentation shall be formatted as a for-public booklet. It shall be printed on archival bond 
paper, of approximately fifteen pages. Statements within the booklet shall use endnotes as to 
their sources, where appropriate. The required information and suggested format for presentation 
is stated below. 
Cover Page 
Includes report title, governmental entity or source of support for sponsoring the survey, 
author/authors, name of affiliated firm or research organization, date of report. 
Acknowledgments (if applicable) 
This might include acknowledgment of valuable oral informants, or recognition of those 
who provided useful research leads, tendered special library assistance or helped locate 
and access useful courthouse archives. 
Table of Contents 
Introduction 
Part/ 
Part II: 
The introduction describes the purpose of project, time frame when research and field 
work occurred, and limitations of the project. 
The Building Today takes the reader to the property, describing where it is situated, its 
general appearance and arrangement, and important physical characteristics of its setting, 
buildings, and landscape features that have influenced the way things developed. 
Historical Background steps back to explain how the building fits into the development 
of its surrounding neighborhood and section of the town. This would identify when and 
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why the building was erected with respect to the platted area's development, by whom, 
and its part in the shifting commercial/industrial patterns of the vicinity. Included here 
might be attention to if it was once in a commercial/industrial node of a now absorbed 
suburban area or in a main street commercial center, and its place in the evolution from 
joint residential and commercial use toward purely commercial/industrial operations. 
Part III: 
Construction history documents the specific physical evolution of this commercial 
property and its leading periods of construction activity, major changes in the property 
and associated structures, or when new elements were introduced. The discussion may 
also note specific features which the building or its associated facilities share with other 
known properties (e.g., similarities in plan, materials, construction techniques, and 
subsequent alterations). 
Part IV: 
Significance of the property explains ways that the commercial property has interpretive 
value to understanding local or state development, or of how the frequency, arrangement, 
construction dates, and type of building illustrates something important about the 
evolving commercial architecture of the area. Included here might be mention of past 
publicity given the property or of how its building(s) illustrate new, innovative, or typical 
design practices and uses of material. Photographs, illustrations, or site plan may be 
integrated into the narrative as needed to help convey the property's interpretive value. 
In evaluating the life of the commercial property, attention might be paid to: 
1. Changes in ownership, management, or internal organization; 
2. The introduction of new retail or wholesale activities at the site and its 
effects; 
a. on others (e.g., subsequent adoption by competitors) 
b. on the internal operations of the firm, on productivity, on 
profitability 
3. Site constraints and opportunities (e.g., obstacles that affected design or 
limited expansion, convenience to shoppers and markets); 
4. Sequence of construction, alterations, additions, replacement, demolition, 
or losses due to fire at the site; 
5. Individuals who designed, engineered, or built the commercial building; 
6. Materials used in construction; 
7. Form that the buildings took in relation to their functions and similarities 
in plan to others then in use; 
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8. The relative importance of individual buildings at the site to the 
commercial building's activities, with the least important meriting 
rrrinimal study and documentation; 
Part V.· Reference Sources 
A paragraph or two about the quality and quantity of information consulted, its location, 
noting any conflicts in source materials, their accuracy, biases or noteworthy historical 
perspectives. This would be followed by a bibliography of the reference source 
materials. 
Part VI: Appendices 
The information here--if not placed elsewhere in the report--would include, but not be 
limited to, the following: 
1. The Iowa Site Inventory Number, Review and Compliance Number and the 
FHW A project number shall be referenced. 
2. Map(s) showing location in county/town, changes in property size, etc. 
3. Drawings: All drawing shall show elements in correct relation and proportion to 
one another, with label, north arrow, overall dimensions, and the date sketched. 
The drawings include: 
i. A site plan drawing showing the commercial property's location and 
building footprint in relation to its immediate landscape configuration 
including but not limited to driveways and public roads. 
ii. The building floor plan showing the organization and arrangement of 
spaces, including exterior dimensions. 
4. Photographs: Any required photographic coverage may be in digital format. 
i. Eight or more views showing the building, its setting, as well as shots 
that will adequately illustrate the building from all sides and various 
building details or elements, both interior and exterior. 
ii. Available historic photographs or illustrations that reveal the building 
under construction, improvement, in later use or as shown in an 
advertisement or architectural plan will be selected and appropriately 
reproduced. 
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APPENDIXC 
MUSCATINE HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION 
MEETING COORDINATION 

DOT 
www.iowadot.gov SMARTER I SIMPLER I CUSTOMER DR IVEN 
Office of Location & Environment 
800 Lincoln Way, Ames, IA 5001 0 
Phone: 515-239-1035 I Email : libby.wielenga@dot.iowa .gov 
March 26, 2014 
Muscatine Historic Preservation Commission 
Jane Reischauer 
108 w 5th 
Muscatine IA 5276 L 
Dear Ms. Reischauer: 
Ref. STP-U-5330(614)--70-70 
City of Muscatine 
Muscatine County 
Local Project 
R&C: 080170073 
RE: Mississippi Drive Corridor Reconstruction Project, City of Muscatine 
The City of Muscatine with the Iowa Department of Transportation (Iowa DOT) and the 
Federal Highway Administration (FHW A) are proposing to reconstruct and improve 1.6 
miles along and adjacent to Mississippi Drive. As part of the continued consultation effort 
for this project, we request that you contact us if you have any concerns of the effects this 
road constmction project may have on historic properties. 
As you will note on the enclosed maps, the project Area of Potential Effect (APE) overlaps 
with two historic districts, including 25 contributing resources of the Downtown Historic 
District, and two conttibuting resources of the West Hill Historic District. In addition, a total 
of 40 individual properties (i.e. stmctures, objects, and buildings) are within this project 
APE. The identified properties for this project range from properties listed on or eligible fo r 
listing on the National Register of Historic Places to properties that have not yet been fully 
evaluated for the National Register. Any property not fully evaluated for the National 
Register will be considered a historic property for compliance with federal regulations and 
the purposes ofthis project. Therefore, all built historic properties within the project APE 
are identified in the enclosed spreadsheet (Table 1.1). See the enclosed maps for geographic 
references (Figures l.1- 8.1 ). 
Enclosed is the recently completed Site Inventory Form for the Papoose Creek Sewer (#70-
01507). As identified on the enclosed form, the Papoose Creek Sewer is recommended 
eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under Criterion C. The project plans 
indicate the Papoose Creek Sewer is within the APE, but will not be adversely affected by 
the proposed project. To ensure this, construction monitoring by a Secretary of the Interior 
qualified historian or architectural histo1ian during the utility work is being proposed by the 
City of Muscatine. All the details of the proposed monitoring, and any applicable 
documentation can be captured in a possible project MOA. 
The City of Muscatine has worked diligently to consider the project' s effects on these 
historic properties. Identified on the enclosed maps with the historic properties and APE is 
the project impact area. The current alignment physically avoids tile overwhelming majority 
of hlstoric properties. You' ll note, however, one property, the Puritan Ice Company building 
(TeStreke property - 70-01194) located at 205-207 Green Street, would be taken and 
therefore adversely affected by the proposed project. At this time, tills alternative is the most 
feasible and prudent alternative available to achieve the project's purpose and need while 
minimizing the environmental effects overall. 
It is expected some vibration will occur during the demolition and reconstruction of 
Mississippi Drive. As such, FHW A and the Iowa DOT will continue to consult with the City 
of Muscatine and interested parties to minimize the potential vibration effects to avoid any 
adverse effects to the other historic properties listed above. 
At tills time, the City of Muscatine and FHW A/£owa DOT are preparing for a possible 
Adverse Effect scenario due to the effects the project is proposing to have on the Puritan Ice 
Company building (TeStreke property- 70-01194). Interested parties and the public are 
asked to provide comments on this project at this point, and will continue to be provided an 
opportunity to comment. If you have any questions, please contact me. The State Historic 
PreseiVation Office (SHPO) has also received this information for comment. We are 
inquiring to know if your organization wishes to comment on this project. We request that 
you respond within 30 days ofreceipt of this letter. If you have any questions, please contact 
me at 515-239-1035 or libby.wielenga@dot.iowa.gov. 
LJCW:sm 
cc: Mike LaPietra, FHW A 
Steve Boka, City of Muscatine 
JeffHillegonds, Stanley Consultants 
Brenda Dw·bahn, AECOM 
Sincerely, 
Libby Wielenga 
Office of Location and Environment 
Clu;sty VanBuskirk, District 5 Local Systems Engineer, lowa DOT 
Matt Oetker, NEPA I OLE, Iowa DOT 
Comments: 
